If You Love Truth You Will Love The Ekklesia

Who Stopped
Ekklesia?
Who Started
Your Church?
The Ancient
“Church”
What is It?
You May Be Surprised!
God did not start any Church. God only established His
Ekklesa and His Ekklesia is not a “church.” The Catholic church started all “churches.” So why follow the
Catholics? www.biblementor.com © Editor Willard R. Wade
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From the free Ekklesia Bible transltion
www.ekklesiabible.com
If you really are a Saint in the everlasting kingdom of God.
We who make the claim to be saved “Saints” in “the
Everlasting Kingdom of God,” that same God is giving us
warning through his prophet Daniel chapter seven about a
wicked ruler who will change the laws of God and change
the times that God has set to worship. We are warned as
saved “Saints” in the Everlasing kingdom of God if we
allow self to be deceived by this wicked ruler, then God
will give us over to the hand of our deceiver (Dan 9:27).
John “The Revelator’ is giving us the same warning, the
Great whore will be established and then she will establish
“Balsphmous names” with the purpose only to deceive the
Saints in the Everlasing kingdom of God.
Rev 17:3 I saw a woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored
beast, full of names of blasphemy.{17:5} and upon her
forehead a name written,
MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF THE
HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE earth.

The blasphmous false translated name
“Church” is a blasphmous name created by
Constantine of the Catholic church and made
for the only purpose to deceive the Saints in
the everlasting kingdom of God.
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Rev 17:1Come I will show you the Great Harlot.
3b she is riding the scarlet colored beast and she fed her
beast (her religion) full of names of blasphemy.
The beast she is riding is her religion, she has invented
blasphemous names that speak injuriously against God
and blasphemous names deceive the Saints of God, Rev
18:4 Come out of her and her blasphemous names or you
will suffer her judgment from God.
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Below is the oldest Church and the first Sacred “Circe” (Church)
ever to exist in the entire world. A name of a double Round buildings were made first to worship the goddess “Circe” the goddess of
sexual fertility and round things. This double Round “Church’ (not
the people) was built by Constantine in Constantinople in the early
Fourth century to wed Christianity to paganism. To this day this
church is overcome by the Muslims. Did Christ lie when he Said my
Ekklesia can not be overcome? There must exist a great difference
between the conduct of “Ekklesia of Christ and a “Circe” or a
“Church.” Take very careful note Constantine Stopped the Court
(council) of the Ekklesia (the Latin Ecclesiam) and Constantine
started all churches in the entire world. Below is a Church actually built by
Constantine that sill exist to this day.

The first Church
in the entire
world
Circe
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The word “church” is the
derivitive from Ancient Circle
worship made in round buildings
to the sexual fertility goddess
“Circe” the Godess of round
things. The round
apse is a
small round
room
for the idol
that is
to be worshipped.
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In Early fourth century, Constantine Stopped the Conduct of the
court of the Latin Ecdclesiam and then he started the first Church
ever to exist in the entire world.
Matthew {16:13} Now when Y’ehsus the Christ came into the
parts of Caesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, saying,
Who do men say that the Son of man is? {16:14} And they
said, Some [say] John the Immerser; some, Elijah; and others, Yeremiah, or one of the prophets. {16:15} He said unto
them, But who say you that I am? {16:16} And Simon Petros
[The Small Stone] answered and said, you are the Christ, the
Son of the living God.
{16:17} And Y’ehsus answered and said unto him, Blessed
are you, Simon son of-Jonah: for flesh and blood has not
revealed it unto you, but my Father who is in heaven. {16:18}
And I also say unto you, that you are Petros [the Small Stone]
but in this Petra [the unconquerable mountain fortress], I
will edify [the court of] my Ekklesia; and the gates of Hades
shall not prevail against her.
{16:19} I will give unto you [the court of my Ekklesia] the
keys of the kingdom of heaven: and what so ever you shall
bind on earth shall be bound in heaven; and what so ever
you shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.
If you dissagree with the above Ekklesia Bible translations then
we challenge you to open your assembly of your church and
allow the “court of the Ekklesia of Christ who are open to deliberate our differences as God has established for us. We promise
to abide by the decisions made by the jury of the Ekklesia established by our heavenly Father for the unity and to absloutely stop
altogether the division of the Saints.
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Last edit June 6, 2015
Editor Will Wade
To keep his Saints completely and totally
United God established His Ekklesia before
he laid the foundatios of the earth..

If you are in Christ and if you belong to
God, your are in Him not because you
belong to some Church, but because our
God did not start any “Church” in the
entire world.
False Bible translations are our greatest problem of the true
name of the Ekklesia of Christ. The purpose of restoring
the open translation of the Ekklesia Bible is remove all
blasphemous names from the translated Bible record, so
our brethren can read true New Testament translations to
establish true doctrine or true instructions from God and
also so that we all willl read the same Bible and say the same
thing.
1Cor 1:10 Now I beseech you, brethren, by the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same thing,
and that there be no divisions among you; but that ye
be perfectly joined together in the same mind and in the
same judgment.
If you know true word defimitiom for a the blasphemous
name “Church” you know this is the truth. Word definition
for the “balsphmous name” of a “Church” does not require that the entire assembly of the Saints in a city (and
with the world wide web the entire world) is to gather as a
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court to become the jury and to hear deliberated any
disputed doctrine (instruction or law making the claim to
be from God).
According to honest Bible scholars and many unversity
Bible professors, are teaching the false translated “Name”
“church” is a deceiving and “blasphmous name” and is
only describing a cult which blasphmous false translated
name “church” is a horrendous false Bible translation
made from the Greek word “Ekklesia.” Then truth is all
churches are only true “cults.”Not one church will conduct and abide by the decisions made through Ekklesia..
Discover What The True Bible Ekklesia of Christ Is?
Ekklesia the Greek Ek “out of” the Greek Kaleo “the
called “or The Called Out. Called out to do what?
“But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy
nation, a people for God’s own possession, that you
may proclaim the excellencies of Him who has called
you out of darkness into His marvelous light;” (1 Peter
2:9).
The “Calling Out” is to determine truth between the difference of what is light and what is the dark and then proclaim light or truth of the excellences of our Heavenly
Father to the entire world.
Here is a fact that must not be over looked in this restoration study, to come out of all “churches” compared to be
in the “Ekklesia of Christ.” In the entire new Testament
there is -not written just one word definition for the
blasphmous name of a “Church.”
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In the entire New Testament The name “Church” is not
written just once in the plural as “Churches” Not just once!
As much as men would like to see the Blasphmous name
“church” so they can show their “church” is not a cult but a
legimite church, it can not be done. We are warning you, If
you are not conducting self as the true court of the
“Ekklesia of Christ“, then your church is a cult and you are
not in the established Ekklesia of Christ. So what is a true
Cult?
The name Cult comes from astronomy meaning to occult
from light to dark. To coult or to occult from the true
source of the light giver or a llight holder to become the
dark side. A Cult is a group who teach a doctrine (instruction making the claim to be from God) but they hide the
source of their church doctrine and refuse to hold the court
of the Ekklesia in their called out assembly on any disputed
church doctrine. The cult refuses to hold “Court of
Ekklesia” and through deliberation (polemic debate) allow
their members to learn and choose the true source of their
church doctrine (instruction making the claim to be from
God.). Cowardly Hiding the source of church doctrine
(taught as lawful instructions from God) by churches is to
be judged as a true church cult.
Here is the perfect example of the first to be named as a
“cult” in ancient Greece.
In 500 BCE Troy they had what is called the Apello. The
difference between the Greek “Apello” in Troy and the
Ekklesia in Athens the entire Assembly of the Ekklesia had
polemic debate to allow the entire assembly decide the
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soure of law from their law giver. The Apello in Troy only
the rulers and the rich conrollled what “truth is” and the
source of doctrine from the law giver.
Bible scholars and unversity prosessors today are teaching this truth, in word definition the function or the purpose of the blasphmous name “Church” is nothing like the
purpose of the Court of the Ekklesia established by God
before he laid the foundations of the earth.
Matthew chapter 16 verse 18 Christ only used the word
“Ekklesia” in the sense his -Ekklesia is his mighty weapon
designed by our heavenly Father with the purpose to be
used against His spiritual enemies whose false teachings
are the gates that lead to spiritual death in the place Christ
guve the name “Hades.” The gates that lead into Hades or
is translated Hell which is a complete seperation of the
human spirit from the presence of God and the false
teaching of Hades is the gates that leads to death or the
seperation of the spirit which is truely a place where there
is no order or gates that lead into hell.
“In” Christ is to be “In” the “Petra” (the metaphor of the
mighty unconqurable mountain fortress who is to be “In”
the metaphor of the son of the living God). Though the
established function of the Court of the Ekklesia of Christ
is established to “edify” or to unite the called out army of
God (Ekklesia) to stop division in the everlasting kingdom
of God. Chirst only spoke of His Ekklesia in the sense of
a hot spiritual warfare that is being made against the gates
of hades (translated Hell) (Matthew chapter 16 verse 18).
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The most trusted Bible translators translate Christ saying
“Upon this Petra [I am the Petra, better translated
“in me” the metaphor of “the Petra” or the mighty
unconquerable mountain fortress]. [The fact is established by the context, just as Simon whose alias
Christ purposely gave the name Simon son of Jonah
this name “Petros” (a name meaning The Little
Stone). Petros is confessing Christ is the son of the
living God and then Christ declares he is the “Petra”
as is the confession of Petros (the Little Stone).
Christ declares; “I the son of the living God am the
Petra.” Christ used the word Petra as a metaphore
of the known unconqurable mountain fortress that is
located in the promised land. Today Petra is located
in Jordan. Christ is saying IN me the Petra or in me
the unconqurable mountain fotress and -in the Petra]
I will edify my Ekklesia and the Gates of Hades will
not prevail against her. [The Amplifying the context in
brackets is mine.] Note carefully The Ekklesia of Christ is
the Bride of Christ and the Ekklesia of christ is not correctly translated as a “thing” or the Ekklesia (The Bride of
Christ) is not translated correctly as an object or an ”it.”
The true purpose of the Ekklesia of Christ is impossible to
be prevailed against, or impossible to be divided or to be
overcome in the warfare of the Ekklesia between the
Ekklesia of Christ and the gates of hell. Again we want to
show there is no Greek word “Church” or word definition
for any kind of a true church in the entire New Testament.
The Greek word “Ekklesias -does exist in the Old Testament Septuagint but there is no word “church” written in
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the entire Old or New Testament. Then you say what
about the seven Churches of Asia in Revelations chapter
one? Sorry this is a false Bible translation. The word is
seven Ekklesia (singular) and is not written in the plural of
churches.
Every professing Christian makes the vow to God in the
New Testament or our covenant with God. We covenant
with our God -not to allow ourselves to be divided over
our indivigulal prefrence of doctrine (or instructions from
God).
Those who choose to divide into churches are the cults
divided from outside the Ekklesia of Christ.
We can easily see “Churches” can be overcome and
divided or prevailed against and they can be divided into
one hundred and thirty eight thousands altogether different
churches with thousands of different completely opposing
church doctrines. Opposing doctrines is opposing instructions that every oppposing church in the entire world
is making the false claim their complete opposing instruction is from Satan and their many divided gods). The
Christ decalres his Court of his Ekklesia is impossible to
be prevailed against or divided.
Christ said Hades can not prevail “Against her.” See the
Greek word “autes” Thayer’s Lexicon, Strong’s Greek
word number 1473 a personal pronoun and here the Ekklesia of Christ is not correctly translated as the word
“it “ but against “ her” or the bride of Christ.
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Acts 2:47b And the Lord added to the Ekklesia daily
such as should be saved. Some Manuscripts do not
have the word Ekklesia written in this verse but in all
manuscripts the Ekklesia when not written is infered.
Notice and read what is taught here very Carefully
The First century Catholic dogma (doctrine or
instructions making the claim to be from God)
is still teaching this truth but Catholics refuse
to return to restore to become the True
Ekklesia (Latin Ecclesiam) of christ.
The Catholic Church Teach Truth About Ekklesia
Note carefully, it is amazing the Catholics teach this
truth, there is no salvation -outside the Ekklesia of
Christ. The first to the early fourth Century Roman
Christians (Saints) were called in the Latin the name
“Ecclesiam.” The first century Roman Catholics
were not called a “Church” but they called themselves in the Latin “The Ecclesiam of Christ.” If you
learn anything about the -first Romans Christians
you must know this fact that the First romans
Chrisrtisn were called the Ekklesia of Christ.
Quote this Catholic teaching here from the First
Century until today they teach this same doctine
; “It Is a Consummate fact,
“Extra Ecclesiam Nulla Salus”
[meaning Catholics are teaching there is no
salvation outside the Ekklesia of Christ].
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Note carefully Catholics are teaching this truth
that not one Catholic in a Church can be saved
because all Catholics are in a Catholic Church
and a Church does not conduct self anything
like the true court of the “Ecclesaim of Christ.”
The Latin Ecclesiam or the Ekklesia of Christ is
nothing like any Church in the entire world.
Know this fact for certain, not one Catholic in the Catholic
church will allow the court of the “Ekklesia” in their organization. Because of their church leaders, most Catholics
have no idea what the court of the “Ekklesia” of Christ is.
To follow doctrine (instructions) in how to get in the
Latin Ecclesiam of Christ so they can be saved the poor
Catholics have no idea how to obey God to get into the
Ekklesia of Christ so they can be saved. The Catholic
believers only have their Catechism which is teaching just
the opposite of what is taught in the first century Ekklesia
Bible in how to get into the Ekklesia of Christ to be saved
in the Ekklesia.
King James translation Acts 2:47b And the Lord added to
the Ekklesia daily such as should be saved. Some
Bible Manuscripts do not have the word Ekklesia
written in this verse but in all manuscripts the
Ekklesia when not written is inferred.
Notice and read what is taught here very Carefully
The First century Romans. The Catholic dogma
(doctrine or instructions) is still teaching this
truth but the Catholic church refuse to return
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to restore to become the True Ekklesia (The
Latin Ecclesiam) of Christ.
Note Catholics do teach truth, no salvation
outside the Ekklesia of Christ.
Again We Quote here; “It Is a Consummate
f a c t , “extra Ecclesiam nulla salus” [meaning
Catholics teach there is no salvation outside
the Latin Ekklesia of Christ].
Notice carefully what Catholics are teaching. If
all Catholics are in a Church but not one
Catholic today is in the “Ecclesiam,” then not
one Catholic can be saved according to their
own teaching of the first century and modern
day teaching! How many Catholics realize
what the truth is that they are teaching “Outside the Ecclesiam there is -no salvation.”
Now take carefuly note, to hold Court of the
Ekklesia of Christ is to deliberate though Polemic debate to determine “doctrine” or true
instructions from God, and the entire Ekklesia
as a jury will determine what truth in doctrine
is to be taught in the Ekklesia of Christ.
Do you know any Catholic church that today
who conducts true court of the Ecclesiam of
Christ within their entire called out assembly of
any city?
Is there any Catholic church in the entire world
that holds the Latin Ecclesiam with the opposi15

tion on disputed church doctrine as the first
century Ecclesiam did in the first century Roman Christians of the Latin Ecclesiam?
In the first Century in the Roman court of the
Ecclesiam the entire Ekklesia decided disputed
doctrine before their entire assembly through
polemic debate to determine the Latin dogma
or instructions making the claim to be from
God) Will the Pope, the cardinals, the bishops,
the priest, the ecumenical council, allow all the
entire Ecclesiam of the people be allowed to
decide for self what doctrine (instructions from
God is to be taught in the Ecclesiam
(Ekklesia)?
God established His Ekklesia to determine
doctrine for self, because notice very carefully,
God did not -trust a Pope, a pastor, any elder,
any priest, any preacher, any church, any Bible
teacher or an ecumenical council to choose to
teach truth in doctrine or instructions making
the claim to be from God. Our heavenly Father
trust only His entire “Court of His Ekklesia” to
choose what doctrine is to be taught for self in
the entire Ekklesia. See the Example of the
Court of the Ekklesia corrected false Bible
treaching in Acts Cahpter 15.
Then we must challenge the Catholic church to
return to become the one “Ekklesia” or in the
Latin Ecclesiam and begin to conduct selves
according to what they teach so they to can be
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certain to be in the true Ecclesiam of Christ
and so be saved.
Catholics also teach -truth The Ekklesia of Christ is the
Bride of Christ, in the wedding that has consummate or
already taken place for every true professing Christian that
has ever existed in the entire world.
Ephesians 5:25 Husbands, love your wives, even as
Christ also loved the Ekklesia, and gave himself for
her.
No disputed doctrine (instructions making the claim to be
from God) is to be established without the consent of the
majority of entire lawful court of the Ekklesia. Turn your
Bible to Acts 19:39. Do you see the word Ekklesia written
in your Bible? Here is just one verse in the Bible that evil
Bible translators who choose the blasphemous name of a
“church” or “assembly” instead of Ekklesia and false
Bible translators dare not translate this Bible record correctly as it is spoken word for word. Acts chapter 19
verse 39 But if ye enquire any thing concerning other
matters, it shall be determined in a lawful Ekklesia.
(see Strong’s Greek word number 1577).
The above record shows the -purpose of any gathering
for “Ekklesia” is to settle disputed source of “doctrine”
(instructions making the claim to be from God). Only
through the lawful gathering of the entire city to hear deliberated what is “disputed doctrine” and then the entire
assembly as a Jury as in a court trial vote to determine
who is teaching true doctrine (true source of instructions
making the claim to be from God).
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If there had been true Ekklesia allowed from the beginning
of the Ekklesia of Christ, then there would have never
been established the false name “church.” Neither would
there ever have existed the thousands of divided churches
with thousands of different and opposing church doctrines neither would there be all the hate of one church in
opposition from one church for the otherr church.
To settle our differences we must all return to become the
one Ekklesia of Christ. We must all keep the promise we
make to God in our “Testament” or our “covenant” we
made with our heavenly Father, that we will not allow
ourselves to divide but will through the function of
Ekklesia abide by the decisions of the majority after we
hold Ekklesia on any disputed doctrine (instructions making the claim to be from God).
The words of Christ is true only for, His bride or His
Ekklesia can not be divided or overcome by the Gates of
hell (Matthew chapter 15 verse 18). The origination of the
evolved word “Church” is a derivitive from the Greek “Kike” written in
the Latin “Circe” which original Greek word meaning is “Circle’ and
“Circe” is adapted by pagans to describe their love for their sexual
fertility goddess of Circles and circle worship.

We can see the smillarity in the Genesias record to
“Circe” in the ancient Hebrew word for “circle.”
See Genesis 2:11 translation the English word “Havilah”
but the Strong’s Hebrew word number 2341 Chaviylah
khav-ee-law’ is meaning a “Circle.”
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A Literal online research will reveal much of today’s so
called “Christian religion” and the mistranslation of certain key words of the Bible that are clearly patterned only
after the pagan teachings of the Catholic church. The
word “church” is the direct derivative of the Greek name
of he goddess Kir-ke that is describing the name of the
love and sexual goddess of fertility and the goddes of
round things named in Greek “Kir-ke.” The English word
“Church” is a European adaptation from the Greek word
Kirke written in the Catholic church in Latin as “Circe.”
Our English word Church comes directly from the Latin
Circe of the Catholic church.. To this day in different
parts of different languages in Europe the most ancient

The
Greek
Kirke
is the
Latin
Circe
Catholic Church still exist by the name of Kirke. The
picture of the round apse of the Catholic church above is
the Catholic “Kirke of our lady” or “Lady of our kirke” in
Copenhagen Denmark. The first to translate Ekklesia as a
“church in the English Bibles is The Wickliffe Bible in
about 1385 AD and the King James and other Bibles were
translated by people who were still keeping the pagan
Catholic doctrine for their lady of Kirke or the Wycliffe
Bible “Chriche” (pronounced kir-key.
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More True Entomology of the name “Church”
The ancient Greek name of the Greek goddess Kirke has evolved to become a “Church”
is a blasphemous name mistranslated into the
Bible record to make
the record appear to
be the same as the
Greek Bible word
“Ekklesia.” God did
not invent the name
“Church!” The disciples of Satan invented the name
“church,” The evolution of the name
“Church” is an adaptation or derivative from a holy shrine named
for the Greek goddess “Kirke” spelled in the
Latin Circe{sur'-see} the meeting place in
double round house of worship made to the
sexual fertility goddess “Kirke.” The ancient
Catholics spell the name “Circe.” At first a
Church is in the sense of a holy or sacred
place for Circle worship or shrine made to
worship the sexual fertility goddess “kirke” or
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Circe has -no afinity with the Greek Kyrike
(house of the Lord) as some falsely teach.
Circe or Greek “Kir-key” which name was derived from the Greek
verb kirkoô meaning "to secure with rings" or "hoop around"--a reference to her magical powers. The first ancient true “church” is only a
semi double round building, a shrine made to worship the pagan sexual
goddess in circle worship. Circe a goddess of sexual desire.Fertility
worship as goddes of round things ar only in the sexual sense
Do you know the goddess “Circe” of sexual fertility that today is still
being worshipped by thousands in circle worship?
Circe is a mythical sexual nymphomaniac a sexual goddess of both gods
and men from whence the name “church” has evolved? It is proven fact
the word church has evolved or is adapted from the Greeks, Romans
and Celts or English as the sacred house of the “goddess of round
things.” “Circe” a goddess that was worshipped by pagans in a holy
semi double round building they called a “Circe building.”

(Circe a witch, enchantress or sorceress), described in
Homer's Odyssey as "The
loveliest of all immortals",
living on the island of
Aeaea, famous for her part
in the adventures of
Odysseus.
By most accounts, Circe (pronounce in the Greek
“Kirke” was the daughter of Helios, the god of the sun.
In world history the Catholic church is the first true
church because in the fourth century she stopped identifying self as the Roman Latin Ecclesiam of Christ and
for a sinister or evil purpose only to deceive her people.
She was the first to stop Ekklesia and then name self a
“Church.”
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The Catholic mother of all Churches is the Catholic Church,
she is teaching correct, all true churches are her church
daughters named directly from their mother the Catholic
church.
God did not establish a “church” as is falsely mistranslated
into most of our modern Bibles.” The word Church is a
derivative of the Greek word “Circe” which name is hundreds of years older than the Greek name Ekklesia. The
pagan word “Church” has no affinity or there is no common
word definition between the etymology of the word
“church” and the scriptural word definition of the true
“Ekklesia” of Christ.

So if God did -not start or establish anything
with the purpose of a church then who has
established your church.
Bible scholars have been warning professing
Christians for over one thousand years about
the blasphemous name ”Circe” or the “Kirke”
or word definitions for a “circe” or “church”
is not written just once in the entire ancient
languages of the Bible. It is the wicked Bible translators who
write the word “Church” in the Bible records with the only
purpose to deceive us.
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Who Started Your Church?
The True Ekklesia of Christ
December 2, 1995
Last Edit October 15, 2014
Editor Willard R. Wade
Introduction.
Again Turn your Bible to Acts 19:39. Do you see the word
Ekklesia written here? Here is just one verse in the Bible
that evil Bible translators who choose the false name
church instead of Ekklesia and dare not translate correctly
as it is spoken word for word. Acts chapter 19 verse 39
But if ye enquire any thing concerning other matters, it
shall be determined in a lawful Ekklesia. Anything that
matters is to be determined only in a lawful court of the
Ekklesia, this is the established purpose for court of the
Ekklesia of Chriist. (Acts 15, See how the entire Ekklesia
functions to determine true instructions from God from
lies.)
The above statement made by a government official is the
back bone and the purpose of every true Ekklesia in the
entire world.. To be “Called Out” similar to an impaneled
jury nothing is to be eatablished without the consent of the
entire Called Out or the lawful conduct of the court of
Ekklesia who is the only authority that will make the decisions of Doctrine (Lawful instructions) that is to be established and taught in the Ekklesia of Christ.
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We prove those religious organization that make the claim
to be the true Ekklesia of Christ must open their assemblies
to polemic debate on any disputed doctrine concerning
instructions from God concerning one’s salvation. We all
who profess to be Christian or “Christ like” can not possibly ever stop dividing into to different sects as “Churches”
until we stop being churches and return to become the true
Ekklesia of Christ.
We have no other purpose for our precious brethren who
strive to be “Christ like” than to restore them to the extreme
of the true Ekklesia of our heavenly Father.
No one in this Bible study is self taught. As a Bible student
from an infant first learning to speak God’s word and over
89 years of learning before thousands of preaching brethren, under the tutelage of hundreds of college and university
professors, and Bible teachers. Years of reading from the
Bible scholars and making studies in years of all night and
all day studies from the ancient languages of the Bible,
Many years in making debates with the opposing beliefs
and doctrines. We groups of brethren of the Ekklesia of
Christ all have come to this conclusion, the Bible name
“Ekklesia” is impossible to be correctly translated as the
pagan name of any “Church.”
The word Church is still pagan because people are still
worshiping the pagan goddess “Circe” whose name is the
root derivitive of all churches in the entire world.
It is impossible to be a true Church and at the same time be
the true Ekklesia established by Christ in the first century.
For Centuries Bible scholars have been teaching that the
name “Church” is an unbilicial or a mistranslated blasphemous name started only by the Catholic church.
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To translate the name of a Church from the Greek Bible
word “Ekklesia” is to Blaspheme or to speak against or to
write sacrilegious against God or sacred things. To refuse
Ekklesia and choose a church is to profane the name God
gives to His Ekklesia.
After years of Bible research of world history and studies in the ancient languages of the Bible, we find there are
Bible professors in universities who share our Bible understanding of the ancient languages of the Bible precisely the
same concerning the ancient and the modern pagan derivative of the blasphemous name of a “Church.”
To this day. “Modern” “church” people today still hold
circle worship to the goddess “Circe” the pagan Goddess
of sexual fertility and round things from whence the name
“church” has evolved. To show we do not stand alone in
what we understand written from the ancient languages of
the Bible that we are teaching about the false translated
name of a “church,” we will first show the same teaching
from other highly educated Bible professors.
“See Park’s Criticism”
The name of this professor is NORMAN L. PARKS.
(PARKS CRITICISM) Some of us differ with Parks on
much of the teaching of “Parks” but on his teaching about
the unbiblical translation of the Greek name “Ekklesia” of
Christ as a “church” we by true word definition the Greek
name Ekklesia, we are forced by truth to agree with professor Parks. Professor PARKS who is a professor of
political science and head of the department of social
science at Middle Tennessee State University. He was
educated at David Lipscomb College, Abilene Christian
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College (B.A.), Peabody College (M.A.), and Vanderbilt
University (Ph.D.).
We are QUOTING PARKS HERE: “Let us consider the
criterion of “name”—that the true church is the one with
the right name. The very term “church” is unBiblical,
substituted for the Greek ecclesia (assembly) by ancients
who were involved in creating a power structure within the
Christian religion. The ecclesia of Christ has no name. It is
as absurd to emphasize the name of the assembly of
Christ as to emphasize the name of the sun.
Parks wrote that The apostle Paul is warning the Ekklesia
in Corinth to show that;
Quote “The “of Christ” cry can be as denominational as
the “of Luther.” With respect to the hard legalism read into
the criterion of baptism for the remission of sins, reflection will suggest that baptism is an individual expression
of faith in Christ, while remission of sins is God’s role,
not man’s motive. (UNQUOTE HERE)
Note carefully “Parks” is only correct in criticizing using
the name “Church” because the “unbiblical” translations
of name or the organization of a “church” or the word
definition for a church is “unbiblical” and does not exist in
the entire ancient languages of the Bible.
Parks makes the mistake of using the word “Legalism” (to
be legal or lawful in opposition to being unlawfull or “illegal” or Bible teaching ill-legalist.”). Professor Parks falls
into the snare of Satan when he criticizes the “Legalist”
(those who strive to be legal or lawful as is contrast to
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those who strive to be “illegal” unlawful or the “illegalist.”)
The true teaching of “legalist (lawful or legal) of which
group we and others of like mind strive to be lawful, legal
Bible teaching “legaist” do exist. The state of mind as
“Legalist” is simply just the opposit of the “ illegal” or
those who strive to be legal or lawful or judged by our
God to be true, legal. lawful or true Bible teaching “Legalist.” Beware of the Bible teaching Ill-legliaist.
The illegal “illegalist” disciples of Satan hate the true Bible
teaching of the “legalist” that demand we must be legal or
lawful through Ekklesia (see our article on Bible legalism
comparig to illegalism).
However most of our brethren do agree with PARKS that
our immersion water is to be saved by our obedience to
God and God is the one who does the saving and it is not
the water that is doing the saving. However we will not
fall into the trap of the devil and we most certainly do not
and will not strive be “illlegal” as do the Bible teaching
“illegalist.” So if the lawful legalism of a legalist is disgusting to our brother Parks which group either a Bible teaching “Legalist” or a Bible teaching “illegalist” does our
brother Parks strive to exist in?
Another Bible professor Roy Bowen Ward, of the Abilene
Christian University (Texas) has written a very lengthy and
very enlighting article, a Word Study about the “Ekklesia”
showing the difference between the false Bible word
“church” comparing to the true Ekklesia of Christ.
Professor Ward shows clearly the false word “Church”
can not possibly be a true Bible translation.
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Ward wrote; “Most of our references to the use of this
word concern the ekklesiai of Athens.4”
( A note here Will Wade. There is no other place in the
entire world to find word definition for the Greek word
“Ekklesia” then from the history of Athens Greece starting
in about 550 BCE.)
Ward wrote the entire Ekklesia voted to make the decision
and not just one or a few on doctrine or issues;
“Voting was normally by show of hands, a simple majority
deciding most issues.6”
The Boule existed even when it was not actually in session, but there was a new ekklesia every time they assembled.7
This Bible word study of the true Ekklesia compared
to a blasphemous word “Church” is thoroughly researched from old world history and out of the ancient
languages of the Bible and not from any one Bible translation.

THINGS THAT YOUR PREACHER
REFUSE TO TELL YOU
Download from this site
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http://www.newbibleconcepts.com/
page712.html

The “Church” Is Not The
“ekklesia” Of The Bible
Volume One
By Dr. Ron McRay
“Both in Old Testament translations into Greek and New
Testament Greek usage, the word ekklesia implies more
than a collective or national unity; rather A COMMUNITY
based on a special religious idea and established in a special
way.
“It is a tragic commentary upon the ability of man to
confuse and corrupt to behold what he has done to the
body of Christ. He has manipulated and molded it after
his own image. He has defined and confined it, organized
and disorganized it. He has debated and argued over its
area of service and responsibility, and sought to control it
by claiming authority to speak for its head” (W. Carl
Ketcherside).
Note very carefully how long the truth has been known by
some members of the Church of Christ about their false
use of the false name “church” but today this truth is -not
being taught by most members of the “Church of Christ.”
Why”
This is a quote from one of the Oldest Magazine of “the
church of Christ” The Gospel Advocate 1915 (P. 598),
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teaching truth that -quote “The translated word “church”
is not a translation of any word used by either Christ or
his apostles, but is the Anglican form of a different word
which Roman Catholicism substituted in place of the
word [Ekklesia] used by Christ and his apostles—
It is in our English scriptures by order of King James, who
instructed his translators not to translate the word
“Ecclesia” by either ‘congregation’ or ‘assembly’, but to
use the word ‘church’ instead of a translation.” Unquote.

Another Bible teacher is giving us this
warning a Church is a false Bible translation of the Greek word “Ecclesia.”
From these web sites
http://www.aggressivechristianity.net/
articles/ecclesia.htm
http://www.bible-truth.org/Ekklesia.html
“Let us make it clear from the very beginning that the
established religious system, which manifests itself in the
abomination called “church”, is NOT of God. We intend
to make it very clear, by studying the Greek words found
in the New Testament, that the pattern which God intends
His people to follow and live by is the ECCLESIA system, and is RADICALLY different than that which calls
itself “church” in our day.
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As you read this short study the truth will dawn on you
that Christians today have been fed a LIE, and that they
have been enslaved by the religious systems of men. If
you truly love Jesus and desire to follow Him in total
obedience then you must seriously consider the facts that
follow. We encourage each and every person who names
the name of Christ to PRAY, FAST AND SEEK GOD
concerning the important differences between how the
first Christians lived and how Christians live today.”
Also see this website the (word) church is not in God’s
plan James E.Finley (Un-quote here).
http://www.theexaminer.org/volume5/number3/
godsplan.htm

(Another Quote Here.)

By Ben Williams
Another website is
Website http://www.lawfulpath.com/ref/ecclesia/
ecclesia1of3.shtml
This brings us to the word “ecclesia” [ek-le-see-a] — one
of the tragic victims of modern-day language confusion.
This word is misused and mistranslated in nearly every
English Bible version since the King James Version was
produced in 1611. This Greek word was carried over into
Latin, and then English. But, during the last 500 years, in
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English-speaking societies, it has been popularly replaced
with the English word “church.”
The word is, correctly, “ecclesia.” It should not have been
replaced or changed. And, although it is hard to break old
habits we should stop using the wrong word. The term
“church” does not appear in the text of the New
Testament. Not even once!
When people use this term, it is almost always in error.
But, when we attempt to correct the problem we find that
we are hampered by the popular Bible versions which
consistently use “church” — the wrong word. That tends
to set the error in concrete and stifle our efforts.
One option is to do what I’ve resorted to doing with my
Bible. Everywhere the word “church” appears, I take my
pencil and draw a line through it, then I write in the word
“ecclesia.” That’s the best I can do in lieu of an accurate
Bible. And, until a correctly translated Bible is found, we
may have to do that. Of course, this could be corrected
by teaching people to read the Scriptures in their original
languages. Realistically, however, this is not a solution that
can be hoped for in the near future. This generation can
hardly read English — much less Greek and Hebrew.
The word “church” was an extremely bad choice for
rendering “ecclesia.” And, although English Bibles
uniformly use “church,” it is wrong in every instance.
(UQUOTE HERE>
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Dr. Earnest L. Martin
A Bible teacher the late Dr. Earnest L. Martin that
gives proof the word Chrurch a blasphemous name
mistraslated for the true Bible name “Ekklesia.”
Quote here.There is no "true Church of God". In fact, the

word "church" is not even mentioned in the original Bible
translations.”
“John repeats the punishment of the Soothsayers with in-

struments (Levites) or Sorcerers with Instruments (Revelation 18) saying they will be cast alive into the Lake of Fire.
The church in the wilderness was a synagogue: a school of
the Word of God. It is exampled by the Ekklesia: in Athens
the Ekklesia met roughly each week: it was for reading resources from a higher authority, discussing or debating the
material and reaching a conclusion. All of the personal
speeches, songs, dances and selling of things was quarantined to the Agora or marketplace. The word PSALLO actually defines the polluted red rope the slaves used to force
those who dallied around the singing boys and girls to go to
the Pnx and the ekklesia. When they arrived they would be
marked, fined and prohibited from speaking in the assembly. Church is carefully derived from Kirk or Circe who is
the Babylon mother of harlots in revelation 17. Circe points
to assemblies which were “circuses” and not assemblies
where Christ was the only speaker when the elders (only)
teach that which has been taught. Church in its modern “progressive” stage as a theater for holy entertainment IS the
harlot church and she RIDES or depends totally on the
performing artists are beasts. True to form, when the sterile
leadership invites the beast to come and help them find the
money, the goal of the beasts is to silence the elders, preach33

ers and Christ.”
Kirke from which we get the word CHURCH was:

Initially a Hunter Goddess and Lady of the
Beasts
of
Kolchis
named
Aeaea
‘ululation,’[halal] she became the funerary
Goddess of the island known by her name.
Kalypso ‘concealer,’ Argeia ‘bright,’ and often
Medea ‘wise one’ who was sometimes called her
neice instead. Klymene’s daughters were the
keepers of golden horned cattle in the lands of
the Dead, the Heliades or Merope ‘eloquent’ or
‘bee eater,’ Helia ‘sun,’ Phoebe ‘bright,’ Aetheria
‘heavenly one,’ Dioxippe ‘divine mare,’ Lampetia
‘beaming one,’ Koronis ‘crow or raven,’ Aegile
‘bright,’ Lamethusa ‘light being,’ Phatusa
‘bright being,’ and Elektryone ‘beaming on
And how is Circe pictured in the classical accounts?
She is shown holding a golden cup in her hand mixed
with wine and drugs through which she controlled
the kings of the world (among whom was supposed
to be Ulysses). Now for a fact! This Goddess is also
found in the symbolic teaching of the Bible. She is
nothing less than the Great Whore who sits on many
waters and seven hills who masterminds Mystery
Babylon. Listen to what God says: “I will show thee
the judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon many
waters: with whom the kings of the earth have
committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth
have been made drunk with the wine of her
fornication…having a golden cup in her hand full of
abominations and filthiness of her fornication. And upon
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her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY
BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF
HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE
EARTH” (Revelation 17:2-5, note that the
capitalization is in the original KJV).
This is a clear biblical description of the Goddess of the
classical world known as Circe (or “Church”), the great
sorceress. As a matter of fact, when Circe (the original
“Church”) died she was buried on one of the islands of
the Pharmacusii group in the Aegean Sea in eyesight of
the Isle of Patmos where the apostle John saw most of
the Book of Revelation. God has allowed the name
“Church” (the Great Whore) to adorn all Christian
churches in existence, if the churches use the name
“church” to describe themselves. Ernest L. Martin,
Ph.D., 1998
We do not say we agree with everthing written in these books but we
recondmend reading these books.

Read this Book by Steve Simms.
Beyond Church: “The Lost Word
Of The Bible- Ekklesia”
The introduction to this book, “Have you ever wanted
something more from your faith? More than religion?
More than church? One lost and forgotten biblical word,
"ekklesia," holds the key to a more vibrant and life-changing Christianity. --Modern English language Bibles quote
Jesus as saying, "I will build My church." However, the
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earliest Bibles have Jesus saying, "I will build my
ekklesia." For hundreds of years, this Bible word-switch
has misdirected the way the body of Christ meets for
worship. --So what does ekklesia mean? Ekklesia was the
name of the city council in ancient Greek city-states. It
was a democratic, interactive, participatory body of equal
citizens sharing their concerns and needs with one another.
--In the Western world, traditional church is in decline.
Religious categories now include millions who are
"Dones" (done with church) and "Nones" (have no
church affiliation). --Perhaps it is time for more than
church. Steve Simms invites you to go "beyond church"
and experience ekklesia, HEAVEN's CITY COUNCIL,
not as a theological concept, but as a practical and living
reality.”

Also read the Book “Ekklesia Rising” by
Dean Briggs.
“Jesus is building something far greater than a Sunday
service.”
We do not have room to give all who teach truth about the
false translated word “church.” As you can easily see we
brethren of the Ekklesia of Christ are not alone in this fight
against blasphemous names of the false name of a
“Church” translated into the Bible record by the most
wicked of all Bible translators.
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With the sword the word of God we are winning this
battle for truth to restore to the extreme the true court of
the Ekklesia of our Lord and Christ..
It was not king James who started the word “Church.”
It was the Catholic church who first started the word
“Church” for the only purpose to stop polemic debate
to settled disputes about doctrine (Latin Dogma or
source of instructions from God) in her open assembly.
The first to translate the word “Chirche (pronounced
Kirke) later to become a “Church” into the first English
Bible was the Wycliffe Bible in about the year 1385.The
Wycliffe Bible translates the word “ekklesia as
“Churche” which is correctly pronounced as “Kir-Key.”
So we question why does the “Church of Christ” or any
other “church” continue to use the false translated nmae
of “Church” with a false word definition.
Even the most devout atheist who hate God and Bible
agnostic know and teach truth against God and the Bible
about the source of the false name that is translated in the
Bible as a “Church.” So why don’t all Christians know
this truth about the false name “church.”
So why would any Christian continue to accept this false
word “church” used to describe the building made for
the ancient pagans for circle worship?

The etymology, evolution or derivative of pagan name
Church compared the true Bible word Ekklesia is so well
documented in world history that truth can easily be
discovered by those who love truth and will simply put
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forth the effort to discover what truth is about the false
translated word “church.”
We groups of brethren here and in other cities have reasoned there is a vast difference in the conduct of the war
like nature of the true Ekklesia of Christ compared to the
passive word definition of a “church.”
Christ used the word “Ekklesia” in the purpose of
“Ekklesia” that has to do with a great competition in
spiritual conflict with the gates of hell or in hot competition in a spiritual warfare. If we learn anything from this
Bible research, know this fact for certain, the Ekklesia of
Christ is the called out of God to come out of self, then
allow God to take control over self and as a soldier of
Christ. Learn Bible truth and arm self with the whole
armor of God (Eph 5), to become the most fierce and
vigilant “””spiritual warror in battles against the disciples
of Satan and we must begin to make war against
ingorance of the false teaching from out of the gates that
lead only to death in Hades (Hell).
Christ declares that His Ekklesia belongs to Him our only
head or ruler over the Ekklesia who is our metaphorical
spiritual mountain fortress of “Petra” (Mat 16:18).
In world History To this day the first physical fortress of
Petra; UNESCO is now described the ancient -physical
“Petra” as “one of the most precious cultural properties
of our cultural heritage.” In 1985,
The ancient physical unconquerable mountain fortress of
“Petra” is now designated a World Heritage Site.
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Centuries before the coming of Christ the ancient “Petra”
is not just a big rock. Petra stands as the unconquerable
mountain fortress that the greatest armies in the world
could not conquer. This the son of the living God declares he is the spiritual metaphor of the awesome mountain fortress of “Petra” which physical Petra is known in
the ancient world is to be metaphorically expressed by
Christ as the unconquerable mountain fortress of “Petra.”

“Petra” the unconquerable mountain “fortress.”
“Fort”, “Bulwark”, Embattlement.” “Fortress” or
“Stronghold” Fortifications.
Isaiah prophesies of the coming Ekklesia which in truth
is nothing like any church. “He” the heavenly Father will
establish His Mountain. “The Mountain of the Lord” He
will reufute or settle disputes for man people (NIV) Isa
2:2 In the last days the mountain of the LORD’s temple
will be established as chief among the mountains; it
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will be raised above the hills, and all nations will
stream to it. :3 Many peoples will come and say,
“Come, let us go up to the mountain of the LORD, to
the house of the God of Jacob. He will teach us his
ways, so that we may walk in his paths.” The law will
go out from Zion, the word of the LORD from Jerusalem.
:4 He will judge between the nations and will settle
disputes for many peoples.
They will beat their swords into plowshares and their
spears into pruning hooks. Nation will not take up
sword against nation, nor will they train for war anymore. :5 Come, O house of Jacob, let us walk in the
light of the LORD. Did you notice in this mountain
(Petra or fortress) “He will settle disputes on Doctrine (instructions from God) for many peoples so we
all together can walk together as one in the light of
the Lord.”
The main purpose Christ gives for his Ekklesia is to
settle disputes that cause division just as the Ekklesia
did in Athens Greece five hundred years before the
coming of Christ. Isaiah also prophesies of the coming “Mountain” of Christ and how the Ekklesia will
keep a holy solemnity in the night (at the corrected
resurrection moment of the Christ). Isaiah chapter
45: (AV) 29 Ye shall have a song, as in the night when
a holy solemnity is kept; and gladness of heart, as
when one goeth with a pipe to come into the mountain
of the LORD, to the mighty One of Israel.
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The fellowship of gathering (in the Ekklesia see Greek of
1Cor 11:18 For first of all, when ye come together in the
Ekklesia, at the same hour of our Christian Passover.
Keeping The Lords Passover supper memorial is the holy
Solemnity of God which is designed by God as a holy
solemnity to teach, to reenact the death of Christ to edify
or the Passover supper memorial is designed by our God
as a tool to evangelize the entire world.
This fellowship of all Christians in memorial is to be kept
in the home as a Passover in the night near the moment of
his resurrection at early dark on the night of day one of the
Sabbaton (or our modern artificial measure of “Saturday
night.”)
The apostle Paul wrote that in keeping the fellowship of
the suffering of Y’esus who is our Passover victim, Paul
taught when we keep this memorial of our lord we are
showing or proclaiming or edifying the world of Humans
by showing or reenacting in memorial the death of Christ,
showing God’s love, mercy and His gracet o all who are
incived into our homes at the resurrection moment of our
passover victim. Philippians chapter 3 verses 10 That I
may know him, and the power of his resurrection, and
the fellowship of his sufferings, being made conformable unto his death; 11 If by any means I might attain
unto the resurrection of the dead. 12 Not as though I
had already attained, either were already perfect: but I
follow after, if that I may apprehend that for which
also I am apprehended of Christ Y’esus. 13 Brethren,
I count not myself to edify the world of humans about
His mercy and grace.
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This Edit September 25, 2014
Editor Willard R. Wade
Before continuing to read this article I beg you to first run
a search on the internet for “Who Started your Church?”
You will discover truth, the Catholic church is making the
true claim to be the first so called “church” ever to exist
on this planet Earth.
She is telling us the truth she is the very first to stop identifying self as the Roman Latin Ecclesiam of Christ (the
Ekklesia) and she begins to identify self as a “Church”
only to change word definition to stop deliberation or
polemic debate before her entire assembly on disputed
false doctrine she is teaching.
Think about this fact, the Catholic church would not exist
today, if she had remained the true Ecclesiam of Christ
and allowed truth to be proclaimed before her entire called
out assembly and then allow the entire assembly to make
judgment what doctrine is to be taught in her assemblies.
The protestants begin to copy the Catholic Church to
become according to prophesy the blasphemous daughters of the Catholic church THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. (Rev.
17:5b
The problem is our creator God did not start any church.
The Catholic Church has started all churches in the entire
world! The Catholic church does not tell you the truth
about the exact year when Catholics first stopped conducting self as the Roman Latin ecclesiam and started to
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wear the blasphemous name of the ancient “Circe” that
has now evolved to become what is called a “church.”
We are forced by truth to believe this true teaching the
Catholic Church, she is teaching us the truth the Catholic
church is the first group in the history of the entire world
to be called the word “Church.” The Catholic church is
telling us the truth she is not the true Ekklesia of Christ but
she is in truth the only true “church” in the entire world.
We brethren of the restored to the extreme the Ekklesia of
Christ all agree. This is our gestalt of the years of our
Bible research and study in both world and Bible history
about the Bible Greek word “Ekklesia.” This Bible research is about the difference between the word definition
of the false English translated word “Church” and then
comparing to the true Bible word “Ekklesia” of Christ.
The true function, the reason, the purpose or the responsibility of Ekklesia of Christ is established only by our
Heavenly Father and the Ekklesia is designed to function
similar to a Jury to settle disputes in doctrine (instructions
making the claim to be from God). It is proven fact that to
promote unity the entire group of an army of Billions of
professing Christian can make better decisions between
truth and a lie, than only a few who may hold a religious
Bias toward their love for a lie only to get gain for self.
This love for a lie is clearly the only reason why we have
the false word Church mistranslated in our Bibles.
So the function of the Ekklesia is designed for the world
of professing Christian to obtain the exact verdict to what
the truth is written as the Gospel from our heavenly Fa43

ther. So as the entire “Ekklesia of Christ” will settle to
choose their disputed doctrine only through deliberations
as a jury instead of a pope, a council, a preacher or two
elders, the entire assembly are to judge to make decisions
for right or wrong for the law, Doctrine or instructions
from God.
There is in human emotion something encouraging about
self making decisions together with the entire assembly
that will cause self to put into action doctrine (instructions
from God) after being chosen for eternal life of self. and
will at the same time cause the individual to feel more
responsible for doing the needed work to promote the
purpose of the Ekklesia of Christ.
We then compare the history of the ancient Greek word
“Circe” a pagan goddess whose name has evolved to
become what is falsely translated into our Bible records as
a “church.”
The ancient Greek name “Circe” is now adapted as the
modern English word church.
This change in the name Ekklesia to a Church did not
happen by chance but in a conspiracy for a special reason
or by purpose and deceit the Latin name Ecclesiam was
changed deliberately by the Catholics to become the name
of a “Church.”
Anyone who can read the Latin Vulgate Bible of the
Catholic church and and then read their Catachism can see
wht is taught is in complete opposition to one another.
The Catholic Catechism contradicts oris in opposition to
the their Catholic Vulgate Bible. Catholic leader know for
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a fact, If Catholcs are ever allowed to hold Ecclesiam on
their Latin dogma taught from the Vulgate Bible and then
compare to the dogma of the Catachism, it will be the end
of the Catholic church. The Catholic church has two
Bibles that are in complete opposition to each other and is
read in two very distinct and different direction.
One the most ancient Bibles of the Catholic church is the
Latin Vulgate and only for the Pope and the ecumunicial
council to read. Today the other Bible is their Catholic
Catechism designed for the priest and for the Catholic
people.
Today the Catholic Church absolutely refuse debate the
Bible as is purposely designed for the Ekklesia of Christ.
The Catholic leaders make the claim they by the order of
the Pope and the ecumenical council, they are a “church”
and they no longer follow the Ecclesaim of the first century that will debate the Bible. Catholics refise to debte
the latin Vulgate Bible but declare they will only debate
the Catechism. The Catholic church is teaching out of
two sides of their mouth. Notice again this true teaching of
the Catholic church.
Here is a -truth and a warning taught for centuries made
by leaders of the Catholic church, many Popes and ecumenical Council and this truth taught by the Catholic
church should terrify every member of the Catholic
Church and all her church daughters.

“Extra Ecclesiam nulla salus” “Outside the
Ekklesia no one will be saved.”
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Catholics teach truth that no one can be saved outside the
Ecclesiam. So a warning, if you are in a “Church” you can
not be saved because to only be in a Church is nothing
like to be in the purpose of the Ecclesiam of Christ.
The revelation of this shocking truth will surprise the
unlearned student in this very important Bible Study.
We have discovered in the false name of a “Church” is
designed and made by the Catholic church and wicked
Bible translators as a conspiracy to deceive the entire
Christian world for the only purpose to stop polemic
debate in the Catholic church or their called out assembly.
How did we first learn this truth about where the word
“Church” originally came from?
In our study of the ancient languages of the Bible we at
first never even so much as give much thought that there
was a difference between the purpose of a “church”
when compared to the true purpose of the Ekklesia of
Christ.
We brethren first learned this truth from the teaching of the
atheist about the true entomology of the word “Circe” that
has evolved to become the English word “church.” Do
you fully understand what was just stated?
The Atheist know truth and are teaching truth the word
“church” is adapted or has evolved over the Centuries
from the Greek word “Circe” the ancient and modern
goddess of round things. People in circle worship still
worship the fertility goddess of round things named
“Circe.”
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The English word church has evolved from the goddess
“Circe” the ancient Greek pagan mythical goddess and
mother of all round things.
This truth of where the word “church” came from was not
taught to us from our beloved brethren but was first heard
this truth being taught from Bible hating and God hating
Atheist. Yes even the enemy who hates God the atheist
they know the truth and they will use this truth of the
entomology of word “church” to fight against our Heavenly Father. We learned first from the Bible agnostic (the
people who hate God and the Bible) and the atheist those
who are teaching us the truth, the word “church” is from
the ancient goddess “Circe” the mother of all round
things.
So we brethren set out to study the ancient history of the
first Ekklesia ever to exist in Athens Greece and to determined to discover what the truth is about the claim from
Atheist that the name “Church” is a blasphemous name
that is adapted from the name of the goddess “Circe.”
We discover that the Atheist are teaching truth the word
“Church is directly from the word “Circe.” We brethren
need to face facts that “words” can evolve in any living
language.
It is true as long as true word definition remains the same
as the language evolves there is no problem in the evolution of any word in any language. However just as the
atheist and Bible agnostic teach truth, it is the fact that the
word “church” is adapted from the goddess Circe is a
blasphemous name “Circe” is still being used today by
pagans in their worship.
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The word Church does not correctly begin to describe the
true purpose of the Ekklesia of Christ. Now notice very
carefully modern day Pagans still worship the goddess
“Circe.” And still the greater problem does not exist in
the evolution of the English word Circe as a “church’ the
word Circe or “church” never was a true Bible word
translation or a true word definition of the Bible word
Ekklesia in the first place.
So what if the word “Church” is created and continued to
be used by the pagans? Let us face facts all words were at
one time were first used by the pagans. Where and when
the word “church” was formed is not the issue here. Word
definition is the issue.
Some words used by pagans can not be used by the
people of God to name Bible things because certain pagan
words translated as Bible words become blasphemous.
To blaspheme is to speak a word injuriously against God.
The Pagan word “Church” is a blasphemous word.
Then we also discover the word “Circe” or “Church” is
purposely started by the Catholic Church to divide herself
from word definition of the true purpose of the function
and responsibility discovered in the true word definition of
the Greek word “Ekklesia” of Christ,
This calling self by the false name “church” is a blasphemous name problem that our brotherhood must correct
now because a “church” is not correctly translated as the
true Bible name Ekklesia” of Christ.” So how can we
wake up our precious brethren and set them on fire for the
sake of truth.
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Truth is the modern English word “church” is not correctly translated from the Bible Greek word “Ekklesia.”
Our world of professing Christian is filled with shysters,
tricksters who are nothing less than the disciples of Satan.
The disciple of Satan hate truth and they will fight truth
and we expect in the brotherhood to be a world of people
who like the Catholic church hate true word definition of
the Greek word “Ekklesia.” At first you may love your
false translated Bible word “church” and hate to be identified as true name of the true “Ekklesia” of Christ. If you
love truth then open you heart to truth and make this Bible
Study.
Christ uses the Greek word Ekklesia only twice translated
in the gospels as a “church.” God established the Greek
word Ekklesia for the most clever purpose to defeat the
gates of Hell.
About the time when the Israelites begin to allow the
Hebrew language to evolve and change understanding,
they begin to worship animals, the sun, the moon and the
stars and every other idol the pagans were worshipping.
Immediately our heavenly Father begins to raise up the
Greek speaking people for the only purpose to create the
most sophisticated language in the known world.
This the Greek language became far superior to any other
language in the entire world. Our heavenly Father knew
what He was doing. Even the little Greek word “ho” our
English word ‘the” could be translated some twenty four
different ways in His very complex common (koine)
Greek language.
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To this day the Bible Koine or common Greek is so far
superior to our English language as is the modern English
language is to the native Navajo Indian Language that
during world war two completely baffled the Japanese
with only one thousand words with two thousand grunts
and groans.
When in true word definition you begin to see what the
great advantage there is to become the true Ekklesia of
Christ, by returning to put on and wearing the true Bible
name “Ekklesia of Christ” over the false word “church,”
you will immediately stop identifying self as the false name
of a “Church” and return to become the true “Ekklesia” of
Christ.
There can be no doubt that it was God who established in
the Greek society with the Greek word Ekklesia. If you
know the history of the Greek word “Ekklesia” and how
Ancient Judah become to know the Greek language of the
Bible you can see the hand of our God at work in creating
Greek words for His new covenant with the called out of
God. Alexander the so called “Great” was a tool of God
to bring the Greek languages to the Holy Land.
The ancient Greek “Ek Klao” the Out Called is written in
the Greek as Ekklesia “Ekklesia” of Alexander (the
great) is the tool that was first used by Alexander to unite
His might unconquerable army in battle.
The Ekklesia of Greek king Alexander was the key to unite
His army to amaze and conquer the entire civilized world.
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If you know the history of Alexander “The Great” appears
to have learned the history of his Ekklesia from the
Ekklesia in ancinet Athens Greece and he appears to have
used the same method of the Ekklesia to unite his terrible
army that was able to quickly conquer his every enemy (to
the Greeks their enemy was their gates of hell). Now
notice this fact, the Ekklesia of the army of Alexander was
the instrument voting and ruling against their General
Alexander in his command for his army to cross over the
river Ganges of India to fight against the mighty armed
forces of the army of India on the other side.
Today modern war strategist teach that the Ekklesia of the
army of Alexander perhaps saved the Army of Alexander
and also saved the life of Alexander by holding Ekklesia
and ruling against the command of Alexander to cross
over the Gangues river to invade other parts of India.
The might army of Indians waiting on the other side of the
river unknown to the army of Alexander would have had
to fight against such great odds that today’s military strategists say Alexander would have surely been defeated and
perhaps killed if he had not been overruled by the entire
called out Ekklesia of his troops. The entire army of the
Ekklesia making decisions together against the human
rulers becomes the greatest human force on earth at that
time. Then consider what the billions of professing Christians could accomplish when they are all are united into
one Ekklesia of Christ
The infinite God of the Bible created this tool for the
Greeks society and the same method of the “Ekklesia of
Christ” to edify and to unite The army of God.
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In His kingdom the Ekklesia is designed for the spiritual
war in a competition to conquer “the gates of hell,” (see
the Greek of Matthew chapter 16 verse 18).
Truth discovered in the entomology of the modern English
word ‘church” and her many derivatives and many adaptations is discovered to be in truth a modern derivative
from the more ancient Greek word “Circe” originally
pronounced “kir-ke.”
At the first “Circe” is the more ancient mythical pagan
name of an ancient pagan Greek goddess and she is first
found written in the writings of Homer in the ancient
Greeks of Greece some eight to nine hundred years before
the coming of Christ.
In the Bible in every place where you see the mistranslated
word “Church” is mistranslated as from the true ancient
Greek word “Ekklesia.” Truth of the Bible Greek word
Ekklesia is a word first found written in Athens Greece
five hundred years before the coming of Christ. In over
two thousand years the true word definition for the ancient Greek word “Ekklesia” and written in the New
Testament has never changed in word definition over the
thousands of years. To this day the function or purpose
of the “Ekklesia” in word definition remains the same as it
did in Athens Greece some five hundred years before the
coming of the Christ.
Now be careful and take note, in world History, no one
can deny this fact that at first, for three hundred years all
the Roman Catholic Christians at first identified themselves as the true Catholic Latin “Ecclesiam of Christ.”
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Notice carefully the Latin word Ecclesiam. “Ecclesiam”
is a simple true transliteration into Roman Latin Vulgate
transliterated form the Bible Greek word Ekklesia.
The Roman Catholics “Ecclesiam” they were in their
beginning first century one of the first true Roman Latin
Ecclesiam of Christ ever to exist on this planet earth. In
the First Roman Latin Ecclesiam had Polemic debate in
the entire called out Assembly to settle disputes on Doctrine (instructions making the claim to be from God).
To settle disputes on Doctrine (instructions), the first to
third century Roman Christians gathered for polemic
debate to determine true source of Doctrine or instruction
from God. Polemic debate was used as the tool of God
to determine true source of doctrine (instructions from
God).
The Roman Catholic Ecclesiam of Christ in the first to
the fourth century. Regardless of the horrible persecutions of the Roman pagans, the first Roman Catholic first
Ecclesiam of Christ or the true “Ekklesia” of Christ ever
to exist on this planet earth was a mighty growing force in
the first three centuries before Roman Catholics stopped
being the Latin “ecclesiam of Christ” and begins conduct
and to name self a “Kirkey” or a “church.”
After become a Catholic “church” the Church begins to
stop polemic debate in their called out church assembly
and instead when there is a disputation of doctrine they
begin to torture, and kill those of the true Ecclesiam who
differed with their false doctrine (instructions making the
claim to be from God).
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The Roman Ecclesiam in history reveals to us the suffering in persecution, the burning at the Stake, the flaying
alive and crucifixions of the members of the first Roman
Catholics the Latin “Ecclesiam” of Christ” ever to exist on
this planet earth.
Christians Churches who were not Ekklesia, are still hating, persecuting killing Christians over differing doctrine.
This Bible research into true word definition between the
modern word “church” comparing to the Greek word
“Ekklesia” is a revelation that is proving that the “church”
cult that was first started in the early fourth Century as a
“church” begin to stop identifying self as the true Roman
Catholic Ecclesiam of Christ and they begin to name self
as “the Catholic church of Christ.”
In the early fourth century the Catholic church was the
first to teach and then mistranslate the Greek Bible word
“Ekklesia” into their Catechism as being the ancient pagan
word “Circe” later to become a “Church.”
By changing word definition the Catholic “Ecclesiam” to a
“church” has removed word definition that gives the true
“function” or the true “purpose” of the Ekklesia of Christ.
Wicked Men with the purpose only to deceive their members and the name “Church” removes the true Bible word
“Ekklesia”(the Latin Translation is the Latin word
Ecclesiam) and they begin to mistranslated into the Catechism a new name as their new Bible they identify as the
Catechism the word “church.” The only purpose of
changing the name from Ecclesiam to a “Church” The
Emperor Constantine was to be able to give only the rulers
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of the Catholic church license to teach whatever they like
without being forced to defend their false teaching before
entire called out assembly but instead they were able to
deceive their called out church members.
In the first Century the Christ named and identified His
organization of His called out people of God in the Bible
Greek as the “Ekklesia of Christ.” The Bible Greek word
Ekklesia is written one hundred and eighteen times in the
New Testament. The word “Church” or the word definitions of the word “church” is not written just once in the
entire ancient languages of the Bible.
In the entire New Testament not one person of God ever
called themselves as a “church.” So why would anyone
want to call themselves a “Church” after the digressive
Catholic Church, so they can be named like and become a
part of the teaching of the Catholic church?
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In the Beginning of the Catholic Roman Ecclesiam not
one person identified self as a “church” because in the
early fourth century the precursor to the word “church”
The Greek word “Circe” was only the name of a holy,
joined semi double round building made for circle worship made to the sexual nymphomaniac goddess named
“Circe.”
Now take careful note, not once does the New Testament teach that anyone will be saved belonging to the
word definition in the work or the functions of a Greek
“Circe” or a “church.”
Now again take careful note of the first century beginning Roman Catholic Latin word the “Ecclesiam” of
Christ. Be a witness to this truth of the total deception
made first by Constantine and the wicked rulers of the
beginning Catholic church. In the fourth century, in
Bible Greek and also in world history declares the
apostle Paul wrote only to the “Ekklesia” or the true
Catholic Latin “Ecclesiam” of the Romans,
See Greek of Paul’s letter to the Romans in chapter 16
verse 5 Likewise greet the Ekklesia that is in their
house. Salute my wellbeloved Epaenetus, who is the
firstfruits of Achaia unto Christ.
The apostle Paul did not ever write to any church. The
true Catholic Roman “Ecclesiam” is at first identified as
the true Catholic Latin word transliterated from the
Greek name Ekklesia as the Latin word Ecclesiam” of
Christ.” The first Roman Ecclesiam were gathering in
their homes to worship and deliberate disputed doctrine
(Instructions from God).
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In the fourth century Constantine and the Roman Catholic
church refused to continue to identify self as the true
“Ecclesiam of Christ” and begin to declare self as the true
Catholic “Church” of Christ.
Be honest and be diligent for your spirit see for your self
this change in the Catholic name “Ecclesiam” to a
“Church” from the true Latin Catholic Bible translation of
Jerome from out of the Vatican Codex into the Latin
Vulgate. Matthew Chapter 16 verse 18.) Now take note
there is not one Roman Catholic -Latin Bible that has the
word “church” or the word definition for a “church”
written in it. Take note we said the Latin translated Bible.
So why would the true Catholic Ecclesiam of Christ want
to change her name from “Ecclesiam” of Christ and begin
to identify self instead as a “Church” of Christ.
If not only to deceive the entire world, we all should question why would the true Catholic “Ecclesiam of Christ”
want to change her name and begin to identify self as a
“Catholic church of Christ” but only because the Catholic
church, no longer wanted to be part of the true Ecclesiam
of Christ, In the Early fourth century starting with the
emperor Constantine The true Roman Catholic
“Ecclesiam” of Christ was the first to stop calling self the
“Ecclesiam” of Christ and they begin to write to identify
self as the false name of the “Catholic church of Christ.”
We do not get the name “Gez-us” (Jesus) and the name
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“Chiesa” (Chrurch) from the ancient Bible brecords but
these words are translated directly from the Roman or the
Italian.
You do not have to be a Bible scholar to discover the
wicked deceit establish by the beginning of the Catholic
Church near two thousand years ago. The ancient word
“Church” that you see mistranslated into your Bible is a
name that is not found written once in the entire ancient
languages of the Bible. Not only is the name “Church” not
found written in the ancient languages of the Bible, note
this fact carefully the -function or the true -purpose of the
most ancient name “Church” is not found written just
once in the entire ancient languages of the “Bible.”
So why do modern Bible translators mistranslate the false
name Church into their Bible records. The answer to that
question is easy to discover; all true churches that exists
observe and promote many of the pagan church doctrines
brought over by the Catholic church and some false doctrines of the rebel Catholics such as Calvin, the priest
named Martin Luther and other protestant leaders.
Most modern churches dare not open their assemblies to
deliberate their false doctrines as Christ has established
this method to stop division in His Ekklesia.
The Italian name Chiesa or “church” is a horrible mistranslation with the false claim to be from the classic and
the true Bible koine or common Greek word “Ekklesia.”
The most ancient Bible Koine (or Common) Greek word
“Ekklesia” is a direct derivative of the more ancient
Ekklesia of ancient Greece.where did Greeks of Geece get
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the name Ekklesia? The Greek get the name “Ekklesia”
From their law giver Solon. Solon copies the Torah of the
Old Testament and gives this better law from the Old
Testament to the Greek of Greece. Study this amazing
ancient history.
Word definition of the Ekklesia must always give the
function, the purpose or the true reason the Ekklesia of
Christ is being called out.
Translation of word definition for the Greek Bible word
Ekklesia is not the same as the word definition for the
English mistranslated as the name “Church.”
Most Bible dictionaries only give word definition for what
a “church” is understood to be. Most Bible dictionaries
in word definition do not begin to correctly describe -what
the true function or the true purpose of the true “Court of
the Ekklesia” of Christ is called out to do.
The word “Church” is a false Bible translated name from
the Greek “Ekklesia.” The Greek word “Ekklesia” compared the Greek name “Circe” that has over the centuries
now evolved to be called the “Church” both words
“Ekklesia” and “Church” have ancient derivatives from the
ancient pagans who spoke the ancient Greek language.
The modern name church is a derivative from the most
ancient Greek word “Circe” or Kir-key and is evolved to
be the modern word for “church” In Greek mythology,
Circe is adapted from the Greek  Kírkepronounced [kír-key]) is a minor fertility goddess of
magic and mother of all round things (or in some world
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history in different societies the goddess “Circe” is worshipped as a sexual nymphomaniac, witch, enchantress or
sorceress).(see Wickapedia)
We can easily see the Greek word “Ekklesia” and the
Greek name “Circe “that has evolved to be today’s
“church” and a church is not and can not be the same
entity with the same name definition as the Ekklesia of
Christ.
So why is the true Greek word “Ekklesia” mistranslated as
the false Greek derivative of Greek goddess “Circe” or a
modern “Church?”
In Greek History The adapted Bible Greek name
“Ekklesia” is correctly understood to have first started to
be used to identify a special called out Group in the fifth
century BCE in Athens Greece.
The Bible Greek name Ekklesia is derived from a Greek
word used to identify the function or the purpose of the
called out Group of Greek men in Athens some five hundred years -before Christ came to earth. The Greek name
Ekklesia was being used by the Greeks in Athens Greece
and note carefully, the word definition and functions for
the Greek name “Ekklesia” has not changed in over two
thousand five hundred and eighteen years.
The modern name “Church” is a derivative from the ancient Greek name “Circe” first identifying the worship
made in a joined double round building by not only the
Greeks but also the Romans and the Celts (English) who
worshipped the goddess “Circe” as an ancient sexual
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Proof Pagan Church names in different World languages
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Part 2 who started your church

Know the difference between a “church” and the true Ekklesia of
Christ. How can members of the churches ever challenge the
leaders of their Catholic church as long as we who are called the
protestants continue to call ourselves a “Church” as one of her
“Church Daughters?” Do you ever wonder why it is so hard for
Churches to grow when teaching -nothing but the truth? Know
this fact for certain. Churches are designed by Catholics to have
church rulers such as
a pope or papa and the priest, bishops and cardinals and to
force people to become Christians. If In a “church” you can only
kill those who oppose and teach s different or false doctrine. In an
Ekklesia you can not have a pope as your head because Christ is the
only head of his Ekklesia. One man rule such as
pastor or Bishops, cardinals and one man ruler
such as a Priest and you call your organization a
“church” and then as a church leader you want
truth to prevail in your congregation, then there is
the hell from warring among church members and
then there is the continual division, nagging, complaining. The Ekklesia
does not force submission but truth is allowed to rule through polemic
debate in the decisions of doctrine and conduct of the court of
Ekklesia is made by the entire called out assembly.
God has designed His called out congregation to be His Ekklesia. The
Ekklesia is designed to eliminate the continual complaining, infighting
and warring that causes division among the brotherhood. The function
and rules of the Ekklesia of Christ are completely different than the
function and rules for a “church” with a pope , priest or pastor that
rules over the congregation.

If God has truly called you out, He has called you out to
be; THE Ekklesia of Christ and not to become any part
of any Church!
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First allow us to show you what the Catholic Church has done to
deceive the entire Christian world. God declares Rev. 18:4 And

I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out
of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins,
and that ye receive not of her plagues.
Now notice very carefully. In the fourth century, the first Latin translated
Bibles of the Catholic church were using their true Latin transliterated
Bible word “Ecclesiam” for word definition to determine purpose of the
Ekklesia or the called out of God from the Greek word “Ekklesia.”
Function describes polemic debate is to be used to determine true
source of doctrine in the fight against the false doctrine or the gates of
hell and to stop division in the army of God.
In the Beginning of the Christian era The God of the Bible purposely
created what He named as His Ekklesia for the purpose of polemic
debate in the called out open assembly (we will show word etymology
of the Bible the function or purpose of the word Ekklesia later).
For over three hundred years from the beginning of Christianity the
called out of God were identified only as the Ekklesia of Christ. Every
Christian knew the purpose of the Ekklesia was to edify source of
doctrine in the war against the gates of Hell or to reveal truth from those
who would divide the army of the kingdom of God (Matthew chapter
16 verse 18.
The Bible is written only once Jude 2-3. The law for the Ekklesia of
Christ was written only once by the law giver the heavenly Father who
is God through Christ the only head of the Ekklesia. There is no other
law giver for the Ekklesia. The people of the called out Ekklesia like
the called out jury, they who decide who is to lead them and it is they
who decide who is teaching the true source of doctrine (Instructions
from God). There are no popes, Cardinals and other blasphemous
names in the true Ekklesia of Christ. Only the Jews who only through
the Holy Spirit write the Doctrine (instructions) given from God the law
giver (Romans chapter 8:1-3).
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Only the Jews are given the responsability to write doctrine from God
whiche liminates all those who are not first CenturyJews . Eleminated
from write doctrine (instructions) all who after the Bible was written
want to make the clain ther are getting their doctrine (instructions) from
God,
John 4 Christ Y’esus declares; verse 22 Ye worship ye know not
what: we know what we worship: for salvation is of the Jews.
Any law or doctrine (instructions making the claim to be from God)
given outside the first century Jews is doctrine from Satan. The Apostle
Paul wrote Romans chapter 3 verses 1 What advantage then hath
the Jew? or what profit is there of circumcision? 2 Much every
way: chiefly, because that unto them were committed the oracles
of God. If the law of the Catholic church in their Catechism is not
written by the Jews in the first century then it is false doctrine or false
law dogma (instructions) from Satan.
The Bible is to be wrriteen just once for all eternity. Jude 3 Beloved,
when I gave all diligence to write unto you of the common
salvation, it was needful for me to write unto you, and exhort
you that ye should earnestly contend for the faith which was
once delivered unto the saints.
The Bible or the law of God is to be written only once in the first
century and for all eternity. This eliminates the catechism of the Catholic
church or any different doctrine established by Mormons or any other
so called church.
The only method that would give licenses to change the Bible records to
stop polemic debate in the called out assembly was to change the name
of the “Ekklesia of Christ” to a “church of Christ.” This wicked change
in the name of “Ekklesia” to a “church” would in word definition
eliminate polemic debate in the called out assembly and then allow
church rulers and church men to begin to torture, main, skin alive, any
who oppose their false church doctrines.
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It is in the fourth century Constantine the Pagan Roman ruler who
started the Catholic church begins to change the name of the “Ekklesia
of Christ” to a “church of Christ.” Then Constantine begins to pass
laws that all who oppose his false church doctrines of the catechism
would be put to death without recourse.
Our only purpose of teaching certain Bible controversial subjects tainted
with paganism is that we believe to be of the utmost importance for the
salvation of the true Christian believer and for unity and only through our
unity bring glory and honor to our God.
Some wicked Bible -translators twist and pummel the original meaning
of some Bible words for the only purpose to promote their religious
idiosyncrasies and to deceive the masses.
Because of false Bible translations we are forced to go back to the
ancient languages of the Bible to determine what the original and true
Bible word definitions are.
Some people hate Bible word definitions because true Bible word
definitions sometimes will change our understanding of our most precious beliefs that we hold so dear to us. However some of us believe
the words of Y’ehsus when he gives us this warning that only knowing
the truth is what will make us free from sin (John chapter 8: verse 32). If
we want to have any success in learning truth taught from the most
ancient Bible manuscripts, then we must put forth the most concerted
effort to determine the environment or hermeneutics of the Bible writers
and then determine what the true word definitions are that are given by
our God that will save us.
Let us now in all humility establish the true teaching of the Christ
Y’ehsus. Now notice very carefully what I am about to teach. Y’ehsus
did not establish a “Church” as the true word definition that is given in
most all English dictionaries that describe a “Church.” So notice the little
qualifying word “if.” If it is truth that Y’ehsus -did establish his
“Ekklesia” but he did -not establish what most call a “church” then who
has established your “church?” So who started your church?
The
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English word “church” is a false translation of Christ’s word that he
named his “Ekklesia.”
Now take very close notice to this bit of true church History. In the
record of Matthew chapter 16 verse 18 is a good example of translation of the Greek word “Ekklesia” is found in the transliteration for the
Catholic church by Jerome in the fourth century.
In the Latin (or English) language there is no word equivalent for the
Greek word Ekklesia. Jerome simply transliterated the Greek word
Ekklesia into the Catholic Latin Vulgate Bible as the true word
“Ecclesiam.” Do you as a lover of truth fully understand clearly what
was just stated? The Catholics at first were called the Ecclesiam of
Christ and not a Church of Christ. This is very important that we know
the difference between an Ecclesiam of Christ compared to a “church of
Christ.” To be honest that kind of translating into the Latin or the
English translations of the Greek word Ekklesia should also be done
precisely the same as Jerome did in the Latin for all the called out
people of God in the entire world
See Matthew 16:18. See Vulgate here http://www.latinvulgate.com/
```The Latin vulgate of the Catholic “Ecclesiam of Christ” that is written
in the Catholic Latin Bible is not a “Church of Christ.” So notice very
carefully to the answer, why did the Catholic church no longer want to
be identified as an “Ekklesia” as is written in their Latin Bible? Why did
the Catholic Church -change the name of their Bible name “Ecclesiam”
written in their Latin Bible to the false word “church” in their “Catechism?” The answer is the change to the name “church” was made
purposely by the catholics to be able to deceive the masses. It is the
greatest importance for us to discover; the reasons why the Catholic
church changed the name of their Bible “Ecclesiam” to the false name
“Church.” The word definition for “Church is not the same for the Bible
Greek word “Ekklesia.” Again take careful note, in the fourth century
this correct translation of Jerome and written in the translation of the
Vatican Codex into the Catholic Latin Vulgate Bible. Note the transliteration of the Latin word “Ecclesiam” in the Latin Vulgate Matthew
chapter 16 verse 18 Greek- et ego dico tibi quia tu es Petrus et super
hanc petram aedificabo ecclesiam [Ecclesiam] meam et portae
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inferi non praevalebunt adversum eam [amplifying in brackets is mine.]
Now look at the false Bible translation in the English in all the Bibles of
the modern Catholic church- “And I say to thee: That thou art Peter;
and upon this rock I will build my Church, and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against it. Now why do you think the Catholic church did
not want to identify her self as the true “Ekklesia” of Christ that is
clearly written in her Latin Vulgate Bible but instead she chooses to
identify herself only as a “Church.” The word “church” is now written in
her false Catechism. She dare not open her assembly to polemic debate
and she is hiding the truth of the source of her church doctrine only to
deceive the entire Christian world.
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A Gestalt. God did not invent the word
“Church!” The evolution or of the word
“Church” is an adaptation from a holy
shrine named from the Greek goddess
“Circe”{sur'-see} the house of the gods.
Circe or Kirke's name was derived from the
Greek verb kirkoô
meaning "to secure
with rings" or "hoop
around"--a reference
to her magical powers. The ancient true
“church” is only a
double round building, a shrine made to
worship the many
pagan gods and goddesses. Circe a goddes of sexual desire.
in a circle worship
Do you know the goddess “Circe” a mythical sexual nymphomaniac sexual goddess of
both gods and men from whence the name
“church” has evolved?
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It is proven fact the word church evolved or
is adapted from the Greeks, Romans and
Celts or English as the “goddess of round
things.” “Circe” a goddess that was worshipped by pagans in a holy semi double
round building they called a “church ”building.

(Circe a witch, enchantress or sorceress),
described in Homer's Odyssey as "The loveliest of all immortals", living on the island of
Aeaea, famous for her part in the adventures
of Odysseus. By most accounts, Circe was
the daughter of Helios, the god of the sun. In
world history the Catholic church is the first
true church because in the fourth century
she stopped identifying self as the Ekklesia
of Christ and she was the first to identify self
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Today, the parish contains the remains of Scotland's only surviving
circular medieval Kirke (Circe or
church) of the fertility goddess.
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To learn truth about the Entomology of the blasphemous word “Church”
is disgusting if you really do love truth.
Ex 23:13 And in all things that I have said unto you be circumspect: and make no mention of the name of other gods, neither
let it be heard
out of thy
mouth. The
goddess “Circe”
sometimes
pronounced Kirkê
— properly
pronounced in
traditional ancient
Greek as Sur’see. Di you know
that to this very
day many so
called Christians
in Europe continue to call
themselves a
“kur-key. In all
myths of the
goddess of round
things named
Circe, She is
known as a powerful Sorceress and Enchantress of magic. The myth of
the story goes on to tell of the many bastard children the pagan fertility
Goddess Circe bore with Odysseus and with the gods and men. The
journey of Odysseus was allowed into Hades under Her guide. Other
tales of the Goddess Circe tell of a compassionate goddess whose
beauty was intoxicating as she sat upon a throne in a purple robe and
golden veil singing and weaving. She who could darken the heavens by
hiding the moon or the sun behind summoned clouds, She who could
give illusion to Her enemies and have men lust after Her as pigs and
She who tended the Maidens in the mysteries of witchcraft.
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Now learn the truth about the ancient pagan word “Church.” Notice
worship to “Circe” the goddess of round things. The shape of the round
floor plan is made with the apse tfacing east o make the over all building
appear to represent the private parts of the sexual fertility goddess
Circe.

The original “Church” at first is only a round house designed as the
private round sexual parts of the goddess “Circe.” The first round
Church building of Circe was designed with the “apse” to face the
going down of the sun or to the west. make the shape of the building
for pagan worship made to the goddess of round things “Circe.” The
“apse” is a semicircular recess covered with a hemispherical vault or
semi-dome. The Catholic church made their Apse of their Church
turned toward the east.
In architecture, the apse (from Latin apsis: "arch, vault" from Greek
???? apsis "arch"; sometimes written apsis; plural apsides) is a semicircular recess covered with a hemispherical vault or semi-dome, also
known as an Exedra. In Romanesque, Byzantine and Gothic Christian
abbey, cathedral and church architecture, the term is applied to a semicircular or polygonal termination of the main building at the liturgical east
end (where the altar is), regardless of the shape of the roof, which may
be flat, sloping, domed, or hemispherical.
eHow
Culture & Society
Religion
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Christianity
What Is the Meaning of the word Apse?
In architecture, an apse is a semicircular part of a building that projects
out from the main building--generally at the west end of the pagans then
the apse was moved by the Catholic curch to the rising of the sun or
the east end, according to the Encarta® World English Dictionary. The
Encyclopedia Britannica adds that it could be polygonal (having more
than four sides and angles). There is also an astronomical meaning for
the term “apse.”
Other People Are Reading
Pre-Christian history
Example of a niche in a wall

Example of a niche in a wall
The apse predated Christian churches and was often a large niche
for statues of their special gods. It was also found in baths and basilicas,
which were oblong spaces used for courts of justice and public assembly.
Read more : http://www.ehow.com/facts_6726430_meaningapse_.html
Word definition from Wickipedia “The term “apse” tends to be reserved
for those at the liturgical east end.” It is amazing how knowledgeable
but passive Christian men allow such pagan words as a “church” to be
mistranslated into their Bibles? The pagan word “Church” was never
written as a true Bible word and those who love to be identified as a
“Church” instead of the true Ekklesia of Christ either they are deceived
or else they love their pagan traditions of their false “churche” doctrines
more than they love truth. Early Christian fourth century “Crce “ or
Churches. In the early Christian era, a domed apse was located in a
church at the west end of the building during the period of Constantine
I. However, the Roman Catholic Church changed it to the east end
during the sixth and seventh centuries.
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God did -not establish a church! God did establish His
Ekklesia and the purpose of the called out of the Ekklesia
is nothing like a “church,” Can you begin to imagine what
the entire Christian world would be like only if the Catholic
Church in the fourth century had not changed their Latin
Bible word “Ecclesiam” into their Catechism as the pagan
word “church?” (The transliterated Latin word Ecclesiam
is the true name of the Ekklesia of Christ.) The Catholic
Church would not exist today if she would have only left
her doors open in her called out assembly to polemic
debate with those who oppose her false church doctrines.
``Today if the Catholic Church and all other churches of
professing Christians return to become the true Ekklesia of
Christ then through Polemic debate in their open assemblies and all over the entire Christian world if they would
begin to put away their false church doctrines through
open polemic debate in their called out assemblies then
they would all began to unite in one doctrine (the instructions from God) as one in Christ.
``Can you begin to imagine if all the churches would become the true Ekklesia of Christ and all dare open their
assemblies to polemic debate their false church doctrines,
such churches would completely disappear within only a
few years to become one true Ekklesia of Christ. This
change back to the true name “The Ekklesia of Christ” will
only happen when all who are the True Ekklesia of Christ
begin to stand up for Christ and begin to challenge all
churches to polemic debate, to berate all churches, scream
insults to all churches as being low down Cults and pagan
cowards for their refusal to open their assemblies to polemic debate on source of doctrine that divide us.
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John Identifies all true “Churches” as “whores!” (Rev. 17-18)
I’m the true church and
Youre a church whore!

No i’m the true church and
youre the church whore!

I’m the only true church
and I aint no slut

World Wide
Church of God
Mormon church- Church of Christ

I‘m no big whore

I admit i’m a true church whore

Catholic Church
Church of Satan Anton Levy
San Francisco-Gay and Lesbian Church
Were not church whores

Christian church

Jehovah’s Witness

How to stop all
church whores?
Don’t give them your
Time or your Money!
Bapist Adventist Methodist Pentecostal all church whores
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First let us reason the need to take only the safe course.
We must all conclude that our world is filled with the cleverest and
adroit deceivers in what the ancient languages of the Bible are teaching
us. We do not claim to know it all even though we have spent a greater
part of eighty years of our life time making analytical studies in true
Bible word definition from the ancient languages of the Bible.
We study for the purpose to learn truth in how to live our lives by only
taking the safe course to bring glory and honor to the One and only
infinite God whom we love.
We do not claim to be making judgment for God. It is God who makes
judgment for our salvation. Our only purpose is to show our understanding of the scriptural judgment in truth in decisions that God has
already made clear in how we are to conduct our lives in worship to
Him.
In this life that requires competition, in everything, there is a certain
amount of risk. In everything where there is risk there is always the
safe course. We only are showing what we understand truth to be in
the safe course for our salvation taught from God. Whether you do or
do not prove from scripture and accept the truth of what is taught here
will determine how much risk you will take to prove how much you
believe and love God, how much you prize what His truth is and how
valuable you prize eternal life with God.
Let us face facts we humans do not all have the same world of mak
believe in a fatalistic attitude of heart towards God, towards what truth
is, towards our eternal life and towards taking chances on pleasing God
and living the glorious eternal life with our creator God.
Some Humans will take worthless and dangerous chances on climbing
mountains where truth is one out of every twenty will die but they put
their value of life in taking chances on life against death just to have the
reward of a human feeling of pride that they have after they have
climbed a dangerous mountain. Many view that we are powerless to
do anything other than what we actually do. [1] Included in this is that
man overlooks the Facts when he think he has no power to influence
his future.
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Others will take chances of certain death and enter dangerous high
speed races but in truth, they race only for pride, glory and money.
Some take great chances against their lives and will drive the freeway
on a motor cycle where one in every eleven accidents one will surely
die. Some drivers of safe cars know that speed kills, so they in truth
take the safe course because they do not want to take chances and they
will never drive on the free way.
It is a fact those who are wise will choose the safe course and drive
slow to have a better chance of living comfortably even if they have a
car accident.
Some to save their money will purchase a mini car for transportation
caring less about their chances of surviving in an accident.
Others for the safe course purchase a tank such as the Large Hummer
for insurance on saving their life and only taking the safest course against
an accident. In an accident with a smaller car the driver of the Hummer
will always have a better chance to win life.
Some will never take needless chances on their lives on earth but
through their unbelief in God in their carelessness they will take all kinds
of chances on doing things in worship and saying things that clearly
disgust God and take huge risks on their chance of displeasing God and
take great chances of losing eternal life with God.
If you have little concern for truth in pleasing God or for living eternal
life with God, and you choose to take chances on displeasing God then
if that is the case in your unbelief you are wasting your time reading this
article.

The most conservative Baptist, some Churches of Christ
are the very few “Churches” that today that allow polemic
debate in their open called out assembly to determine true
source of their “Church doctrine.” Some so called
“Churches of Christ” refuse to hold polemic debate with
others who oppose their false church doctrines.
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It is a proven fact that the first Ekklesia ever to exist in the entire world
was in Athens Greece starting in the fifth century BCE. The first so
called “Christian Church” ever to exist in the entire world was the
Catholic church when she stopped identifying self as an Ekklesia and
began to identify self as a church in the fourth Century.
The history of the catholic church is so well documented it is easy to see
why the Catholic church stopped identifying self as an Ekklesia and
begin to identify self as a universal or Catholic Church. From Online
Etymology Dictionary at this web site http://www.etymonline.com/
index.php?l=c&p=26&allowed_in_frame=0
Notice the word “Church” is at first only a sacred double round shrine
made with the apse to worship the pagan gods and goddesses. Pay
close attention to word definition of a “Church” Look up the word
definition “church” at “Dictionary.com”
“O.E. cirice “church,
public place of worship, Christians collectively,” from W.Gmc. *kirika
(cf. O.S. kirika, O.N. kirkja, O.Fris. zerke, M.Du. kerke, O.H.G.
kirihha, Ger. Kirche), from Gk. kyriake (oikia), kyriakon doma “Lord’s
(house),” from kyrios “ruler, lord,” from PIE root *keue- “to swell”
(“swollen,” hence “strong, powerful”). Phonetic spelling from c.1200,
established by 16c. For vowel evolution, see bury. Gk. kyriakon (adj.)
“of the Lord” was used of houses of Christian worship since c.300,
especially in the East, though it was less common in this sense than
ekklesia or basilike. An example of the direct Greek-to-Germanic
progress of many Christian words, via the Goths; it was probably used
by West Germanic people in their pre-Christian period. Also picked up
by Slavic, via Germanic (cf. O.Slav. criky, Rus. cerkov). Romance and
Celtic languages use variants of L. ecclesia. French église (11c.) is from
L. ecclesia. Church key is early 14c.; slang use for “can or bottle
opener” is by 1954, probably originally U.S. college student slang.
Church-mouse, proverbial in many languages for its poverty, is 1731 in
English. To Preface Truth in the evolution and Etymology of the word
“Church” is simply amazing. Truth is, God Established His Ekklesia to
be endowed with a certain purpose to fight or make war against the
gates of hell and He did not establish a “church.”
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Greek fertility goddess and their mother of all “Round
Things.” The Greek name “Circe” or later the name
“church” is a derivative of the ancient Greek name
“Circe.” The word “Circe” pronounced as “Kir-kee” is
first found written in Greek some six to nine hundred
years before the coming of the Christ. The ancient name
“Circe” is at first only describing a Greek goddess of
round things. The Greek word “Circe” has evolved with
many adaptations and many differing word definitions.
Note word definition of the Greek name “Circe” where it
is describing first a Greek goddess then later a sacred
house of worship in a double round building is nothing
similar to word definition of the Greek word “Ekklesia.”
Because the Greek word definition for the Greek word
“Ekklesia” must show “function” or “purpose” of what
only the men of the Ekklesia are called out to do after
being drafted or calling out by God for the only purpose
of joining the fight or the struggle, a fierce and aggressive
spiritual competition between good and evil (the Gates of
Hell) with the purpose to edify what truth is.
The Bible Greek word Ekklesia that is falsely translated as
the word “Church” is written from two Greek words from
the Bible Greek word “Ek” meaning “out of.” And the
Greek word “Klaleo” meaning to “call.” Seyffert’s
dictionary states, the Bible Greek word Ekklesia is “The
assembly of the people,” which in the ancient Greek city
of Athens “had the power of final decision in public affairs”
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In my exhaustive research of the ancient Ekklesia
Thayer’s lexicon gives the more correct and perfect word
definition for the Bible word Ekklesia which describes the
Ekklesia of Christ is “an assembly of the people convened
at the public place of council for the purpose of deliberating.” (“Deliberating” is controlled polemic debate in the
called out assembly.) [See J. H. Thayer, A Greek-English
Lexicon of the New Testament, page 196].
The true Ekklesia of Christ requires that to determine a
disputed matter between two opposing doctrines (Doctrine is meaning instructions taught that is making the claim
to be from God) to discover what the truth is, the entire
assembly in a city must call out and hold in open assembly
polemic debate with those who oppose the -source of the
doctrine or the instructions making the claim to be from
God. We beg you to please take careful note of the true
word definition for the word “Church” does not correctly
describe what the true word definition in the function or
the purpose of the Ekklesia of Christ is to do. Then the
false word “Church” is a horrendous false translated Bible
word for the true word “Ekklesia” of Christ.
The “purpose” of deliberating in polemic debate [the law]
is the true function of the Bible word “Ekklesia.” Then
you question why is the word “Church” mistranslated and
written in our translated Bibles? The only purpose of the
word “Church” was translated in the Bible is to deceive
you into accepting false doctrine (false instructions) from
the disciples of Satan so they can deceive you without you
having any recourse to discover what the true doctrine
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(instruction from God) or what the truth of doctrine the
law of God is.
We can prove with world history that in the fourth century
the true Bible word Ekklesia was purposely changed by
the Catholic Church to stop polemic debate in her open
assembly. To bring in new and false doctrine she could
not allow true Ekklesia which requires in word definition
that declares the function of the Ekklesia that she must call
out her whole assembly and hold polemic debate with
those who oppose her strange doctrine of her open called
out assembly. Then she stopped allowing the entire assembly to vote to determine who is teaching truth.
The First Roman Catholic Ecclesiam of Christ could not
become a “Catholic Church” without first changed her
Here is the test of only those whom God will accept.
Will your “church” dare become the true Ekklesia” of
Christ and open your assembly to polemic debate with
those who oppose what you teach as Bible “Doctrine” or
instructions from God. Who and what are you? Are you a
church that is making the claim to be of Christ or are you
an Ekklesia of Christ? You can not be both because they
are not the same entity.
If God has truly called you out, He has called you out and
in your obedience to His commands He has added you to
His Ekklesia and not to any Church.
Do not be deceived the ancient Greek word “Circe” that

has evolved to be the modern word “church” has noting
to do with the Greek word “Lord” see Strong’s Greek
2962 kurios koo’-ree-os or the Lord’s the Greek
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“Olkos” (House) as some false Bible translate try to
justify the false word “church.” The ancient Greek word
“Circe pronounce “kirkey” is nothing like the Greek word
Lord the Greek “kurios.”
The true purpose of the “Ekklesia of Christ” is nothing
like a modern “church” as is mistranslated in our Bibles.
The Jews were using the Greek word Ekklesia as a homonym word in their translated Bible into the Greek
Septuagint for over two hundred and fifty years before
the coming of the Christ the messiah. The context must
determine word definition for the reason why we are
called out. The Greek word “Ekklesia” is translated in
the Old Testament Greek -Septuagint some eighty times.
The use of Greek words in the Old Testament Greek
Septuagint gives us the true understanding of Greek
words written in the New Testament. Christ is believed
by the most trusted Bible scholars to have quoted word
for word from the translation of the Old Testament into
the Septuagint of the Jews.
The Bible word “Ekklesia” is first used in Bible translations of the Old
Testament Hebrew into the Greek Septuagint of the Jews.
“Ekklesia” occurs 80 times in the canonical books of the Septuagint
translation (LXX) of the Old Testament, and where the Hebrew original
is available for comparison, it always translates the Hebrew qahal or
words from the same root. The Hebrew word Qahal also is a homonym Bible word, meaning the context must determine word definition
for the Greek word Ekklesia..
Reading in the Greek Septuagint or the Greek Polyglot the Ekklesia of
Christ. Note carefully the context in the homonym word Ekklesia
used as in “war.”
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The Greek word Ekklesia is related by adaptation from the Hebrew
word “Qahal.” 06951 ìä÷ qahal kaw-hawl’ from Strong’s 06950; n m;
{See Theological Dictionary of Old Testament words. 1991 @@
“1991a”}
The Authorized version (King James) translates the Old Testament
word “Quhal” as the-congregation 86 times, assembly 17 times, company 17 times, multitude 3 times; altogether in the Septuagint 123 times.
Word definition for Qahal or Kaw-hal is; 1) assembly, company,
congregation, convocation 1a) assembly 1a1) for evil counsel, war or
invasion, religious purposes.
The Greek word “Ekklesia” translated in the sense of the army of God,
four hundred thousand men that was “called out” by lot (as in a draft) to
war against the wickedness of the brotherhood of Israel. Judges
chapter 20. I have give Strong’s Greek word numbers so you can
easily make you own research on these verses.
Israel Confronts and kills thousands of men of the tribe of Benjamin for
their wicked sin of protecting the gay sodomites.
Judges 20:1
Judges chapter 20 verse 1 ¶ (AKJV) Judges chapter 20 verses Then
all the children of Israel went out, and the congregation was gathered
together as one man, from Dan even to Beersheba, with the land of
Gilead, to the LORD in Mizpeh.
2 And the chief of all the people, even of all the tribes of Israel,
presented themselves in the assembly of the people of God, four
hundred thousand footmen that drew sword.
The Greek word Ekklesia as taught in the Old Testament Septuagint.
Here is A Septuagint Greek translation by Vanderpool in The Apostolic
Bible.
2532

1831

3956

3588

5207
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And there came forth all
*

2532

the

1826.1

sons

3588


of Israel, and [3held an assembly 1the
4864

5613 435

1520

575


2congregation] as [2man 1one] from
*

2532 2193 *

2532 1093


Dan and unto Beer-sheba, and the land
*

4314

2962

1519 *


of Gilead, before the lord in Mizpah.
Chapter 20 verse 2
2532 2476

3588 2824

3956

3588


And [3stood 1the 2region], all

2992

3956

3588 5443

of the

3588 *


people in all

the tribes

of

Israel

(Ekklesia or Soldiers Called Out)
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1722 3588

1577

3588 2992

3588 2316


in

the

assembly

5071

of the people of

5505

435

God,

3979.1

pezwn
four hundred

4685

thousand men

on foot

4501

spwmenwn romfaian
unsheathing the broadsword.
1b) company (of returning exiles) 1c) congregation 1c1) as organized
body
“Matthew Chapter 16 verse 18. Christ only used the Greek word
“Ekklesia” twice in the gospels for the purpose to edify His army in His
spiritual war against the gates of Hell. Christ prophesies that in the war
with the Gates of Hell will not prevail against his Ekklesia.
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The true purpose of polemic debate in the called out Assembly by the
militant army or Ekklesia of Christ will destroy the division that is caused
by Satan’s army of prostitute “Churches.”
Today it is easy to see why the Gates of Hell has prevailed (won the
battle) over churches against other churches so we ask why does the
gates of hell over come and divide churches?
Just take a good look around you at the thousands of different churches
with thousand of different opposing doctrines and each doctrine opposing the other. We can easily see why the gates of hell can and has
prevailed in one “church” against other “churches.” However it is an
absolute fact, Christ is correct the gates of hell can not prevail against His
Ekklesia but only when the true plans of the Ekklesia of Christ begins to
take the Battle plan in the militant offense, in the spiritual war and only
when the Battle plan is implemented as Christ has established the war
like purpose and conduct for his Ekklesia.
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More about war. Rev 19:11 ¶ And I saw heaven opened, and behold a
white horse; and he that sat upon him was called Faithful and True, and
in righteousness he doth judge and make war.
12 His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head were many
crowns; and he had a name written, that no man knew, but he himself.
13 And he was clothed with a vesture dipped in blood: and his name is
called The Word of God.
14 And the armies which were in heaven followed him upon white
horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean.
15 And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should
smite the nations: and he shall rule them with a rod of iron: and he
treadeth the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God.
16 And he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name written, KING
OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS.
Note this reading from the Septuagint the Greek word “Ekklesia” from
the Psalms chapter 22: verses 22 I shall describe your name to my
brethren; in the midst of the assembly [Greek Strong’s Greek word
number 1577 ekklhsian Ekklesia] I will praise you. [description In
brackets is mine]
23 Ye that fear the LORD, praise him; all ye the seed of Jacob,
glorify him; and fear him, all ye the seed of Israel. 24 For he
hath not despised nor abhorred the affliction of the afflicted;
neither hath he hid his face from him; but when he cried unto
him, he heard.
25 My praise shall be of thee in the great congregation: I will
pay my vows before them that fear him.
Not notice this reading in the book of Hebrews which is a quotation of
the same Psalms 22:22. Reading the same verse from the Book of
Hebrews 2:11 For both he who sanctifies [is the coming Christ] and
the ones having been sanctified are all of one; for which reason
he is not ashamed to call them brethren. Verse 12 is quoting the
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Septuagint of the Psalms chapter 22 verse 22.
¶ Verse 12 of Hebrews- Saying I will declare your name unto my
brethren: in the midst of the congregation [Greek Ekklesia] will I
praise you. [Amplifying in brackets is mine.]
The Ekklesia of Christ is in a spiritual war against the gates of Hell,
through polemic debate against the opposers of God, they will carry the
fight to obtain truth of the commandments of our God.
1Chronicles 28:8 “So now, in the sight of all Israel, the Ekklesia
of the Lord, and in the hearing of our God, observe and seek
after all the commandments of the Lord your God in order that
you may possess the good land and bequeath it to your sons after
you forever.
In the first century the Ekklesia of Christ is designed by our God to be
a very militant, truth seeking, competitive and war like spiritual called
out group that is altogether different than any other competitive group
of species that has ever existed on earth. The Ekklesia of Christ is
more like the hunter and predator but just the opposite in her hunger
she creates in her heart, the need to hunt for the prey. The true Ekklesia
of Christ does not Murder, persecute, feed upon or devour her prey
“as do churches” but she shows only a genuine benevolent care and
compassion for the spiritual and physical welfare for her victims in their
world of tribulation.
The whole purpose of the Ekklesia of Christ is to hunt and to help
conquer other spirits and then help to bring only truth, comfort and
peace not only to the conquered but to the entire world. To be a
member in good standing of the Ekklesia of Christ requires of Christ its
ruler and owner, absolute fearlessness in true submission to Christ from
all His subjects. Those in the Ekklesia of Christ who are fearful and
care less for truth are castigated by the God of the Ekklesia as being on
the same parallel with the worlds most wicked of all sinners.
The command in the war against the gates of Hell, “do not be afraid” is
written 365 times in the Bible. We are to live in such a manner that
there is no reason to fear anything or anyone. Create in the heart a love
for others and true love for God for truth and for one another will cast
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out fear of others and worldly things. That is our command from God
to live every moment fearless. John wrote that perfect love cast out fear.
1John 4:18 There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out
fear: because fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made
perfect in love. Do not be afraid of death itself.
Revelation chapter 21 verse 8 But the fearful, and unbelieving,
and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and
sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the
lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is the second
death.
Christ warns that we must not be afraid, bashful or shy. To be fearful is
on the same parallel as the greatest of all sins. All Christians must be
taught how they must “confess” speak up or stand up for Christ is to
confess Christ. Y’ehsus said to “edify” or to determine what truth is in
the war for the souls of mankind through the ’Ekklesia; which is
polemic debate in the open assembly so, “the gates of hell will not
prevail against it” His -Ekklesia (Mat. 16:18).
Who Started or Who Established Your Church?
This part was written March 2, 2006

Revised June 18, 2012

Editor Willard R. Wade
This article was so well received by the brethren that I feel compelled to
revised and illustrate better what is written before.
We will now get into the “meat” of the great “church” deception.
This true teaching about the Ekklesia of Christ is long over due and has
to be taught for truth sake. Why our ancient brethren have not restored
the true name and purpose of the Ekklesia of Christ is not clearly
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understood. The Ekklesia of Christ is the greatest tool of God in the
spiritual war against Satan and his deceived disciples. We are not
trying to be different we are only trying to discover truth and to honor
our God and be altogether scriptural in extreme restoration or restoring
to the limit of the true teaching of the first century Bible principals.
Know this truth for a fact; if today you identify self as a “Church” and
God truly accepts you as a “church,” know this fact for certain; God
does not accept you because you are in a “church” but only because
you conduct your self as being His true “Ekklesia.” You may misname
self as a “church” when in truth your works prove that you are the true
Ekklesia of Christ and you in truth by your action are not a “church.”
Then why would you want to call yourself a “Church” after the Catholic
church?
Also please go and read these other articles that are related to this
subject at this Site at www.biblementor.com/
“Who changed the Lord’s day? It is a worship of wicked idolatry to
keep a “Bible day” of the sun god or Sunday. To keep the Bible day of
the sun god completely removes the true resurrection moment of the
Christ from the Bible records. Know what you are doing. “Who
changed the Lord’s Day for worship from “Day One” to the false Bible
day of the sun god or Sunday?” God’s Bible Day one of the Sabbaton
is not a Bible first day of the week of the seven sky gods or Sunday?
“The Bible “Day one of the Sabbaton” is not the first day of the week of
the seven sky gods as is translated in most all English Bibles. Note the
Bible translators do not tell you that the false translated Bible first day of
the week belongs to the seven sky gods. The pagan idolatry of keeping
a Bible resurrection on the pagan day of “Sunday” was first started by
the Catholic church.
Also read “Who changed the true phonetic name of the Christ Y’esus to
the pagan name of “Jesus?” The pagan name “Jesus” was started first
by the catholic church and her church daughters. The false name “Jesus”
never existed before the fourth century.
The true phonetic name of the Christ is “Y’esus.”
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The true name of Christ is pronounced with the soft “Y” YE-AY Sooce. In this article we will use the true phonetic name of the Christ
Y’esus.
So why did the Catholic Church change the true phonetic name of the
Christ from Y’esus pronounced ee-ay-sooce to “Geez-us” or “Jesus?”
Some Europeans pronounce the true name of Christ Ee-souce (Romania). Polish pronounce his true name Y’esus Ee-ay-sooce. The entire
world in every language of the world needs to restore to the extreme
limit the true phonetic name of the one Christ Y’esus.
Also read “How To Identify All Religious Church “Whores.” All
churches belong to the same god. The true church of Satan San
Francisco was started by Anton LaVey which church head is no different than all other “true churches. “ All true church are churches of Satan.
This article reveals how to identify just who is the Great religious whore
and all her prostitute religious “true church” daughters.”
Beware all true churches are nothing less than true religious church
whores See Rev. Chapters 17 and 18. God have mercy on the ignorant.
This article “who started your church” is rather long and perhaps you
would prefer to listen to this article being “read.” If you like I have a
text reader that will “read” and convert written articles into MP3 files.
The reader software is produced by “Text Aloud” and the voice is
named “Mike”. This speaking software reader named Mike is created
by A.T. @ T. Software.
`
Some heteronymous words must be misspelled to get the true phonetic
sound into the Text reader. This software can read this document for
you if you prefer to save time by doing something else while listening to
this article being “read” (like while driving to work). If you prefer to
listen to this article then download the mp3 file “Who established your
church mp3 from this web site www.biblementor.com/
` ` To accommodate the text reader, some heteronym words in this
document are purposely misspelled because of heteronym English
words that are spelled the same but must be “red” to have a different
phonetic sound. The Dictionary of Bible word definitions sometimes will
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completely change understanding of what we once thought to be truth
but proven to be nothing less than a Bible mistranslated lies that is
purposely mistranslated only to deceive us.
The Bible Greek word Ekklesia that is falsely translated as the word
“Church” is falsely translated from two Greek words from the Bible
Greek word “Ek” meaning “out of.” And the Greek word “Klaleo”
meaning to “call.” Truth is Thayer’s Lexicon is more correct in Their
first or primary word definition for the Bible word Ekklesia which is “an
assembly of the people convened at the public place of council for the
purpose of deliberating.” [“Deliberating” is controlled polemic debate in
the called out assembly] [J. H. Thayer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the
New Testament, p. 196]. Truth in the Ekklesia requires that you must
hold in your open assembly polemic debate with those who oppose the
source of the doctrine (instructions from God) you teach. I want you to
please take careful note of the word definition for the word “Church”
does not correctly describe the true function of the Ekklesia of Christ.
Then the word “Church” is a false translated word and not the same
word definition as the “Ekklesia” of Christ.
The purpose
of deliberating in polemic debate [the law] is the true function of the
Bible word Ekklesia.” Christ knew what the true purpose of His
Ekklesia was to perform.
The first ever Ekklesia was in Athens
Greece. Not all cities in the ancient Greece had the “Ekklesia” to
determine how to make war against the enemy and to determine source
of law or doctrine. In an exhaustive study in Greek history of the first
Ekklesia ever to exist was established in Athens Greece fifth century
BCE. We discover the only kind of “Ekklesia” ever to exist was a
special group who were called out for the express purpose to, through
polemic debate, determine what the source of doctrine or law is for the
government of the people and to deliberate to determine how to fight
and to make war against the enemy [their opposing gates of hell].
Now let us examine the most ancient history of the ancient Greek word
“Ekklesia.” From the on-line “Wickipedia.” Quote Here. “The original
Greek name “Ekklesia” or the “called out” is originally recorded from
the classic Greek of a peculiar “elected” or “called out” group in the city
of Athens Greece.” “The Ekklesia (Greek) was the principal assembly
of the democracy of ancient Athens. The Ekklesia was the popular
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assembly, opened to all male citizens over the age of 18 by the law giver
Solon in 594 BC.
In the 5th century BC, this is believed to amount to about 43,000
people. However, only those wealthy enough to spend much of their
time away from home would have been able to participate.
Later the Ekklesia assembled at the Pynxu as pictured in the fore
ground of the Acropolis. The Ekklesia/assembly was responsible for:
declaring war, military strategy and electing “strategoi” > and for other
officials of the government. The first Ekklesia originally met once every
month, but later it met three or four times per month. [Weekly] The
agenda for the Ekklesia was established by the Boule, (presbyters) the
popular ‘council’. Votes were taken by a show of hands (Unquote. See
wickipedia.org).
My reply to the above statement about 43,000 people (men) members may not all have gathered at one time in the assembly considering
the original size of the ancient buildings in Athens.
It is believed by some that the Ekklesia in Athens gathered outside in
the open air when the weather permitted.
(Five hundred years later in the Ekklesia of the Christ the “Called out”
gathered to be edified in their houses for polemic debate to determine
the source of true doctrine (instructions) from God.)
All the Ekklesia in Athens eventually gathered on an “acro-polis” - the
highest-hill of any given city. The ‘acro’ (highest hill) ‘polis’ (city, from
which we English get the word ‘metropolis’ in Athens was called the
Pynux *check online);
The Christ gave some of his law from an unnamed mountain in
Galilee for his Ekklesia assemblies (See Matthew 5.1) and from the Mt
of Olives (also called Mt. Olivet) in Jerusalem; [1]
We have brethren in some churches we love dearly but they refuse
polemic debate in their open assemblies and are proven to be teaching
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digressive pagan doctrines in their many different “church doctrines.”
Past time to challenge all false doctrines that divide us.
Let us first face the facts that some people live their whole lives in a
dream world of vicarism (a world of make believe) and pagan superstition. The color that is accepted by the majority as the color black to
some people who are rebellious and live their lives in a world of fable,
fiction and vicarism the color black to them is not really black but
instead is “white.” It is amazing the number of people who love lies
when they think they have arrive at the “Status Quo” and in a dream
world never realize that it is -impossible for them to be worshipping
God in truth. A study of world history and in word definition of the
word “church” shows the most ancient Ekklesia of Y’esus (mistranslated Jesus) and the modern “Church” is infiltrated and filled with pagan
practices brought over from the Catholic Church and other pagan
religious organization that was established before the Catholic Church
started in the fourth century A.D. Because there is pagan worship in the
practice of most modern “churches” it is the main reason why most
religious groups want themselves to be identified as a “church.” The
most ancient English name “Church” is meaning to be a pagan holy
double round building made for the worship the many gods and goddesses. For the Catholic “Church” to survive they had to change the
word definition of the Greek Bible name “Ekklesia” to the pagan word
“church” because the true name and word meaning that gives the true
function of the Greek word “Ekklesia” of Y’esus would demand
through polemic debate in their called out assembly would destroy their
false church beliefs borrowed from the ancient pagans.
So why did King James continue to reject the true translation of the
word “Ekklesia” as “the called out assembly”?
The original Preface to the 1611 King James Bible falsely stated that
their desire was to correctly translate the Bible. Joseph Smith of the
Mormon Church made the same claim to give a better translation of the
Bible. Both Joseph Smith and King James rejected the true translations
of the Bible word Ekklesia for the same reasons of the Catholic Church
refused to be called the Ekklesia of Christ.
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The Darker Side of Church History
Torture tools of death invented to protect false blasphemous Church
doctrines.The murders of Muslim terrorist are mere pikers compared to
some so called Christian churches in their methods of torture and

murder!

`

Burning Alive

Garroting

Strapolate

Impalement Rev.18:24 And in her was found the
blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain upon
the earth. There are too many torture instruments of the “church” to
show all of them in this article. So why would any Christian want to be
identified as a “Church” that Christ did not establish in the first place?
Today by the millions of Christians are turning from the false name
“church” to the true Bible name “Ekklesia.” So now in the century
2000 The Catechism of the Catholic Church (published in 1994)
condemns self in Her past use of torture and their murder of millions of
professing Christians as a grave violation of Human Rights. See her -too
late apology in her Catechism Article No. 2297-2298.
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King James did not want polemic debate in his open assembly
because of the pagan doctrine he copied from the Catholic Church.
Anyone of that century who contested the King James Bible translation
did so at the risk of his life. Thousands were tortured, hanged, heads
cut off, burned alive and put to death for openly resisting the false
translations of the King James Bible. Today you will not find the
names of these martyrs in the book of martyrs.
Beware of all churches. The torture and human atrocities committed
against God and millions of humans murdered by religious “Churches”
can not be numbered. The theme was “Love Your Neighbor” – but
torture, maim and kill those who disagree with your church doctrine!
All true churches have murdered the innocent.
The Church, which, with a satanic twist of humor, made the claim to
be the instrument of “Christ’s loving kindness” but “church rulers,”
taught a brutalized and impoverished people new meanings to the
words pain and suffering and without recourse.
For those who dared to be a true Ekklesia of Christ or different
from a “church” their judgment was: Incarceration impaling- hangingstarvation – psychological torment and terror – laceration – mutilationstrangulation – suffocation – crushing – choking – burning – garrotting,
slow and agonizing death by the “church.”
Burning at the stake, a 16th century device for lifting the victim in and
out of the fire and slowing roasting them alive was not only a “Catholic
church” form of punishment for disagreeing with their church doctrine
but protestant churches also used similar punishment for disagreeing
with their false church doctrines.
Other forms of Torture for thinking different than the status Quo of a
“church” was yjr Judas cradle, the Rack, The wheel, The breast
ripper, The claws and many other terrifying instruments of torture to
protect the false doctrine of the “Church.”
Now notice The protestant Churches also tortured and killed their
victimes to protect their wicked Church doctrines.
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The King James Bible translators and all other Bible translators know
the difference between what a “Church” is, compared to what the true
Ekklesia of Christ is. So why do most all Bible translators choose for
their god the pagan word “church” instead of the true Bible word
Ekklesia? There is a reason for false Bible translations. ``Because all
Churches hate polemic debate that is required to be the true court of the
Ekklesia of Christ that will reveal the true source of their false church
doctrines. They hate the true words “Ekklesia of Christ.
Why do most Bible translators choose to mistranslate the Bible word
“Ekklesia” as the name of a “church? There has to be an important
reason “Churches” refused to be identified as the true “Ekklesia of the
Christ.” Know this fact for certain; the God of the Bible did not establish
a “church” as “Churches” choose to name self.
It is true; the Catholic church is the first in all of world history to name
self as a “church.” Do not be deceived, just as she teaches truth the
Catholic church is the true mother of all Churches of the entire world
including the church of Satan in San Francisco. Here is what the original
word “church” identifies in the ancient past.
At first a church was only a round building made for worship made to
pagan church gods and church goddesses. Revelation chapter 17 and
18 The great Harlot the Catholic mother of all churches established the
first so called Bible “church.” She was the first in the entire history of all
churches to identify self as a “church.” The Catholic mother of all
church whores has a special reason to identify herself as only a pagan
double round church building.
If you identify yourself as a holy double round building of a “church”
then you are identifying self as being an offspring of the “catholic mother
church.” If it is a fact that your are a church from your mother church
who started the first church because she is correct when she makes the

The
infinite God of The Bible did not establish a
“church!” True word definition for the Bible name Ekklesia sits in
claim to be the first established church in the entire world..
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judgment of every blasphemous name of every Church in the entire
world.
Let us first face the facts in this Bible study. In our modern age of
affluence most people live their whole lives in a dream world of
vicarism, competition and pagan superstition.
````Some people who are rebellious live the whole of their lives in a
dream world of fable, fiction and vicarism. It is amazing the number of
people who love to hold on to their lies when they think they have
arrived at the “Status Quo.” Multitudes only fantasize in a dream world
that they think it is impossible for them to be worshipping God in their
digressive apostasy.
There is a world of sinister and
devastating deceptions made by men who hate truth and love the
source of their pagan “church” traditions. Pay very close attention to
the word “source.” The whole intent of this teaching is only to show
the source of doctrine and the purpose of the true Ekklesia of the
Christ and with the only purpose to establish truth to bring glory and
honor to God through unity of the whole Christian world.
```This very important Bible study in the ancient languages in word
definition of the Bible Greek word Ekklesia (alternate spelling is
Ecclesia) and the study of world history shows us clearly that the Bible
when translated in the English as the word “church” is a horrendous
false Bible translation. The Bible Ekklesia and the English word
church have two entirely different word definitions. `True word
definitions of the Bible Greek word Ekklesia and the English word
church shows the source of the most ancient Ekklesia of Y’esus and the
source of the modern word “Church” are two very different and
distinct organizations with very different established purposes.
Truth discovered in the source of the true word definition of the English
word “church” is infiltrated and filled with pagan practices brought over
from the Catholic Church and other organizations of pagan churches
buildings that were established before the Catholic Church started in
the fourth century. Because there is pagan worship in the practice of all
modern “churches” it is the main reason why most modern religious
groups want themselves to be identified as a “church” instead of the
true Ekklesia of the Christ. The most ancient original English name
“Church” in true word definition is meaning only to be a pagan holy
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round building. Now you may say that you are called out “church” but
the truth is in a “Church” you in truth called out to be a part of her,
called out with the great whore who is the mother of all churches?
```The source of the English word “church” begins in the fourth century
when Constantine and the Catholic Church in their beginning had to
change the word definition of the Greek Bible name “Ekklesia” to the
pagan word “church.” It was necessary for the beginning of the
Catholic Church to change the name “Ekklesia” to the word “church”
because in the very word definition of true word meaning of the Greek
word “Ekklesia” of Christ would destroy their most precious pagan
false doctrine of the Catholic church. The Catholic Church can not
stand to hold Ekklesia or to hold polemic debate in their open assembly. Etymology of the English word “church” Webster’s Dictionary
“Middle English chirche, from Old English cirice.

The first council of
Nicaea Creed in A.D.
325. The pagan god ruler
Constantine is in the
center. Note the Halo or
the sign of the pagan sun
god around their heads.

Icon depicting Constantine I and the bishops of the First Council of
Nicaea (325) holding the Niceno–Constantinopolitan Creed of 381.
The pagan English word “church” is evolved from the derivative of the
pagan word “Circe” that identifies the pagan goddess “Circe.” Bible
dictionaries say the English word church in the pagan religious sense in
the ancient English language the word “church” is from the older Celt
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or the Old English word “Circe” which is evolved from in the ancient
Greeks and pronounced in the Greek as “Kirkey.”
Word meaning in the ancient English Church is “the holy double circle
house of the gods.” Circe or the word “Church is thought by some
Greek scholars in the Greek to be derived from West Germanic
*kirika, which in turn comes from the Greek  kuriake.
The Greek Kuriake meaning “of the Lord” (possessive form of
 kurios “ruler, lord”). Kuriake- in the sense of “church” is most
likely a shortening ofkuriake- oikia (“house of the
Lord”) Unquote here. .
I do not see any such affinity in the ancient Bible Greek word
“Ekklesia” to the Greek “Oika Kuriake” the House of the lord or the
pagan round house made for worship to the gods in the ancient derivative of the word “Church.” Men try to justify the word “Church” as an
affinity to the Greek word Ekklesia. In truth it can not be done. In
etymology the ancient word “Church: had no affinity to the Bible Greek
word “Ekklesia” of Christ.
Men try to justify the pagan word “church” because they hate word
definition of what the Ekklesia of Christ is called out to do.
In true word definition of what the Bible Greek Ekklesia is, would
demand the Catholic Church and her daughter churches must hold
polemic debate in their open assemblies to prove the source of their
church doctrines. Polemic debate in their open assemblies would reveal
their pagan beliefs in their many false pagan doctrines. The word
Church has no affinity or there is no word definition between the
etymology of the word “church” and the Scriptural term “Ekklesia.”
All true “Churches” are from pagan origins and nothing less than
the “Gates of hell” or religious “Church whores!” (Rev. 17-18).
It just may be according to your conduct you are in truth not a
church but instead you are the true “Ekklesia of Christ.” So why
join self to Catholics and call self a church?
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“The command was, the name of the Christ shall be called Y’esus
(see Greek Mat 1). Christ told Saul in the Hebrew giving the
same true phonetic name of the Christ in Hebrew is Y’esus.
The Catholic church changed the name of Christ to “Jesus.” We
speak the true phonetic name Y’esus. In this article we will
write the true phonetic name of Christ Y’esus. The true Bible
name is Y’esus the Christ declares “and upon this Petra (the
great unconquerable mountain fortress) I will edify my Ekklesia
and the gates of Hell shall not prevail against it. Matthew Chapter 16 verse 18. What will your choose truth or a lie as your
Ekklesia of Christ? If youdo not know how to speak pr write the
true phonetic name of the Christ our heavenly Father will forgive.
Again the first Ekklesia to exist in the entire world was in Athens
Greece some five hundred years BCE. The Greek word “Ek”
meaning “from out of” “Klesia” meaning “to call” The principle
purpose, Duties and the function of any Ekklesia is to:
1) determine through Polemic Debate the source of law or doctrine or instuctions from the law giver Solan.
2) To through polemic debate elect officials of government to
direct the business of the people.
3) To through polemic debate determine strategy of how and
when to make war against the enemy (for them their gates of
Hell). Also note in the Bible for each city there is only one
Ekklesia of the Christ. In Bible history there are records of
many different gatherings in homes to worship in one large city.
However there is only one calling out of the Ekklesia of Christ in
each city or community. Notice the singular of the Ekklesia established in each city. The Ekklesia is only the Ekkleiia when the Ekklesia
is assembled. When the Ekklesia is dismissed it is no longer the gathered Ekklesia.
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For thousands of years, word definition for
word meaning of what the “Ekklesia of
Christ is” has never evolved or changed in
word definition.
The ancient word Greek word “Circe” pronounced in the Greek as
“Kirkey” that has evolved to become the English word “Church” has
made many changes over two thousand eight hundred years, and changes

in how the word is written and also in word definitions that make it
completely impossible to be correctly translates as the Bible Greek
word “Ekklesia” as a “CHURCH.”
So what was that first Ekklesia? The very first Ekklesia in the history
of the entire world was in Athens Greece 550 BCE. To have true
“Ekklesia” in ancient Athens there must first exist in the deliberations of
the Ekklesia or open polemic debate to determine true source of law on
any dispute in doctrine or the instruction in law from the law giver Solan
to be correctly identified as the true Ekklesia of Athens. In the original
Ekklesia of ancient Athens Greece the votes were taken by show of
hands (cheirotGnla}. The voting was never secret, unless the
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question affected some one’s personal interest, as in the case of ostracism. In such cases of ostracism a majority of at least 6,000 votes was
necessary. Now notice carefully, to have unity, after polemic debate on a
certain controversial subject, all men of the called out Ekklesia in Athens
all agreed to abide by the doctrine or law of Solan in whatever the
majority understood the truth of the source of law voted to be accepted
and to be taught for the entire Ekklesia.

In the Ekklesia in Athens if any man brought up a controversial subject before the called out assembly that was
proven not to be -law from the law giver, that man was to
be ostracized and exiled out of the city for no less than ten
years. The law to exile out of the community of the Ekklesia those
who bring in a lawless doctrine, eliminates not only lawless doctrines but
also frivolous or trivial and time consuming controversial subjects.
The resolution (psgptrismd) was announced by the president, and a
record of it taken, which was deposited in the archives, and often
publicly exhibited on tables of stone or bronze. After the conclusion of
business, the president, through his herald, dismissed the people.
Our only purpose of teaching certain Bible controversial subjects tainted
with paganism is that we believe to be of the utmost importance for the
salvation of the true Christian believer. Because we know for certain that
most Bible translators twist and pummel the original meaning of some
Bible words to promote their Bias and pet religious idiosyncrasies, so
we are forced to go back to the ancient languages of the Bible to
determine what the original source and true Bible word definitions are.
Again we reason that some people hate Bible word definitions because
true Bible word definitions sometimes will change our understanding of
our most precious beliefs that we hold so dear to us.
However some of us believe the words of Y’esus when he gives us this
warning that only to know what truth is will make us free from sin (John
chapter 8: verse 32). If we want to have any success in learning truth
taught from the most ancient Bible manuscripts, then we must put forth
the most concerted effort to determine the environment or hermeneutics
of the Bible writers and then determine only from the ancient languages
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what the true word definitions are that are given to us by our God that
will save us. Now Let us now together continue to establish the
teaching of Y’esus the Christ.
Now notice very carefully what we are about to teach. Y’esus did not establish a “Church” as the modern English word definition that is
given in most all English dictionaries. So notice the little qualifying
word “if.” If Y’esus -did establish his “Ekklesia” but Y’esus did -not
establish what most call a “church” then who has established your
“church?”
Next let us examine the words of Y’ehsus who said he will edify his
“Ekklesia.” To “edify” (See the same Greek word and Strong’s Greek
word number 3618 oikodomew oikodomeo oy-kod-om-eh’-o also
see oikodomov oikodomos oy-kod-om’-os. Also see the Greek first
Thessalonians chapter 5 verse 11.
Proof the word means to edify is to note the same Greek word used
here. ¶ Wherefore comfort yourselves together, and edify [3618
oikodomew oikodomeo oy-kod-om-eh’-o also oikodomov
oikodomos oy-kod-om’-os] one another, even as also ye do.
The Ekklesia of Christ is that certain called out gathering that determines source of doctrine so all can unite and determine strategy in how
to take the fight in the spiritual war against the gates of Hell. The nature
of the competitive spiritual war of the first century Ekklesia of Christ is
far different from what the passive church doctrine of the Catholic
Mother of all modern churches is.
The spiritual war Y’esus said is to be made against the Gates of Hell or
against the enemies of God (see Matthew chapter 16: verses 16-18).
Let us go back to Matthew and start our reading from verse 16 And
Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the Christ, the Son of
the living God. Keep the words of Y’esus in this context: as is given
by the Apostle Peter. Peter has just confessed that Y’esus is the Christ
the son of God. Y’esus said; verse 18 And I say also unto thee, that
thou art Peter [“Petros” or you are only a little rock], and upon this
rock [Petra is a known great mountain fortress that could never be
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conquered by any army] I will build [more correctly “edify] my Ekklesia
[falsely translated as a church]; Y’esus continues to say “and the gates
of hell shall not prevail against it [my Ekklesia].” [In brackets is mine.]
Notice, Y’esus is saying hell has more than one “gate” to get into hell.
Y’esus taught that there is only one strait (note the spelling meaning the
hard to find and hard to get through) Strait gate into the Kingdom of
God (see Matthew chapter 7 verses13-14)
The Greek word translated “Strait” is meaning of the “strait gate” that
leads into the kingdom of God is a gate that is hard to find and hard to
get through.
Y’esus said to Peter “you are “Peter.” Y’esus used the Greek word”
Petros”. “Petros” is a name meaning in the Bible Greek as “The Little
Rock.” You are Petros or you are only “a Little Rock!”
Upon the confession of Peter that Y’esus is the son of God Y’esus is
saying that this confession of Ptros (Peter) that Y’esus is the son of
God, is declaring that “Y’esus is the son of God” and Y’esus says this
confession “Little Rock’ is revealing the “Petra” or the awesome “Rock
Fortress” or a foundation to build up or “edify” build up the knowledge
about the law of God in the minds of the Ekklesia of Y’esus.

Christ Declares that I am the
“Petra” and in me the metaphor of Petra ia the
unconqurable mountian fortress I will edify my Ekklesia
and the gates of hades will not prevail againsty her. Mat
16:18
Y’esus declares to Petros and the other apostles; “upon
this Petra” which keeping in the context; the apostle
Petros has confessed Y’esus to be -the Christ or the
awesome cliff of the great mountain fortress built in a
solid rock foundation.
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The Unconquerable Mountain Fortress of “Petra.”
Before Christ came “Petra” was never conquered by the
greatest armies in the known world!
The prophecy of the coming of Christ or the great
mountain fortress Isaiah25:7-8 7 And he will destroy in
this mountain the face of the covering cast over all
people, and the vail that is spread over all nations. 8
He will swallow up death in victory; and the Lord
GOD will wipe away tears from off all faces; and the
rebuke of his people shall he take away from off all
the earth: for the LORD hath spoken it.
The last enemy fighting against this great fortress of
“Petra” is death 1Cor 15:26 The last enemy that shall
be destroyed is death. 53 For this corruptible must put
on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality.54 So when this corruptible shall have put on
incorruption, and this mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be brought to pass the saying that
is written, Death is swallowed up in victory.
55 O death, where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy
victory?
56 The sting of death is sin; and the strength of sin is
the law.
57 But thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ.
The very fact that Y’esus is the spiritual “Petra” or the Christ is an
awesome unmovable and unconqurable fortress or a foundation of a
cliff of rock mountain fortress. See Strong’s Greek dictionary number
4073 Petra Petra pet’-ra or upon this awesome or most powerful
fortress of a rock foundation, I will build or better translated “to edify”
(through polemic debate) my “Ekklesia” or my “called out assembly.”
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The purpose of the Ekklesia is polemic debate to determine truth in how
to fight and then to begin to make war against the gates of hell or against
the spiritual enemies of God. Now my friend if you learn no more then
what I have stated, I warn you that you now have learned truth in what
the true Ekklesia of Y’esus is compared to what a double round house
of the goddess “Circe” or a “church” is. They are not the same.
We in the twenty first century must correctly identify what “the
Ekklesia of The Christ is.” (Matthew chapter 16: verse 18). Let us
examine the Bible Greek word. See Strong’s number 1577 Ekklesia
ek-klay-see’-ah.
What is the ancient “Petra?” The Greek name of the solid rock city of
“Petra” was an ancient unconquered fortress city of caves drilled with
hammer and chisels and dug out of a solid rock formation. To this day
the city of Petra still exists in a solid mountain of solid rock. To understand what the mountain fortress of “Petra” is we must first see and then
understand the caves of the fortress city. The foundation of the fortress
city of Petra is cave dwellings built in a huge cliff and carved out of a
solid rock formation.
At the coming of Y’esus every one knew what the fortress city of Petra
was. It was carved out of a great stone mountain. From the NET
Glossary: “Petra is in an archaeological site in modern Jordan famous
for its buildings carved from solid living rock, located east of the
Arabah, the rift valley running from the Dead Sea to the Red Sea; in
ancient times the capital of the Nabataeans and center of their caravan
trade. “
The Most Ancient Fortress City of Petra This should give us some
understanding of the foundation of the “Petra” that Y’esus said through
the confession of Peter that he was the son of God, he said he was the
Petra or metaphorically the great mountain fortress of “Petra” and that
he was going to edify his Ekklesia (twhich is know world wide that the
Ekklesia determies law hrough polemic debate of the law of God) in the
war and fight against the enemy of all mankind which Christ declares to
be the gates of Hell.
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To hold truth we must discover the answer to the question, what did
Y’esus mean when he taught that he will build or edify his kingdom
through his “Ekklesia. “ Peter’s confession that Y’esus is the son of
God, that Y’esus said is the Petra or the foundation or the strong cliff of
a rock will prevail in the fight against the Gates of hell.
Polemic
debate is the special duty of any Ekklesia and the Ekklesia is specifically
designed to reason truth through polemic debate when edifying his
Ekklesia. So what did Y’esus mean when he said he is the metaphor
“Petra” and will “edify” or “build” His Ekklesia or called out to overcome the gates of hell?”
To edify is to build up by teaching. To edify or build up through teaching into an organization that is established on the Greek “Petra” or on
Y’esus who is the son of God or Y’esus who is the foundation of an
awesome cliff of a rock and doctrine taught by Y’esus (who is that
awesome foundation). Truth is only proven through polemic debate to
be the source of doctrine reasoned and taught in the open assembly of
the Ekklesia of the Christ.
Y’esus said in the Judaic Greek, he as the awesome foundation of the
cliff of a rock and on this rock like fortress he will build or edify his
“Ekklesia” and this Ekklesia that Y’esus said he will build or edify is his
Ekklesia. Y’esus indicated the Ekklesia is to edify upon himself who is
the son of God or the awesome -Petra or an awesome cliff of an
unmovable foundation or the rock. The Ekklesia of Y’esus or this
assembly or this group who through polemic debate of the established
doctrine or law given by God, will determine the source of when and
how to carry the war against the enemies of God and through polemic
debate in the assemblies THE ENEMY, THE GATES OF HELL will
not prevail against the decisions made by the called out “Ekklesia” that
Y’esus edifies.
We first want to show how in most all English translated Bibles the Bible
Greek word “Ekklesia” is mistranslated today as the English word
“church.” So we must first determine what the Greek “Ekklesia” is from
ancient history of the original Greeks of Greece and from the intent
Y’esus declares in his words written in the ancient languages of the
Bible. We will then compare the Bible Greek word “Ekklesia” to the
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modern definition of the English word “Church.” It does not take long to
discover the “Ekklesia” of Y’esus is not any where near the same
definition as the definition given by modern English dictionaries about
what the ancient and modern English word “Church” really is.
We question, where did the Bible Greek word Ekklesia originate? As a
matter of fact the Greek word Ekklesia originally came from the ancient
Greeks of Athens Greece. In a study of ancient history, to this very
day of June 18, 2008, we discover the word definition of the Bible
Greek word Ekklesia is -never changed from the original Greek word
meaning of what the Greek Ekklesia is.
The ancient Greek word definition of the first recorded Ekklesia in
Athens Greece some 500 years before the coming of Y’esus.
To this day the Greek word Ekklesia has the same word definition that
describes what the Greek word Ekklesia is and the Greek word
Ekklesia has not changed word meaning in over the thousands of years.
Think about what was just stated. Word meaning of what the Greek
Ekklesia is, has not changed in over two thousand and five hundred
years. In all of world history the Greek Ekklesia of Y’esus is never
correctly translated as a “church” that is described in the English dictionary. In describing the correct definition of the Ekklesia of Y’esus the
function of the Ekklesia must be described in the definition of what the
Ekklesia of Y’esus is. If the function of the Ekklesia is not described in
word definition then the name and the definition is false.
Now do not think for one moment, that Y’esus did not know what the
purpose and duties of the Ekklesia was for the first ancient Greek
Ekklesia located in Athens Greece. Y’esus knew the purpose of the
called out in the first Ekklesia in the city of Athens Greece. Y’esus
understood very well what the organization of the Greek Ekklesia was
and what the conduct and purpose of such an organization of the
Ekklesia was to accomplish for the government of the Kingdom of God.
However let us examine the true word definition of the Ekklesia of
Y’esus and then compare the Ekklesia of Y’esus to the most ancient
“Ekklesia” of the Greeks of Athens Greece.
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1a) The first ancient Greek Ekklesia is first recorded in history to exist
in the ancient government of Athens Greece. The Ekklesia or the called
out of the Greeks in Athens is the open and called out assembly in the
Pnyx located in the “polis” or the highest hill.
The Greek called out gathering to make what is called the Ekklesia
called out to meet in the Pnxy in Athens which Ekklesia was established
for the good of all the people.
The Pnyx was the official meeting place of the Athenian democratic
assembly (Ekklesia). In the earliest days of Athenian democracy (after
the reforms of Kleisthenes in 508 B.C.), the Ekklesia met in the Agora
or “market place.”

0From this twin function of the agora as a political and
commercial space came the two Greek verbs aforazo,
agorázo-, “I shop”, and agorazo, agoreúo-, “I speak in
public”. Agora is rendered “courts” in Acts 19:38, where
it refers to judicial days or assemblies. Agoras in the cities
of Greece or Greek cities of Asia Minor were more than
markets.
This photo of the Pnyx is in the foreground of the Acro-polis or highest
hill in Athens.

Sometime in the early 5th century B.C.E., the meeting place was
moved to a hill south and west of the Acropolis. This new meeting place
came to be called “Pnyx” (from the Greek word meaning “tightly
packed together”.
Now take careful notice. Today there is a world of people teaching we
must only worship God in our homes or “house worship” and some are
teaching that we do not have scriptural authority to hold a large gathering to worship God in a very large public building or to reason the
scriptures together.
It is true, not all worship made to God is designed by God for all
coming together in one place. There is a worship, the Christian “Pass111

over memorial Supper” that is designed by God to be a worship made
only in the home (see Two Passovers of God at this web site
www.twopassovers.com).
The duties of the first called out “Ekklesia” in Athens Greece was to
determine through polemic debate the source and definitions of doctrine
or law given from the law giver Solan. It is of the utmost importance
that we understand the polemic debate is made to determine by reason
the source and application of true doctrine (instructions) or law. The
question is, where does the source of your doctrine or law of your
“church” originate and does your church prove through open polemic
debate in your open assemblies that you have the truth different from
those who oppose what you teach?
Notice carefully the purpose of “Ekklesia” is meaning a group called out
to reason through open polemic debate made in homes or in large
buildings in open assemblies to determine doctrine or law against the
lawless and the enemies of God that divide His people.
Now take note of the definition of the Greek word Ekklesia against
those who complain and say that it is a sin of idolatry to build a large
building in one city for Christians to assemble to worship, discuss or
debate their differences in law or doctrine. True, there was only one
Ekklesia or large building in the city of Athens of the ancient Greeks.
All records of first Century Christian Ekklesias were located in Christian
homes for fear of the other majority of religious Jews. We must
remember that in many of the Cities where the first Christians lived and
each city had their autonomous Ekklesia. To gather in a large public
place in the first century, Christians would be killed by those who hated
Christians. Depending on how many Christian people lived in the city
and how many needed to gather to hear the debate would determine the
size of the building (Phynx “the tightly packed together”) needed for all
to gather.
The ancient Greek law giver Solan was an Athenian statesman, known
as one of the Seven Wise Men of Greece. Solan ended exclusive
aristocratic control of the government, and he substituted a system of
control by the wealthy, and introduced a new and more humane law
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code. He was also a noted poet. (See Encyclopedia Britannica Solan
(Greek statesman and poet).
What is word meaning to “polemic debate” the law? The word meaning
of polemic debate is controlled controversy and aggressive conversation
to determine how to determine source of conduct according to doctrine
or the law given by the law giver.
The duties of the called out Ekklesia of Athens was “called out” or
elected to gather and to determine public policy and then determine the
source of the law of Solan and how to expedite and make war against
the enemy of the government of the people of Athens Greece.
1b) Romans chapter 3 verse 27 Where is boasting then? It is excluded. By what law? Of works? Nay: but by the law of faith. If you
have a translated Bible check your Bible for this Bible Greek word
“Nomos” or Law of faith is written in Romans chapter 3 verse 27. If
the words “Law of faith” is not in your Bible then it is proof positive you
have one of the false translated Bibles that is most deceptive Bibles that
has ever been translated for would be Christians.
Galatians 6:2 Bear ye one another’s burdens, and so fulfill the law of
Christ. The Ekklesia of the Christ was established by Y’esus to edify or
deliberate truth of the law in the Kingdom of God. Today there are
groups of Christians who identify themselves as the true “Ekklesia” of
Y’esus. All Ekklesias of Christ conduct polemic debate in their open
assemblies for the purpose to determine the source of “sound doctrine
or truth in the law of the Christ.”
2 Timothy 4:3 For the time will come when they will not endure
sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to
themselves teachers, having itching ears;
The purpose of the Ekklesia of Y’esus is to edify the assembly about
the doctrine of God to determine how to correctly make spiritual war
against the gates of hell. If some one objects to what is being taught as
“the law of faith” or if some one is called into question about their
understanding what the law of faith is and what is being taught is suspect
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to be a digressive practice against the law of faith, then it is passed time
for polemic debate in the called out open assembly to stop division.
The Ekklesia built by Y’esus is established to determine truth only
through polemic debate against the opposition (the gates of hell).
Polemic debate is to be made only in the open assembly to determine
the doctrine or teaching of Y’esus to declare how to make spiritual war
against the enemies of the kingdom of Y’esus.
2a) In the ancient Ekklesia of Athens Greece or in the open assembly
of the Ekklesia, only the men are elected to fulfill their responsibilities to
participate in controlled debate in making decisions of how to dispense
law. In Athens Greece Only men are allowed to enter the called out
assembly of the Greek Ekklesia in ancient Athens Greece.
2b) In the Ekklesia of Y’esus, the women are also called out and
allowed to come in the called out assembly to hear the debate of the
doctrine of Y’esus. In the Ekklesia of Y’esus, the women are not
elected to debate the law before the assembly but the women can vote.
Women of the Ekklesia of Y’esus have one of the most highly regarded
positions in the Ekklesia. The responsibility of women caring for the
welfare and lives of the children and the men is one of the greatest
positions to hold in the Ekklesia and in the kingdom of Y’esus.
3a) The Ekklesia of the Greeks of Athens Greece was responsible to
elect officials of government to lead the people.
3b) In the Ekklesia of Christ, the men will determine only qualified
servants to serve direct them in government of the kingdom of God.
The responsibility for controlling the debate in the Ekklesia of Y’esus
rest only upon the shoulders of the men members of the Ekklesia. So
when men volunteer to fulfill their duties to the Ekklesia, only the men
are elected and held responsible to participate in debate to determine
the law of Christ. It is only when men fail to accept and fulfill their
responsibility in the Ekklesia that God will raise women to fulfill the
responsibilities of men. In all ancient history of the Ekklesia of Y’esus
only the men are given the responsibility from God to debate the
doctrine of God.
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4a) The Ekklesia of Athens Greece was to edify law of the democracy
of the Greeks of Athens Greece.
4b) The Ekklesia of Y’esus is to edify his kingdom through polemic
debate. Because there is no word equivalent in the English language for
the Bible word “Ekklesia” then to correctly translate what the Ekklesia
of Y’esus correctly, it would make more sense just to transliterate the
Bible Greek word “Ekklesia” and remove the false English word
“Church” (THE DOUBLE ROUN HOUSE OF THE GODS) and its
many false word definitions of a “church.”.
Now let us again examine the most ancient history of the ancient Greek
word “Ekklesia” from the online “Wickipedia.”
“The original Greek name “Ekklesia” or the “called out” is originally
recorded from the classic Greek of a peculiar “elected” or “called out”
group in the city of Athens Greece. The Ekklesia (Greek) was the
principal assembly of the democracy of ancient Athens. It was the
popular assembly, opened to all male citizens over the age of 18 by the
law giver Solon in 594 BC. In the 5th century BC, this is believed to
amount to about 43,000 people. However, only those wealthy enough
to spend much of their time away from home would have been able to
participate.
The assembly was responsible for declaring war, military strategy, and
electing “strategoi” and for other officials of the government. It originally
met once every month, but later it met three or four times per month.
The agenda for the Ekklesia was established by the Boule, the popular
council. Votes were taken by a show of hands (See wickipedia.org).
Keep in mind, at the coming of Y’esus, the Greek word Ekklesia did
not evolve or change to have a different word meaning than the called
out Assembly of the Greeks in Athens Greece. To this very day, the
word meaning of the Greek Ekklesia remains the same as was used in
Athens Greece some five hundred years before Y’esus said he will build
or -edify (teach to build up) his Ekklesia from a foundation of the
Greek Petra or a strong cliff of a rock, he is the rock fortress creating
the fact that he is the son of God..
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Now take careful note the need to become the “militant Ekklesia” “war
like purpose” of the Christ is to be a true Ekklesia. The militant
Ekklesia of the Greek of Greece was to “strategoi” for the

officials of the government who was to rule
over them.
It is the duties of the Ekklesia of the Christ to determine who is to
direct all people of God against Satan. Only the Ekklesia determines
though polemic debate and voting by all in the called out who is going to
rule (Christ) over the people of the government of God. If you are a
Christian you must “Vote for God” to determine who is to serve God in
both Spiritual Government and civil Government.
Now we have people of the “church” (Jehovah’s Witness) and others
who are teaching the lie that the Christian can not get involved in the
government of those who are elected to serve over the Christian. Don’t
you believe them! This refusal to get involved in who is making decisions for the Christian is why the Christian world has become morally
decadent and powerless. If you do not get militantly involved in who is
making decisions for you as a Christian then you are not of the true
Ekklesia of Christ but of the cult of Satan which is a “church” and a
church is not the true Ekklesia of the Christ.
Now let us compare a different ancient Greek called out assembly that
is identified as a “cult” because they refused to hold open polemic
debate in the open assembly. We show what the Greek “Apella” is in
Sparta Greece that is not the same called out group as the Greek
Ekklesia in Athens. The called out Greek cult of the “Apella” is a
closed and part secret organization or a “Cult.” A cult rejects open
reasoning by all the people through polemic Debate in the open assembly to determine doctrine or law. Much of the ruling class was a secret
cult similar to the Catholic and Mormon Church. The only discussion
made in the cult of the Apella was made by the ruling class similar to the
cults of the Catholic church or the Watchtower Society of the so called
“Jehovah Witnesses.”
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The gerousia presented motions before the Apella. The
Apella then voted on the motions. However, unlike the
Ekklesia in Athens, the Apella did not debate or deliberate
to make open decisions; it merely approved or disapproved of measures. Moreover, the gerousia wealth ruling
class always had the power to veto the decision of the
Apella. The Apella in Sparta Greece was more like the United States
of America they were not a true democracy as in the Ekklesia where all
the people rule themselves. The Greek cult the “Apella” was guided
and decisions made and ruled by the most wealthy which today is
described in modern terms as a “polyarchy.” A Polyarchy is a government ruled by “Poly” in Greek meaning “many” but in the polyarchy the
“many” are the wealthy upper-class.
The Polyarchy form of government in ancient Sparta is similar to our
modern government in the United States which also is not a democracy
but is a polyarchy. In modern political science, the

term polyarchy (Greek: poly many, arkhe
rule)[1] was introduced by Robert A. Dahl,
now emeritus professor at Yale University, to
describe a form of government in which
power is vested in three or more wealthy persons who ruled not only the Apella to protect
their wealth but the Apella was designed for
the Greek government in Sparta to gain more
from taxes on the citizens and the backs of
others. This form of government was first
implemented in the United States and was
gradually adopted by many other countries.
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At the same time the Greeks in Athens enjoyed their democracy though
their called out or the Ekklesia, the ancient Greeks in the city of Sparta
Greece also had a similar elected cult like group they identified in the
Greek as the “Apella.” This elected governing assembly of the “Apella
cult” in Sparta was a very different group from the “Ekklesia” in Athens,
because the “Apella” in Sparta had no “open” polemic debate in their
assembly to make decisions for their source of doctrine (instructions
from the law giver Solan) or law. The cult of the Apella in Sparta is
correctly identified as a cult because they “occult” when they made
some decisions in secret that was suspect of not being the law of Solan
and other decisions made in public. When the Apella in Sparta made
some unlawful decisions against the law, by the oppressive wealthy
ruling class of the Apella the wealth rulers of the Apella refused to open
the assembly for polemic debate in their assemblies on subjects of truth,
fairness and equality. The Apella in Sparta was a “Cult” which word
meaning “Cult” comes from astronomy meaning to “occult” from an
unknown source of doctrine or law or from light to dark or from secret
decisions that were not made through public debate in the called out
assembly.
See Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia the Apella in Sparta. A “cult” is
a controlling group of ruling wealthy men who keep (the -source of their
doctrine in unlawful Instructions) and activities “secret” and some
decisions and other activities are open for all to see. It is very simple
facts that the cults is any “church” of today who the ruler of the church
refuse have open polemic debate in their public assemblies to determine
the source of their doctrine or beliefs is a church cult. A Church “cult”
is a religious group that refuses to hold open polemic debate in their
assemblies to discover source of doctrine and truth; They church rulers
know they have something dangerous and dreadful to hide in their
church doctrine. If a false doctrine (Instructions taught to be from God)
is taught than the “cult” will -occult keep source of doctrine secret by
refusing to hold open polemic debate (deliberations on any subject) in
their open assemblies.
Now we see the original “Ekklesia is an elected governing body of
leaders who make polemic or controlled debate to determine law of the
state of the case and how and when to make war on the enemies of the
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state Government. If there is no polemic or open and controlled debate in
the called out assembly, then there is no true or legitimate “Ekklesia.” If
there is no open or polemic debate in the assembly and the organization
makes secret decisions and sometimes none lawful decisions for the body
and then to occult part law and part none law is an organization that is
nothing more than a church “cult.”
Now in your religious organization what qualifies your organization as the
true Ekklesia of Y’esus? If you identify your organization as the Ekklesia
that belongs to Y’esus and if your organization has polemic or controlled
debate to determine the source of doctrine or law and then decisions that
are proven to be true that are made in your open assembly make your
organization the true Ekklesia of Y’esus. Only when we have open polemic debate of the law of the faith of God we are truly qualified as a true
Ekklesia that Y’esus established in the first century.. If you do not have
open polemic debate to determine the source of your “church” doctrine
then you are not to be correctly identified as the Ekklesia of Y’esus but
your organization is correctly qualified only as the church cult similar to the
Greek “Apella.”
We see the leadership of the original “Ekklesia” is a group of elected men
who know the law and debate law or the doctrine of Y’esus, similar to our
original congress of the United States. In the original understanding of
what is the “Ekklesia” of the Greeks in Athens, the women were not
allowed in the called out assembly in Athens nor were they allowed to
debate to make decisions for the Government which was a democracy.
The word Ekklesia was later adapted into the koine or common Greek,
which koine Greek language is considered by language scholars to be the
ancient worlds most intellectual and descriptive language of that age.
(Keep in mind, the Ekklesia of the Greeks in Athens was starting some five
hundred years before the coming of Y’esus.)
After the Greek ruler Alexander (the great) conquered the Israelites and
Jews, a certain ruler of Alexandria Egypt, named “Philadelphus” who ruled
over the Jews, wanted to Hellenize all the Israelites by translating the
books of Moses and other religious books used by the Jews into the
“Common” or “koine” Greek language. Hundreds of years before the
coming of Y’esus, the Jewish Hebrew Torah (Law) or the midrash and
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Pentateuch or “Jewish Bible and other writings” was translated into the
koine or common Greek and the translation of the religious books were
given the name “Septuagint” or “The Seventy.”
The ancient first century Jews, who wrote our Bible, had adapted the
koine or common Greek language into their Jewish culture. The peculiar Greek language adapted by the Jews must be identified as the
“Judaic Greek dialect” because of the many religious differences
between the Jews comparing to the pagan religion of the Greeks of
Greece.
Because of religious differences, many Bible or Judaic Greek words
evolved in the Judaic Greek language to have many different word
meanings comparing to the word meanings given by the Greeks of
Greece. Example the masculine Greek word “Hice” or “The One God”
in the Judaic Bible Greek did not refer to a Greek god of numbers as it
did in the classic or koine Greek of Greece.
Now notice carefully, the Bible Judaic Greek word “Ekklesia” did -not
change word meaning for Y’esus or by the Jewish Bible writers of the
New Testament Greek, the word of God that is written only once for
all eternity and for all Christians (Jude 1-3).
The Bible Greek word Ekklesia or as men translate the English meaning
of the Greek word has the same word meaning as it did some five
hundred years before Y’esus said he was going to edify his “Ekklesia”
from the apostle Peter’s revelation that Y’esus is the son of God. The
son of God is the Greek Petra (the great fortified cliff or foundation).
There is only one Ekklesia for each city that will determine the source of
law of God for that city.. The function of the Ekklesia of Y’esus remains
essentially the same for the government of God as it did in the government of the Greeks of Athens Greece.

The true meaning of the Greek word “Ekklesia” when written in the
Bible Greek is understood to have the same meaning as the certain
called out group of Greek men who were “called out” to debate the law
to edify the source of law and direction to make war against the enemy
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in the democracy of Athens Greece. The spiritual Ekklesia or the
called out of the kingdom of Y’esus are elected to through polemic
debate, reason how to make spiritual war for the cause of the spiritual
kingdom, the same as the Ekklesia did in the Classic and koine Greek
for their physical government of Athens Greece.
The “Ekklesia” of ancient Athens Greece for some five hundred years
before the coming of Y’esus, was a type of the spiritual Ekklesia that
Y’esus said he was going to established to make spiritual war to protect
his spiritual kingdom from the gates of Hell.
What the elected “Ekklesia” was in Athens Greece some five hundred
years before the coming of Y’esus and to this day, the same Greek
word “Ekklesia” has the same definition as it did in Athens near three
thousand years ago.
The key element of the called out or the Ekklesia of Y’esus is polemic
debate in the open assembly to best determine the scriptural source of
the doctrine of Y’esus in how to make spiritual war against the gates of
hell.
All Christians will make the same agreement that whatever the majority
agrees is law the minority will humbly abide by the decisions of the
majority and there will be no division among us or else the opposer or
divider will be ostracized out of the Assembly.
Now what have we discovered in our Bible study of Greek history of
the Ekklesia in Athens and the Ekklesia that Y’esus declares he is going
to build (edify)? The first recorded Greek “Ekklesia” is recorded to be
in Athens Greece. The Ekklesia of the Greeks in ancient Athens
Greece was a “called out” group of elected officials or lawyers whose
duty was to use controlled or polemic debate in the called out assembly to determine doctrine or law given by the law giver Solan. The duty
of the elected “Ekklesia” (or translated church) is to decide for the
Kingdom how to make war against the enemies of the state or the
Government or the kingdom of God. The duty of the Ekklesia or church
of Y’esus is through open polemic debate within the called out of the
assembly, to make strategic war decisions before all in the kingdom,
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when and how to lawfully make war against the enemies of the Kingdom of God.
The true translation for the Greek Bible word Ekklesia would shock the
Christian world only if there were true definitions in translations that
describe what is the “Ekklesia” is that Y’esus said he was going to
establish. However as long as we have false translations, only a hand
full of true believers will ever accept the true definition of the Bible
Greek “Ekklesia.” Let us say that you believe that you are in the kingdom of Y’esus but the question is does the kingdom of your king, have
an “Ekklesia or do you belong to the Ekklesia that Y’esus said he was
going to establish to -edify his kingdom. We state emphatically that in
the true definition of the Greek word “Ekklesia” it is not possible for
you to, in -truth, translate the spiritual Ekklesia that Y’esus established
to edify the kingdom of God as the English word “church?” The Greek
Edifice is a building but the “edifice” is also the ground school for
edifying. The Ekklesia edifies through the open called out assembly in
polemic debate the difference in how to teach or preach the true
doctrine of God.
Today we have false Bible teachers that teach that their God does not
have a doctrine or law therefore they say we are not under any doctrine
or law to make open polemic debate in our assemblies. Note carefully
it is true their god is not the god of the Bible because their God does not
give them law to live by. Believe them they are telling us the truth, their
god that they worship has no moral law for them to obey and to live by.
However in the Bible of the infinite God gives His law to His Ekklesia,
Note the words of Y’esus
John chapter 7: verse 16 Y’esus answered them, and said, My
doctrine is not mine, but his that sent me. Doctrine of God is the
instructions from God.
The answer to the most important question in your life as in the struggle
to be a “Christian” (CHRIST LIKE) is who started your “Church” if
you make the claim to belong to a “Church.” Is your church really a
“Church of Christ” or should your organization be identified in truth as
“The Ekklesia of Christ”? In the true passive word definition of the
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English word “church” comparing to the militant Bible Greek word
“Ekklesia” there is a vast difference between what “The Church of
Christ” is comparing to what “The militant aggressive war like Ekklesia
of Christ” is. On the surface, this word definition may not seem to be of
much importance to you but when truth is discovered, most who love
truth see there is a world of difference between what the passive
“church” is comparing to what the militant or war like “Ekklesia” of
Y’esus is.
Next we question is the Christian under any law and if he is under law
who gives us doctrine or who gives Christians doctrine or Law? There
are a multitude of “Churches” who teach they are not under law and
they would not dare open their passive church assemblies to debate the
source of their false teaching.
Question, would it make any difference to you if you knew for certain
that if your Church refuse to hold open polemic debate in the assembly,
then your passive “church” is not to be scripturally understood to be any
part of the militant Ekklesia that Y’esus built?
Question, how often in your “church” do you hold open polemic
debate in your assemblies with those who oppose the source of your
church doctrine? If your “church” refuses to polemic debate in your
assemblies with those who oppose the source of your church doctrine,
then your passive church organization is a cult of the world.
A cult can not in truth be any part of the true scriptural Christian (Christ
like) organization of the Ekklesia.
If your called out assembly -refuses to hold open polemic debate with
those who oppose the source of your church doctrine, then in truth you
are correctly to be identified the English dictionary definitions of what a
“church” is. If your religious organization does obey God though
holding polemic debate would in truth -not qualify your “church” to be a
true scriptural Ekklesia. The world has many different sources of
doctrine to create many kinds of churches but there is only one scriptural source to create only one kind of militant or warlike Ekklesia of
the Christ.
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Do you realize that if every organization that makes the claim to be a
“Church” belonging to Christ, would open their assembly to controlled
debate the source of their doctrine they claim to be from God, then truth
would reveal the true source of false church doctrine and 99% of all so
called “church cults” would no longer exist.
The first purpose of the Ekklesia of Y’esus is specifically designed to
stop the origination of false doctrine from disciples of Satan that causes
division in the called out assembly who make the claim to be Christian.
Only “church cults” have something dreadful to hide in the source of
their church doctrine and the cults refuse to become the true Ekklesia of
Y’esus through polemic debate of the scriptures.
I must warn you, in all my seventy years of Bible study, in my understanding; according to scripture, it is not possible for those in a Church
cult to be saved.
Another question, would you prefer to do what Y’esus commands you
to do or do you prefer to do what Satan wants you to do? It is your
choice, but you can not have acceptable worship in a “church cult” and
at the same time have acceptable worship in the Ekklesia of Y’esus.
Do you prefer to be a “church cult” and reject open polemic debate in
your church assemblies or would you prefer to be the true Ekklesia of
the Christ and open your assemblies to polemic debate on life saving
issues that determine the source of doctrine either from God or from the
disciples of Satan?
Now some “church cults” teach that Y’esus did not have a doctrine or
law to debate. If there is anything that a church cult hates is the words
doctrine or law or called out assembly to debate source of church
doctrine.
John 7:16 Y’esus answered them, and said, My doctrine is not
mine, but his that sent me. 17 If any man will do his will, he
shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I
speak of myself.
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Acts 2:42 ¶ And they continued steadfastly in the apostles’ doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of bread, and in prayers.
1 Timothy 4:13 Till I come, give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine.
1 Timothy 4:16 Take heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine;
continue in them: for in doing this thou shalt both save thyself,
and them that hear thee.
2 Timothy 4:3 For the time will come when they will not endure
sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to
themselves teachers, having itching ears.
How many church cults that you know will teach truth that you will save
yourself by keeping sound doctrine and teaching the doctrine to others?
Most Church cults would rather choose to kill you, burn you at the
stake, skin you alive than allow you to debate against the source of their
false doctrine in their open assembly. Question, would you rather if
you could stop debate in your public assemblies and then, if you could,
would you like to skin alive all those who oppose your church doctrine
(if your “church” so much as makes the claim to have a church doctrine). Those who would oppose your church doctrine, would you
rather burn those who oppose their teaching with fire at the stake as did
the Catholic Church?
Physically killing, by burning alive or skinning alive the opposition is the
preferred method of church cults when dealing with those who oppose
the doctrine of church cults.
This day there are some church cults that are taking down the names of
all those who oppose their false church doctrine and all who reject their
so called Bible teaching that they are the only true “church.” At their
supposed war of “Armageddon,” they are commanded by their church
leaders the must kill all those who have opposed their church doctrine.
Do you hate those who challenge your apostate doctrine and do you
invent new church doctrine to try and support false church doctrine?
Perhaps your church does not so much as have a doctrine to defend
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and you hate those who demand that you debate to proclaim the
doctrine of God in open public assemblies.
When some one makes the claim that your organization is teaching
digressive doctrine, then does your church reply with the excuses that
the opposition is only Bible “legalist” and “divisive” and refuse to stand
up in your open assembly and debate the charges made against you that
your church is teaching a false doctrine? To understand what the Bible
Ekklesia is, you must go back in Greek History some five hundred
years before the coming of Y’esus. To discover what is the word
meaning of the Greek “Ekklesia” we must define all the uses of the
name Ekklesia to begin to understand what the Ekklesia of Y’esus is.
If the Bible word “Ekklesia” is translated in your Bible as “Church” then
I am warning you, your Bible is giving you a false name with a false
definition of what the true Ekklesia of the Christ is. The ancient fourth
century apostate cult which today identifies herself as the Catholic
Church to continue to deceive their people was forced by word definition to change the understanding of what the true Ekklesia of Y’esus is.
To be able to stop open polemic debate in their assemblies and to
continue to teach false doctrine, it became necessary for the cult of the
fourth century apostate “Catholic Church” to change true understanding
of what is the true definition of the Greek “Ekklesia of the Christ.”
The purpose of the fourth century Catholic Church changing the
“Ekklesia of Y’esus” to the name of a “Church” was for the only
purpose to remove polemic debate from their public assemblies so they
could deceive the people.
All the ancient Christian people of God knew exactly what the purpose
of the Ekklesia of Y’esus was designed to be.
The ancient cult of the Catholic Church has made many changes in Bible
word definition only to deceive the whole Christian world. If the
Catholic Church had not changed true understanding of the Ekklesia of
Y’esus, the Catholic Church would not exist as it does today. Perhaps
if your “Church” did not hold open polemic debate in your open assembles but now would begin to do so, your organization would no
longer exist either.
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In the entire English language there is not one word that will parallel true
definition of what the Ekklesia of Y’esus is. Today inherit in the true
word meaning of what is an “Ekklesia’ terrifies the church cults and if
they do become a true Ekklesia that spells a certain death of the multitude of organizations of the worlds so called “Christian churches.” It is
proven through polemic debate and by the word definition of what the
Ekklesia of Y’esus is that most all churches of the world are nothing
more than church cults. Because of their digressive church doctrine
most “churches” would not dare become the true Ekklesia of the Christ
and begin to hold open polemic debate in their called out assemblies.
Is your church an open assembly designed by Y’esus with the only
purpose to edify His Ekklesia through open polemic or controlled
debate so your Ekklesia can fight in truth against the gates of hell?
Now notice carefully, I did not question would your organization one on
one debate your doctrine of your church but would your church -open
the gathering of your assembly to polemic debate the source of your
church doctrine? If your church refuses to hold open polemic debate
to show the difference in your church doctrine from the true Ekklesia of
Y’esus, then your organization is the cult.
A cult is not the true Ekklesia of the Christ. A church cult has something
dreadful to hide in the source of their church doctrine.
In this new information age there is some world shaking changes coming
from the truth of Bible word definition. Men have pummeled and
twisted the Bible translated records to try and make the Bible record
support their idiosyncrasies of their multitude of false religions.
When truth in word definition is finally established, the power of God
through the Bible text will shake and shape the world into the most
awesome doctrine or law revealing the awesome supper times of our
God. What do you know about the awesome supper times of our
God? This change in “Bible time” in most all Bible translations has
completely removed the true resurrection moment from the Bible
records all the true supper times of our God. See this free book “Awesome supper times of God at www.biblementor.com
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Y’esus taught that the doctrine or law that he was teaching was not his
but the law he was teaching was law or doctrine from God the Father.
Now Satan and his disciples are going to tell us that in the New Testament there is no law given as the New Testament. Then any one who
tries to be legal or lawful some Bible “illegalist” will identify others as
being a Bible “legalist” as being bad for their lawless god. There are
disciples who want to obey the doctrine of God only to please God or
to be lawful. Truth terrifies the disciple of Satan to reason that God
demands that they hold to the doctrine of God and to be lawful or legal
or righteous. To be legal is to be lawful. To be “lawful” is the work of
“righteousness.” Now notice very carefully God the Father declares to
the son Y’esus “Righteousness is the “scepter of your kingdom” (
Hebrew chapter 1 verse 8 But unto the Son he saith, Thy throne, O
God, is for ever and ever: a sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre of
thy kingdom.) If you are not the true Bible “legalist” then my friend you
do defend and you display the true Scepter of “Ho Theos” or The God
Y’esus.
Men who are the illegalist, falsely translate the Bible record to try to
deceive the Christian into the false belief that they are not under any
legal doctrine or law from God.
Does your church accept that God has a doctrine or a law for your
church? The key word in the definition of what is the Ekklesia of
Y’esus is open contention or debate against division and false doctrine
or those who divide against the Ekklesia of Y’esus. The Ekklesia is
established for the purpose to debate His doctrine or the law of God. If
you’re truly in the called out Assembly of God then you will open your
assemblies to hold debate in your assemblies with those who oppose
what you are teaching. If your organization refuses open debate in your
assemblies but instead make decisions secretly behind closed doors,
then your organizations is correctly identified as a closed or secrete
assembly or a “church” of a religious cult. Because all decisions of how
to make war against the gates of hell are decided through open contention, The true Ekklesia of Y’esus can not possibly be any part of a cult.
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When you hear the word “Church” do you immediately think of people
called out to debate the law of God to determine truth in how to make
war against the enemies of God? If in your understanding of the English
word “church” you do not hold the understanding of a calling out to
polemic debate to determine the law of God than you have got the
wrong understanding of the Ekklesia of Christ? If there is no debate in
your assemblies then the English word “church” has given you a false
definition in understanding what the true Ekklesia of Y’esus really is.
Now I am going to say it in truth and some are not going to like it but
that is the way truth is rejected by most that hold to false beliefs in their
false traditions. Y’esus did not build any “Church” but instead Y’esus
said he was going to build his “Ekklesia” which Bible Greek word
Ekklesia is not correctly defined by our modern English or by the
definition of some Bible Dictionaries.
Some people hate Bible word definition because truth is exposed in
word definition and truth in word definition reveals misunderstanding
and the apostasy of the thinking of the multitudes of would be Christians.
Men of the Bible read the translated words of Y’esus that declare upon
this rock I will build my Church and the gates of hell will not prevail
against it (Matthew chapter 16 verse 18).
This is the world’s most horrible translation of the Bible according to
our modern dictionary of the English word “Church.” Now if you do
not believe what I teach here, then all you have to do is make your own
search of Greek history and you can easily discover what the true
Ekklesia of the Christ is and the purpose of the Greek “Ekklesia” of
Y’esus.
Inherit in the true definition of the Greek Bible word Ekklesia is defined
the function and purpose of the Ecclesia of Y’esus. In all the English
word definitions of the word “Church” you will not find one definition
that declares the church is an elected organization that determines truth
through polemic debate the law of God. Then according to true word
definition of the translated Greek word Ekklesia of Y’esus can not
possibly be correctly translated as a “Church. If the Bible word
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“Church” is a translated misnomer in most translated Bibles, then we
must transliterate the Bible Greek word Ekklesia to correct the false
translation of the Bible Greek word the “Ekklesia” that Y’esus said he
was going to edify or build.
So we question who started your false word “Church?” A better stated
question is who has started your Bible transliterated “Ekklesia” was it
Y’esus or was it the disciples of Satan?”
We discover through the most trusted Bible dictionaries what the true
interpretation of the Bible Greek Ekklesia is. A similar word to the
group who gather to compose the Ekklesia of Y’esus is the English
word “chosen” which is the Greek word “elektos” or the called out
“elect” of God? The English word “Elect” can not possibly or correctly
describe what the Ekklesia of Y’esus is.
The word chosen does not spell out precisely what the chosen or the
called out are chosen to do while they are elected to serve in the
Ekklesia of Y’esus.
Another word that is close to the same word that identifies the Ekklesia
of Y’esus is the “body” of Christ. Mark chapter 13: verse 20 And
except that the Lord had shortened those days, no flesh should
be saved: but for the elect‘s sake, whom he hath chosen, he hath
shortened the days.
We question what are the acts that complete to make the “one body” of
the established kingdom of Christ and the called out Ekklesia of the
Christ?
Ephesians chapter 4: verse 4 There is one body, and one Spirit,
even as ye are called in one hope of your calling;
The organization of the one body of Christ does not correctly identify
the Ekklesia of Y’esus but the one body more correctly identifies the
kingdom of Y’esus.
The reason is the Ekklesia of Y’esus is the war being fought in the
kingdom of God but different in the sense the Ekklesia has a special
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purpose “Called out” in the “Kingdom,” which is the whole “Body” or
the “Elect.” The special duties of the Ekklesia are special duties that are
required only from those who are called out but volunteer to perform
certain duties in the Ekklesia against the gates of hell..
The Greek word Ekklesia that is mistranslated as the English word
“Church” and the English word “church” has a multitude of different and
opposite meanings which are all different from what is the true Ekklesia
of Y’esus. The Greek Bible word “Ekklesia” must be correctly translated to have only one true meaning of the Ekklesia that Y’esus established. The English word “church” has many different and complete
opposite meanings than the true word meaning of the Bible Greek
Ekklesia.
We want to give the true English word definition of what is the first
ancient English “Church.”
First note this truth very carefully, before I give word definition for a
“church” I want this truth to be fully understood, it is not what we in our
words identify ourselves as being, but rather it is our actions that
determine who and what we are either the Ekklesia of Y’esus or if you
prefer to be identified as a “Church.”
So if you are worshipping God in truth, do not be alarmed when we
give you the true definition for what the “church” is compared to what
the Bible Ekklesia of Y’esus is. If in your actions what you identify
yourself as a “Bible Church” and your church has open polemic debate
in your assemblies with those who oppose your “church doctrine,” then
your organization is not a “church” but is correctly identified as the
“Ekklesia” of the Christ Y’esus.
We may identify ourselves as a “Church” but not realize by our actions
we are not really in a true sense “a church” defined by the English
dictionary. However if we are obedient to God in our acts of living or
worship then by our actions we are the true “Ekklesia” of Y’esus.
Now let us discover the true meaning of the most ancient English word
“church” and where did the word “church” come from?
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The most ancient word “Church” comes from the old English word
meaning a “holy or sacred round building of the gods.” We will give
some of the false definitions of what is mistranslated as the Bible
Ekklesia that Y’esus did not say he was going to build.
The Catholic Church changed the name of the Ekklesia to English word
“Holy Circle house of the gods” or “Church” to confuse understanding
what is the true meaning of the true function or purpose of the Ekklesia
of Y’esus is. The ancient Catholic Church changed the true understanding of the Ekklesia of Y’esus to what they begin to identify their religious
organization that they claim Jesus built was a “Circle house” or “a
church building.”
To continue to digress into their false doctrine, and control the people,
the catholic church had to change the true definition of the Ekklesia of
Y’esus because inherit in the true understanding of what is the true
Ekklesia of Y’esus would through polemic debate devastate their false
teaching of the so called “Catholic church.”
Most religious organizations that followed their mother Catholic Church
also rejected the true purpose of the Ekklesia of Y’esus because
through the design of polemic debate in their called out assembly would
also devastate their false doctrine.
Here are some of the many false English dictionary word definitions
from the translated Bible Greek word Ekklesia that can not possibly be
a true identification of the Ekklesia that belongs to God,
False -A The word “Church” a Noun.
1. A holy or sacred building for public, especially Christian worship.
(My Reply to the above definition is this definition of the Ekklesia the
Christ is false- Y’esus did not so much as hint that he was going to build
a “church building.”)
2. -often Church –false definition
Partly false definition 1. The company of all Christians regarded
as a spiritual body.
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(Reply, The Greek Ekklesia is a spiritual body but the original meaning
of the Bible Greek word Ekklesia did not include all the people of God
in the kingdom will make decision that direct the body of Christ)
False 2. A specified Christian denomination: such as the Presbyterian Church.
(Reply, if we want the true definition of the English word church then
this is the true definition of the word “Church” but the above is not a
true definition for the spiritual Ekklesia of Y’esus. The Ekklesia of the
Christ is a group that is impossible to be divided into denominations)
3. A congregation false. Congregation without function
(Reply, True definition of Ekklesia of Christ is not just any congregation
of People. The Ekklesia of Y’esus is the specified called out congregation or the body of the Ekklesia of Y’esus and just as the Ekklesia of
the Greek in ancient Athens Greece were elected or called out to
debate the law to determine when and how to make war against the
enemy so is the Ekklesia of Y’esus designed to debate the law of God
to determine how to make war against the gates of hell. The Ekklesia
of Y’esus is governed by elected officials, such as in the plural of Elders,
to direct the assembly and then debate the law of God. The purpose
was to determine doctrine through polemic debate in certain matters of
how to make war against the gates of hell or the enemies of the kingdom of God.) We continue the English dictionary definitions of the
word “church.”
4. Public divine worship in a church; a religious service: goes to
church at Christmas and Easter.
(Reply, all the above is -false definitions of the Ekklesia of Y’esus. This
is a complete deceptive definition of the activities and duties of the
called out of the Ekklesia of Y’esus.)
False 4. The clerical profession; clergy.
(The above definition of Ekklesia is half true only for the English word
church but is a altogether false definition for the “Ekklesia” of Y’esus.
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The leader of the Ekklesia can only be elected by a show of hands by
the Ekklesia and considered as only a part of the called out or elected
spiritual Ekklesia of Y’esus.)
False 5. Ecclesiastical power as distinguished from the secular:
the separation of church and state.
(Reply, the above statement is absolutely wrong. Separation of the
Ekklesia from the “state” is direct from the teaching of the disciples of
Satan. Satan and his disciples make a separation or distinction between
the Ekklesia of Y’esus from the state government.
The Ekklesia of Y’esus is over all flesh and is declared to be the state
of the case and the Ekklesia has all control of all the state both flesh and
spirit. Read the following verses.
John 17:2 As thou hast given him power over all flesh, that he
should give eternal life to as many as thou hast given him.
Romans chapter 9: verse 5 Whose are the fathers, and of whom as
concerning the flesh Christ came, who is over all, God blessed
for ever. Amen.
Ephesians chapter 1: verse 22 And hath put all things under his
feet, and gave him to be the head over all things to the Ekklesia
(mistranslated church).
Now you may have separation between “Church’ and your state
government but my friends you can not have separation between the
“Ekklesia” of Y’esus and physical State government or the spiritual
kingdom of Y’esus.
It is past time that all Christians wake up and begin to exalt Y’esus to
his rightful place over all flesh in his spiritual kingdom over all the flesh of
the earth. There is no separation of the duties of the “Ekklesia of
Y’esus” and the state of the kingdom of Y’esus.
Christians have not militantly exalted Y’esus in his rightful place as the
head over all flesh. Instead Christians have turned government control
over to Satan and his disciples to lead them and their “church.” Y’esus
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is head over all the state both over flesh and the spirit. The state of
Satan does not accept Y’esus as their head. God has put Y’esus and
his followers in control over all things including all fleshly governments.
We easily see how most Christian have failed God. The churches may
separate from the state government and the churches may not demand
Y’esus to be over the state government. However the called out
Ekklesia of Y’esus demands that all governments to be militantly strict
both over all the spiritual and physical human of every society under the
direction of the doctrine or law of Y’esus.
We continue our English dictionary of the false definition of the English
word “Church.”
False tr.v., churched, church·ing, church·es. To conduct a church
service for, especially to perform a religious service for (a
woman after childbirth).
As an adjective.
(Reply, the Ekklesia is not defined as a religious rite, but the Ekklesia of
Y’esus is defined as an elected group who determines when and how to
go to war against the enemies of God).
(Second reply to 5, the Greek Ekklesia is the controlling called out
body whose duty is to through polemic debate determine how and
when to make war against the enemies of God but not a specific
gathering for worship.)
A false definition relating to the church as; ecclesiastical.
(My Reply to the original word church as relating to the spiritual
Ekklesia of Y’esus or the elected called out council is a false definition.)
In our Bible records there is a written record of “the Ekklesia of the
Goddess Diana.” If you think the Greek word Ekklesia should be
translated “church” then according to your thinking there is a Bible
record of a pagan “Ekklesia” or “church” of the goddess Diana. Let
us examine the function of debate in the -Ekklesia of the goddess Diana
of the Ephesians (Act chapter 19 verse 34). The “Ekklesia or called
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out” of Diana was gathering or the Ekklesia of the goddess Diana was
through open debate, they gathered to decide what and how to fight
against “Christians” who are the enemies of the goddess Diana. Now
let us observe an example of an Ekklesia of the goddess Diana and the
function of the Greek Ekklesia in Ephesus but this Ekklesia in Ephesus
is not an Ekklesia that belongs to Christ Y’esus but an Ekklesia of the
goddess Diana.
In Ephesus there was a certain man named Demetrius, a silversmith,
who made silver shrines of Diana, brought no little business unto the
craftsmen; Demetrius called together the men of the Ekklesia of the
goddess Diana men of his same occupation to debate what to do with
the enemies of their goddess Diana. Then Demetrius said in his debate
to the Ekklesia of Diana, Sirs, ye know that by this business we have
our wealth. 26 And ye see and hear, that not alone at Ephesus, but
almost throughout all Asia, this Paul hath persuaded and turned away
much people, saying that they are no gods, that are made with hands:
27 and not only is there danger that this our trade come into disrepute;
but also that the temple of the great goddess Diana be made of no
account, and that she should even be deposed from her magnificence
whom all Asia and the world worshippeth.
28 And when they [the Ekklesia of Diana] heard this they were filled
with wrath, and cried out, saying, Great is Diana of the Ephesus.
29 And the city was filled with the confusion: and they rushed with one
accord into the theatre, having seized Gaius and Aristarchus, men of
Macedonia, Paul’s companions in travel. [In brackets is mine.]
The Ekklesia of Diana opposes the Ekklesia of Christ. Now again
notice this scriptural example and actions of the Ekklesia of Christ, men
of the Ekklesia of Christ gather and debate one of the most important
decisions for all Christians (Acts chapter 15 verses 1 through 29).
There was a question that caused division when some taught that all
Christian must keep the Law of Moses, keeping the holy days, washing
pots and pans, the keeping of the Sabbath day and the need of men to
be physically circumcised. Then the apostles and elders went to the
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Ekklesia in Jerusalem to debate the question of keeping the Law of
Moses compared to keeping the law of Christ for all Christians.
Read this record and see how the Ekklesia of Y’esus edifies all Christians through polemic debate. Now the question is does your Church
group have open polemic debate with those who oppose what you
teach? If your group refuses to open your assembly to polemic debate
with those who oppose what you teach, then your group is not the
Ekklesia of the Christ but rather a “church” cult of Satan that has
something dreadful to hide in your “Church” doctrine. Without open
and polemic debate in your assembly with those who oppose what you
teach, it is impossible for you to be the true Ekklesia of the Christ.
` Again we have records of the apostle Paul debating the scriptures
with the Jews but translators of the cults refuse to translate so you
would know it is the duty of the Ekklesia to debate to determine true
doctrine of Christ. This is the translation by the cults Acts 18:28 For
he mightily convinced the Jews, and that publickly, shewing by
the scriptures that Y’esus was Christ. A.V.
Now notice the true translation of Acts 18:28 by the NIV. For he
vigorously refuted the Jews in public debate, proving from the
Scriptures that Y’esus was the Christ.
Public or polemic (aggressive controlled) debate see Strong’s Greek
word number 246 diakatelegcomai diakatelegchomai dee-ak-atel-eng’-khom-ahee middle voice from Strong’s Greek word number
1223 which is a compound of word numbers 2596 and 1651; ;v “to
confute with rivalry and effort or in a contest to convince” To “Confute”
must be done aggressively.
History of the One True and living Ekklesia or called out assembly that belongs to Christ, comparing to false churches built with
false doctrine imagined by false men who refuse polemic debate
in their open assemblies. Today many are teaching that the English
word “Church” is a false translation of the Ekklesia of Y’esus. However we need to be careful of men who find fault in translating the Greek
Bible word “Ekklesia” as the most ancient English word “Church” only
to further the doctrine of the disciples of Satan.
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These same people refuse to hold polemic debate in their open assemblies with those who oppose what they teach.
If men are trying to get every Greek word in the Bible translated into
it’s true understanding, then we must agree, they have the best motive to
teach that the English word “Church” should not be translated in our
Bibles as the English word “church” but instead should be transliterated
into the English as the Ekklesia or “The called out assembly of the
kingdom of Christ” or “The directors of the Kingdom or the assembly
of Christ.” However we must take note, the New Testament Greek
language, there are words in Bible Greek that can not be precisely
described through translations into the English Language. The Greek
word “Ekklesia” or as men translate the Ekklesia into English as the
word “Church” just happens to be one of those Greek words that has
no precise word in the English to identify the Greek “Ekklesia” of
Y’esus.
The Ekklesia of Y’esus is only established through controlled or polemic
debate. If you make the claim to be the Ekklesia of Y’esus, do you
hold polemic debate in your assemblies to determine how to make war
against the gates of hell?
Does your organization or “Church” hold polemic debate in their public
assemblies to determine law or doctrine of God? Now we only learn
from the Bible that Y’esus builds or edifies only one Ekklesia in every
city. Does it not make good sense if you want to be a member of the
Ekklesia that Y’esus built, you should choose a group who makes
decisions in open debate in their assembly, how to use the original Bible
records to teach us how to become a member of the Ekklesia that
Y’esus builds? Ask yourself, what will happen if the Ekklesia or church
of my choice decides to become a true Ekklesia of Y’esus and begin to
openly debate in our assembly our differences with the doctrine of other
organizations that are identified as “churches?” Can you imagine what
would happen if the cults of the Catholic church, the Mormons, the
Russellites who falsely identify themselves as “Jehovah’s Witness”
would only open their assemblies to a controlled or polemic debate their
doctrine with those who oppose them?
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It will never happen because these false organizations know the truth
discovered through polemic debate would devastate their false rule and
the false doctrine their organization hold over their people.
Now again let us examine the original English word “Church” and then
compare the definition of the English word “Church” to the true Bible
Greek word “Ekklesia.”
Here is the example of what the most ancient “Church” is.
Two ancient men named Oleg and Mautuf understand only that their
ancient “church” to them is a holy or a sacred “double round building “
as place to worship their “gods and goddesses.” Oleg and Mautuf
were two ancient Celtic pagans who worshiped their pagan gods and
goddesses in their public holy building they identify as their “church.”
Oleg says to Mautuf “come let us go to the “Church” and in circle
worship pray to our goddess “”Circe” in our holy round church.”
Notice the ancient holy shrine of a double round building of “Circe”
was adored by the ancient Celts as being sacred or holy building as
place where the pagans worship called “Circe” and today the ancient
Circe has evolved to become what is called a “Church.”
and the name of the pagan round building was the origin or derivative
of our modern English word “Church.” Then the first English “church”
was only a round building and the round building is considered by the
pagans to be sacred or holy. As you can see the original pagan word
“church” has no likeness or no affinity to the Greek foundation through
which Y’esus edifies his Ekklesia to that is originally designed to debate
source of doctrine or the law and destroy the false teaching that lead
into the gates of Hell.
First let us reason some necessary technical phonetics and unimportant
semantics that men use to fight against the true and living Ekklesia of the
Christ. There is a world wide movement by the -opposers of God, to
use a little truth in phonetics or semantics about the most ancient definition of the word “Church” to cause confusion in the modern evolved
English word “Church.” So certain men try to appear to be more
knowledgeable and wreck the understanding of what the “Ekklesia of
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Christ” is. Or the true meaning of the called out organization that
belongs to the Christ.
Some try to put on a show of a higher intellect for the only purpose to
get you to accept their false teaching about their “Church.” The
opposers of God or the enemy of the kingdom of Y’esus use the word
“Church” for their only purpose to cripple the understanding of what is
the true “Ekklesia that Y’esus established to determine war against the
enemies of the kingdom of God.
Then there are those who also want to divide what is in today’s language that identifies the called out Assembly of God when they reject
the phonetic English word “Church” because the English word “Church”
was at the beginning used only to identify what was thought to be a holy
and sacred “building.” Some reject the word “Church” but they also
reject polemic debate in their open assemblies.
What is a “Church” compared to the Greek “Ekklesia” through which
Y’esus edifies his assembly.
Question that must be answered in truth, is your religious organization
you call “church” The true Bible Greek “Ekklesia” or is your “church” in
truth more cultic like the ancient Greek “Apella?” Perhaps the church
of your choice is neither like the true Bible Greek “Ekklesia” nor like the
ancient Greek “Apella.” An Apella is more cultic than either type of
organizations.
What is a “cult” and who can correctly be identified as the
“church” cult?
A modern church cult is considered by God to be an abomination or a
heinous organization devised by the disciples of Satan. In different
“Churches” today we hear opposing discussions and then the accusation as each who discuss opposing doctrine sometime identify each
other as a “Cult.”
If we understand in truth what the true Ekklesia of Y’esus is, then we
know it is impossible to correctly identify the true Ekklesia of Y’esus in
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their debates in the open assembly as a “Cult.” The Ekklesia hide
nothing in their source of doctrine.
To determine what The Correct meaning of the Word “Cult” is
adapted from the English word “occult.” We want to explore
the English word “cult,” from the root word meaning to “occult”
as is used in astronomy.
Know for certain the difference between the “Cults” or the churches or
the assemblies of the gates of hell are those that refuse to open their
assemblies to polemic debate and then compare the gates of hell to the
true Ekklesia of the Christ who do have polemic debates in their
assemblies. Beware; it is proven through scripture, it is impossible to be
saved while belonging to a church “Cult.” Do you want to be saved,
then get out of the church cult and get into the true Ekklesia of the
Christ? To understand the correct definition of what is a scriptural
“cult” has nothing to do with control of membership as long as control
of members of the Ekklesia is authorized by scripture.
Today we hear the word “cult,” being used as a misnomer, by applying
the word cult to anyone who is teaching a religious doctrine different
from what others are teaching. If the religious group “A” is teaching
something different from the religious group “B,” then both may name
each other as a “cult.” Both accusers of being cults may in truth both
be “cults” if both refuse to hold open polemic debate to determine
source of doctrine in their assemblies with those who oppose their
church doctrine. The world is full of church cults that are nothing more
than the gates of hell. The world is full of churches that refuse open
polemic debate with those of the true Ekklesia of the Christ who
oppose their false doctrines.
The word cult comes from the word meaning to “occult” as is used
in astronomy. To visibly occult, is meaning to apparently grow dark,
to be part secret or keep the -source of certain parts of religious
activities hidden from view and then from out of dark reveal part of the
source, to grow part into view or to grow or to expose or to teach part
visible light or truth. To be acceptable every church cult has to have at
the least a little scriptural truth to reveal to their assembly to be accept141

able. Only a small source of their teaching to prove at least some of
what they teach is from the Bible or else they would not exist as a
church cult. Every church cult has to have at the least a little truth or
no one would be attracted to the church cult.
To be a true cult, the religious cult must keep some parts of the
source of their religious activities’ secret when compared to scripture,
and some things from the scriptural source is open for all to see, in the
true cults of this world.
A religious cult, hide the truth of their source of doctrine and they do
not allow the source of their false and deceitful doctrine about themselves to be openly compared to scripture in their assemblies. The cult
will not allow the source of their false doctrine or their religious activities
to be openly compared to scripture by those who oppose their false
teaching. The church cult keep the source of the names, scriptural
error in some beliefs and many parts of their religious activity’s hidden
or secret from open revelation in their assemblies.
God designs the Ekklesia that is falsely translated as “church” to use
open or public discussion in the gatherings of the Ekklesia, to purify the
understanding and the true work of the Ekklesia.
The true Ekklesia of Y’esus is impossible to be a cult because they
hold in their open public gatherings, polemic debate on the doctrine of
God comparing to the teaching of those who oppose God. All
churches which do not allow open polemic debates in their assemblies
are religious cults.
A religious cult hides and rejects the truth and will not allow the source
of the teaching in open and public Bible discussion of their false teaching
that divide their gatherings from the true Ekklesia of the Christ. All
churches are cults because the church will not allow their doctrine to be
compared to Bible teaching by the opposition in their open assembly.
A religious cult will never tell you the true definition of what a cult is, if
the definition of “cult” condemns their present practice. The cult will not
tell you the names and the qualification of the men who translate their
Bible into the English language or the qualification of those who make
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religious decision for them to keep. Every “church” that rejects polemic
debate in their public assemblies is a “Cult” of Satan. The leaders of the
cults of Satan will make all kinds of excuses for their refusal to hold
open polemic debate on controversial subjects that divide from the true
Ekklesia of the Christ.
A cult is mind controlling and will not allow its members to be open
minded, to investigate tracts or the writings and teaching of others, so
they can decide for self what truth is. They cult makes their law for their
members that it is a “sin” to investigate the teaching of others that
oppose their church doctrine.
A true “religious cult” will not tell you the names and the qualification of
the men who tell the cult what parts of their translated Bible they must
deny, accept or teach (such as the false “Witness” who use the false
translated Bible of Charles Taz Russell or the Mormon Bible made by
Joseph Smith). . The cult members without polemic debate with the
opposition to determine source, must accept and do what their leaders
teach them how they must interpret their Bible and worship and conduct
themselves. This is the true definition of modern English word “cult.”
The English word cult is derived from the ancient understanding to
“Occult” as is observed in astronomy. The appearance of light is
occulting into darkness.
To be a true cult there must be a hidden agenda of the original source or
to be dark or secretive such as the Catholic church,” “the Jehovah
Witnesses” or the Mormon Church..
First let us agree it is not how or what we and others identify ourselves
that determines who or what we are, it is only how we conduct ourselves that determines who and what we are. It is not always true what
we identify ourselves as a church or an Ekklesia of Y’esus but how we
conduct ourselves according to scripture will determine who and what
we are. Word Semantics does not determine who we are or for whom
we stand but our conduct determines who we are and for whom we
take our stand -either for God or for Satan.
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Now let us again take note the difference between the ancient Greek
“Ekklesia” of Athens Greece and the cultic Greek “Apella” of Sparta
Greece and compare to the true Ekklesia of Y’esus. The Ekklesia of the
Christ has no secrets in defending in the open assembly their source of
doctrine for they hold polemic debate in the open assemblies and the
secrets of the cultic Apella do not allow polemic debate in the open
assemblies.
Only Y’esus has an Ekklesia and the Ekklesia of Y’esus can never be
identified as an Apella or a “Cult.” Y’esus does not have an “Apella”
who keeps secret the source for some of its false teaching it its organization. Then the organizations that refuse debate in their open assemblies are correctly identified as an “Apella” or an organization of Satan.
It is impossible to correctly name the Ekklesia of Y’esus as a cult
because they in every case of opposition open their lives and teaching to
debate in public scrutiny to determine the source of their beliefs.
The Apella in their teaching is part secret and part open to the public.
Only the organizations that are identified as the “Apella” can be identified as a “cult.” In the true understanding of the true “Ekklesia” it is
impossible for the “Ekklesia of Y’esus” to be identified correctly as a
“cult.” So in all so called “Churches” who refuse to hold open polemic
debate, it is impossible to correctly identify the Apella type church as
the true Ekklesia of Y’esus. All who refuse to hold polemic debate in
the open assemblies are identified correctly as an “Apella” or “a church
cult.”
Y’esus declared to his disciples “upon this rock I will edify or build” my
Ekklesia” or Y’esus is saying to his apostles that he will build “my called
out assembly for polemic debate to edify against the gates of hell.’
Y’esus did not say word for word that he would establish polemic
debate in his Ekklesia. However in the very definition of what the
Greek Ekklesia is which is the elected assembly that is only designed to
hold polemic debate with the opposing gates of hell is the most important part of the function of the Ekklesia of Y’esus.
The purpose of the “Ekklesia” of Y’esus is to edify or “build up by
teaching” doctrine and it is horribly mistranslated in most English Bibles
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as the English word “Church.” (See Bible records of the Ekklesia
written in Matthew chapter 16: verses 16-18).
Let us first question, have you ever heard the -true definition of the
Ekklesia that Y’esus said he was going to build or edify?
Today the English word “Church” a has a multitude of different meanings in the English language. The Ekklesia that Y’esus said would edify
against the gates of hell was through polemic debate. It is impossible to
define the Greek Ekklesia of Y’esus to be all the many different meanings of the many different things that the English word “church” identifies. Because of religious error most English speaking people do not
have the foggiest understanding of what is the true Bible “Ekklesia” of
Y’esus? We hear many say the Ekklesia of Y’esus is the called out
“church” that Y’esus established for his Kingdom. We ask called out
to do what? Most leaders of their church do not want to hear what the
Ekklesia of Y’esus is called out to do. Truth of what is the “Ekklesia”
established by Y’esus will shock the understanding of most students of
the Bible.
If you have a true “Ekklesia” that debates doctrine or law, then who
started or who builds (edifies) your “Ekklesia”?
What is the Ekklesia most English speaking people call the “Church”
that Y’esus is supposed to build or edify? Let us examine the original
Greek Bible records to discover truth to determine what the Ekklesia of
Y’esus is that he said he was going to edify or build. Then let us
compare the “Ekklesia” of Y’esus to what men identify as -a “Church?
There are thousands of different organizations men call “churches.”
Some call their buildings a “Church”. Some think their buildings are a
holy “Church.” All church organizations exist with thousands of different
laws or opposing doctrines. Some church organizations do not so much
as have a doctrine or law. Many so called “Churches” reject having any
specific doctrine or law. Now know this truth and keep this truth in
mind, most all so called “Churches” hate and they are terrified of the
true word definition of what the true “Ekklesia” of Y’esus is. Many
leaders of most “Churches” shrink back in fear of the true definition of
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what the true “Ekklesia” is that Y’esus uses to edify his Kingdom
against the gates of hell.
When you finish this study about the true Ekklesia of Y’esus, go and
visit all who identify themselves as a “Church” and discover the fear of
church leaders who refuse to open their assemblies to debate their
different and opposing doctrine in the open gathered assembly.
Now for a moment let us examine the Bible Greek word Ekklesia that
men translate into the English as the word “church.” The Strong’s Bible
Greek word that Y’esus used to say he will “Build” The Bible Greek
word meaning to build is the Strong’s Greek dictionary number .3618
oikodomew oikodomeo pronounced as “oy-kod-om-eh”. Oy-kodom-eh is the word Y’esus used to identify he will “build up” or “edify”
the kingdom of God through his Ekklesia. To “build” is meaning to
“edify” or in the sense to teach and through teaching organize doctrine
for the government of the kingdom of God. Keep in mind that the
building up to edify doctrine or law of the Christian to war or fight
against the gates of hell is what goes into and is recorded in the brain of
the members of the kingdom of God.
The Ekklesia of Y’esus is designed by Y’esus, he said is to build upon
or “To edify” or to build through the works of the “Ekklesia” for the
kingdom of God, is made upon the foundation of the Greek “Petra”
which is from the giant cliff of a rock or the Ekklesia is “built” to teach
from the Petra or from an unmovable foundation. Y’esus declares as
longs as you have the true established “Ekklesia” the gates of Hell will
not or can not prevail against his called out group Ekklesia. Do you
belong to this true “Ekklesia” that is called out and is guiding and
making decisions for your members of your assembly in the kingdom of
God?
Notice carefully now, not every one in the kingdom is the Ekklesia or
the “called out” to debate the law of how to fight the enemy. You must
volunteer and then the moderators will determine to allow you to speak.
Then after you have debated the law the decision who has truth through
debate is determined by a show of hands by the majority if they agree
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with what you teach. The minority also agrees to abide by the vote of
the majority in the spiritual kingdom of Y’esus.
Now know this for certain, if your religious group does not hold controlled or polemic debate in it’s assembly for the purpose to determine
law of the spirit, then your religious affiliation does not so much as have
an “Ekklesia” authorized for the kingdom by Y’esus.
Now we question, did Y’esus give a doctrine or law to his “Ekklesia”
that is be debated by the elected leaders in the public assembly to direct
how and when to spiritually war against the enemies of God?” There are
“churches” that deny that God has given the Ekklesia of Christ “doctrine” or “law” to live and worship by.
Our God has given us doctrine to defend. Y’esus warns John chapter
7: verse 16 Y’esus answered them, and said, My doctrine is not
mine, but his that sent me.
Jude also warns us we must contend, debate or defend the doctrine or
law of God that was written only once for all times to the saints of God.
Jude 3 ¶ Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of
the common salvation, it was needful for me to write unto you,
and exhort you that ye should earnestly contend for the faith
which was once delivered unto the saints.
Hebrews chapter 6: verse 1 Wherefore leaving the doctrine of the
first principles of Christ, let us press on unto perfection; not
laying again a foundation of repentance from dead works, and of
faith toward God,
Titus chapter 2: verse 1 But speak thou the things which befit the
sound doctrine:
First Timothy chapter 6: verse 3 If any man teacheth a different
doctrine, and consenteth not to sound words, even the words of
our Lord Y’esus Christ, and to the doctrine which is according
to godliness;
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Second Timothy chapter 4: verse 3 For the time will come when
they will not endure the sound doctrine; but, having itching
ears, will heap to themselves teachers after their own lusts;
In the religion of your choice, who ordains and who in the public
assembly through polemic debate determines “the source of doctrine or
law” that the apostle Paul warns that you must keep the doctrine to save
yourself (first Timothy chapter 4: verse 16)?
Does your religious assembly have an “Ekklesia” or an elected group of
leaders who contend or debate the law of Y’esus to determine how to
conduct the spiritual war against the “gates of Hell” or the spiritual
enemies of the kingdom of God?
Are you certain you will be saved by the doctrine determined through
polemic debate in the Ekklesia of your choice?
Do you know of a group who opens their assembly for the purpose to
debate the doctrine of God? Y’esus or Y’esus taught my doctrine is not
mine but his (or the doctrine from God) who sent me (see John chapter
7 verse 16).
Who is the head or authority in your assembly? Who through polemic
debate determines true doctrine against the opposition and also determines doctrine that edifies your assembly?
We must have polemic debate to determine how many Ekklesias did
Y’esus build to edify his kingdom from how may different foundations?
The Ekklesia of Y’esus is an elected group of officials who are authorized to debate the law of Y’esus, to determine how to spiritually war
against the spiritual enemies of God
We must have polemic debate in the called out or the Ekklesia to
determine what doctrine or law divides from the Ekklesia that Y’esus
built from so called “churches” who refuse to open their assembly to
debate the doctrine of Y’esus. Remember the true definition of a “Cult”
is one who keeps secret their false doctrine.
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A church cult is one who refuses to open their assembly to debate the
doctrine of Christ.
Question, did the God of creation authorize polemic debate for the
assembly to determine in spirit and truth, so all in the kingdom of God
can unite in one doctrine as the one true Ekklesia? Does your “Church”
assembly hold polemic debate? If they do not hold public debate then
your assembly is a church “Cult” and your church organization can not
be identified as the true “Ekklesia’ of Y’esus.
The Ekklesia of Y’esus is in truth when there is a group whose duty is to
openly debate the doctrine of Y’esus. Those who identify themselves as
the Ekklesia of Y’esus but refuse to hold polemic debate in their public
assemblies, then they can not possibly be identified in truth as the true
and living Ekklesia of Y’esus but as a “cult” and they have something
dreadful to hide from their church members.
Can an “Ekklesia” in truth make the claim to be the true and living
Ekklesia or true and living called out assembly of Christ but hide their
false doctrine in their “church,” and make a multitude of excuses for
their refusal to open their assemblies to polemic debate about their very
different “church” doctrine?
In the kingdom of the devil, he will not allow open and public debate in
his assembly, because he knows the truth will be revealed about his
many deceptions.
The apostle Paul wrote Ephesians 4:
1b Walk worthy of the vocation wherewith ye are called,
2 ¶ With all lowliness and meekness, with longsuffering, forbearing one another in love;
3 Endeavouring to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of
peace.
4 There is one body, and one Spirit, even as ye are called in one
hope of your calling;
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5 One Lord, one faith, one immersion,
6 One God and Father of all, who is above all, and through all,
and in you all.
Notice, Paul said there is only one body or Ekklesia which is one
“assembly.”
Men build all kinds of different churches with different doctrines (Laws).
Some digress in their ignorance when they say come let us go to church
meaning to the church building, or perhaps to house of worship. We
are going to have church in my house on Sunday or near the resurrection moment at early dark on the night of day One of the Sabbaton
(Saturday night). The time of this gathering the Catholic church in their
CATACHISM OF THEIR EUCHARIST they declare to be “the Holy
Saturday night of the resurrection.” Why is Saturday night holy to
Catholics and not holy to the protestants? Do Catholics know something about the resurrection of the Christ that the protestants don’t?
We hear others today say when it is time to begin the worship; “Come
on let us have church.” “Let us get church started.”
The most ancient “Ekklesia” or called out assembly of Christ was held
in the home. God through the Old Testament and in the New Testament
designs the home as the first place for worship. Home worship is the
bulwark of God for the Ekklesia in Christian living (Exodus chapter 12
and Acts chapter 2).
Those who practice home worship in strict and the purest doctrine of
Christ, grow faster than the Ekklesia who gather in public buildings.
Many proud, lazy and money grubbing preachers hate home worship
because home worship removes the control of the money and keep the
true doctrine of Ekklesia from their control.
Y’esus built his Ekklesia and then gave it a specific doctrine of faith
which is the law (The Greek “nomos “) of faith to the Ekklesia (Romans
3:27). The doctrine that Y’esus gives to his Ekklesia is given only
through the Holy Spirit only one time (Jude 2).
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Only the Jews of the first century are allowed through the power of the
Holy Spirit, to give the law or doctrine of the Ekklesia that belongs to
Christ. Romans chapter 3 1 ¶ What advantage then hath the Jew?
or what profit is there of circumcision?
2 Much every way: chiefly, because that unto them were committed the oracles of God.
(Romans chapter 8 verses 1-3 1 ¶ There is therefore now no
condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who walk not
after the flesh, but after the Spirit.
2 For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me
free from the law of sin and death.
All men are judged by the law that was given only once or only at
one time. (See James chapter 2 verse 12 So speak ye, and so do, as
they that shall be judged by the law of liberty. Galatians 6:2 Bear
ye one another’s burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ).
Church doctrine is what divides between the Ekklesia that Christ
edifies his kingdom from “churches” that men build. The doctrine or the
law of Christ teaches only one head of one body. Doctrine or law
determines the conduct and appearance of the body or the Ekklesia of
Christ .
All cult churches have the earthly head of their church. There are
thousands of different doctrines all make the false claim that Y’esus the
Christ or the pope or president is the head of their “church.” The
“Ekklesia of Y’esus has only one head that head is Christ. . Many
different doctrines of many different “churches” is like a monster with
many different bodies with many different heads.
The apostle Paul wrote showing it is extremely important to keep the
doctrine of Y’esus because keeping the doctrine of Y’esus is one of the
many things that save the spirit of man.
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1 Timothy chapter 4 verse 16 Take heed unto thyself, and unto
the doctrine; continue in them: for in doing this thou shalt both
save thyself, and them that hear thee.
Now you should see how important it is that the Ekklesia you choose
has only one head and only one true doctrine or the law of Christ so the
members of your Ekklesia can know they are free from sin and can be
saved. Only the Ekklesia who has open polemic debate has the true
doctrine of Christ in their called out assembly.
The true Ekklesia of Y’esus always allows open and public (polemic
or controlled) debate (discussions) in their public gatherings, to make
certain that they hold the true doctrine of Christ. In the “Ekklesia” or
“church” of your choice, how long has it been since your “Ekklesia” or
“church” has allowed open polemic debate in your assembly with those
who oppose your church doctrine?
Christ has a doctrine or law. Galatians 6:2 Bear ye one another’s
burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ?
Does the Ekklesia or ‘church’ of your choice allow open polemic
debate on any teaching that divides the one Ekklesia or from other
churches?
Those who refuse to openly debate their doctrine in their public assemblies, have something dreadful to hide in their church doctrine. Get
away from the false “church” with their false doctrine if they refuse to
open their assemblies and stand up and “contend earnestly for the faith
delivered only once” (Jude 2).
With a passion, the deceivers of the false “church,” hate the word
doctrine or law. The idea of open and public controlled debate to
determine the source of their church doctrine in their open assembly
terrifies their position they hold over the people. Some deceive their
church members by teaching falsely that God did not give a doctrine or
law to His “church.” Those who do not have the true doctrine of
Christ in their “church” hate the word doctrine or law and refuse to
discuss or debate the matter in their open assembly. Those who do not
have open and polemic debate to keep the doctrine of Christ pure do
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not have Christ neither can they be identified as the true Ekklesia that
Y’esus the Christ edifies.
Now you should know the difference between the Ekklesia of the
Christ and the “Churches” that are made by men. Y’esus edifies through
only one Ekklesia in every city. The called out assembly is the Ekklesia
with only one doctrine to debate. The apostle Paul warns that keeping
the doctrine of Y’esus is one of the things that saves the Christian
(1Timothy 4:16).
It is your life time responsibility to discover through either reading the
word or through polemic debate, what is the true doctrine or law that
determines what is the one true Ekklesia of Y’esus. Study the teaching
from those who oppose your “church” and reason the scriptures to
learn the truth and the history of your “church.” Know for certain when
your “church” doctrine was first started? How will you ever know for
certain that your church and the doctrine you teach was started by
Y’esus and the teaching of the Holy Spirit given only through the
apostles? Does your “church’ wear the true phonetic name of the
builder?
The following is a history of some who make the claim to be the one
true church but not one of them will open their assemblies to polemic
debate their church doctrine. Only the Ekklesia or church that Y’esus
edifies through polemic debate will open their assembly to polemic
debate. This should be the first warning that these false churches have
something dreadful to hide in their church doctrine. Y’esus did not start
a “Church” but Y’esus started His “Ekklesia” in the corrected year of
A.D. 30. We learn there are many Bible congregations in every city but
there is only one “Ekklesia” for every city.
History of the first Ekklesia established by Y’esus
A. D. 30 Jerusalem Y’esus (mistranslated as Jesus) the Christ. There
is only one Ekklesia of God or the Ekklesia that belongs to Christ and
Y’esus is the only head over the true Ekklesia. Romans chapter 16:
verse 16 Salute one another with a holy kiss. The Ekklesias of Christ
salute you (Note Ekklesias is plural).
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Acts chapter 20: verse 28 Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to
all the flock, over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers,
to feed the Ekklesia of God, which he hath purchased with his own
blood.
We can use either the name, “The Ekklesia of “Y’esus” which is the true
pronunciation of the name of the Christ, “The Ekklesia of God”, “The
Ekklesia of “Christ.” There is a problem in giving a specific biblical
name to the Ekklesia that Y’esus built. To call the Ekklesia by the
specific name of “The church of Y’esus,” there are many men by the
name of Y’esus. In the Bible, there are more specific references made
to “the Ekklesia of God.” To name the church “The Ekklesia of God,”
then only acts of worship determine who is being identified as Ekklesia
and -The God. The God is only understood as -a god to many different
people.
History of the Time
the Place
man made name of the Church

the Founder

The

We give the names of the following churches that refuse to open their
assemblies to debate the source of their church doctrine. The following
churches are very different from the Ekklesia of Christ because each of
the following churches teach and observe a very different doctrine
comparing to the doctrine that was given to the world in the first
century. Each of the following “churches’ teach a different doctrine
comparing to the doctrine which was given to the Ekklesia only one
time and the doctrine of Y’esus is given only through the Holy Spirit as
the word of God.
The doctrine of the Ekklesia of first century was given only through
certain chosen Jews (Romans chapter 3, verse 1-3). Y’esus taught
salvation is of the Jews (see John 4:22 Ye worship ye know not
what: we know what we worship: for salvation is of the Jews.
Keep this truth in mind, the doctrine of Y’esus was given only through
the Holy Spirit and the doctrine of the Ekklesia, was given only one time
through the Jews of the first century (see Rom. 3:1-2).
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The word of God was written only one time and only by the Bible
writing Jews (See Jude 2-3)
2). Any doctrine for the Ekklesia written after the first century is not
from God or -not from Y’esus or from the Holy Spirit and not written
by the Jews of the first century. Any doctrine (Law) written outside
what was written in the first century Ekklesia is not of Christ and
therefore it is not the doctrine for the Ekklesia that belongs to the “one
head” which is Y’esus the Christ. Note not one of the following
“churches” will open their assemblies to polemic or controlled debate to
determine the source of their “church” doctrine, and then it is obvious
they know they do not have truth in the source of their church doctrine.
Here is a list of Churches and within most of these church names are
split into a multitude of different church doctrines
Time

Place

Founder

Church Name

321-25 A.D Constantinople Constantine Nice a Roman Catholic
cult who digressed from true doctrine and started to be formed but
found to be named as a church in the year 440 AD..
606 A. D. Rome

Boniface III

1520 A. D. Germany Martin Luther
1534 A.A. England

Lutheran (split)

Henry VIII Church of England (split)

1536 A.D. Switzerland John Calvin
1550 A.D. England

Roman Catholic (Split)

Presbyterian (Split)

Robert Browne Congregational (split)

1607 A.D . Holland

John Smyth

Baptist (many splits)

1739 A. D. England

John Wesley

Methodist (Split)

The Church of Christ late 16th and early 17th Century in Scotland and
Ireland it is not a scriptural name as they falsely teach, but a group
somewhat different from other churches (the most conservative do
allow polemic debate in their open assembly), most make the claim to
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be autonomous and nondenominational but they identify self as a
“Church” and continue the pagan practice of idolatry (keeping the Bible
day of the sun god, a Sunday morning Lord’s supper at the breakfast
hour in the rising of their sun god of Sunday and other false doctrines
adopted from their Catholic mother church (idolatry of keeping their
Bible day of the sun god or Sunday resurrection, they make a sun rise
Lord’s supper and other pagan practices started by the catholic
church).
1830 A.D. America Joseph Smith Latter Day Saints (Mormon)
(Split)
1830 A.D. America William Miller 7Th Day Adventist (Split)
1866 A.D. America Mary Baker Eddy Christian Scientist (Split)
1872 A.D . America Charles Taz Russell or the cult of the Russellites
(Falsely call themselves Jehovah’s Witnesses). The cultic group of
Charles Taz Russell or the Russellites rejects the title of “Ekklesia” of
Y’esus and opts for what they identify as their “Watch Tower Society”.
The Russellite church has split many times since Charles Taz Russell first
started their cultic church.
The cultic closed and tight fisted Russellites are a totalitarian religious
society and they would not so much as dare become a true Ekklesia of
Christ and begin to open their assemblies to polemic debate. If Russell
would have only allowed polemic debate in their open assemblies this
religious organization would not exist today. To hold open polemic
debate in their kingdom Halls to determine the source of their false
doctrine in short order would immediately be the end of the so call
“Jehovah’s Witness Churches.” The “Watch Tower” of the Russellites
who falsely call themselves Jehovah’s Witness” is not and can not be the
true “Ekklesia “of Y’esus.”
The problem with the Watch Tower Society is the Watch Tower refuses
to hold open polemic debate in their open assemblies of their Kingdom
Halls and they refuse to allow their members to learn the true source of
their false doctrine. What a day of revelation and confusion when the
teacher of truth stands in the open assembly of the Russellites and
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reveals all the false teaching of the Russellites. The Russellites will never
dare open their assemblies to polemic debate to become a true
“Ekklesia of the Christ.” When all the “Christian” world become one
Ekklesia this organization will be beaten into none existence.
The Russellite “church” is a cultic Apella and can not be identified as the
true Ekklesia of Y’esus because they do not allow open “Ekklesia” or
polemic debate in their assemblies to determine the source of their false
teachings.
The Russellites who falsely identify themselves as “Jehovah’s Witness”
were originally started by Charles Taz Russell who is recorded in history
of the court of New York to be a liar, immoral sexual deviant and false
prophet. The leaders who follow Russell can be proven through
polemic debate to be other false prophets and expounders (Polemic
debates are never allowed in their public assembly). The doctrine of the
Russellites is contrary to the doctrine of Y’esus and they refuse to have
Ekklesia or open their assemblies to controlled debate with the opposition in their teaching in their assemblies.
Now let us examine the modern Catholic “Apella.” There would never
have been the so called “Catholic Church” started in the fourth century,
if the Ekklesia of Y’esus were allowed by the ruler Constantine to
continue to hold polemic debate in the true teachings of Y’esus.
Constantine and certain of the new “Church” officials stopped public
debate in open assembly.
The modern or ancient Catholic “church” is not now nor ever was a true
“Ekklesia or Church of Y’esus” but instead they are a false “Apella”
because they are cultic and do not allow polemic debate in their assemblies to purify and hold to the doctrine of Y’esus in His kingdom. The
Catholic “church” was started to be formed by Constantine (“The
Great”). Many of the Catholic pagan doctrines were started by
Constantine in 325 AD and the doctrine of the Catholics are completely
opposite the doctrine of Y’esus. The apse in buildings of fourth century
Constantine was facing first to the west. Early Christian Churches

In the early Christian era, a domed apse was located in
a church at the west end of the building during the period
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of Constantine I. However, the Roman Catholic Church
changed it to the east end during the sixth and seventh
centuries.
Read more : http://www.ehow.com/
facts_6726430_meaning-apse_.html .
“Mormons “church” which is not a true and living Ekklesia (church)
must be identified as the closed and secret Greek “Apella.” The Mormons are an “Apella” because they do not allow polemic debate to
determine source and hold the true doctrine or law given by Y’esus.
The Mormons are founded and identify themselves as Latter-Day Saints
(Mormon) movement, 1830. In a supposed vision of the Father and the
Son reported by Joseph Smith (1820s) in N.Y., The book of Mormon
and “Pearl of Great Price” and other false prophecies are contrary
doctrine compared to scripture that the true source was to be written
only once and only by the Jews, Rom. 3:1-2 and Jude 2. Joe Smith also
reported receiving new scripture on golden tablets.
Mormons teach. “ # You must do whatever the prophet (Joseph Smith)
says. Those who don’t will be cut off”. Nephi 22:20
“They who fight again Zion (Mormonism) will be cut off.” 22:19
“There are only two churches: the church of the Lamb of God, and the
church of the devil.” You either belong to the good church or the bad
church (the mother of abominations, the whore of all the earth)”.
Mormon book of Nephi 14:10
“ Soon all the churches of the devil (non-Mormon churches) will be
destroyed”. 22:23
The original book of Mormon was easily proved in polemic debate that
it was an invention made by the con man Joseph Smith, and the book of
Mormon is a fake and a fraud. The Mormon Church tries to buy and
destroy all the original books of Mormon because it is easy to prove to
the honest that the original book of Mormon is a fake and fraud. The
‘Mormons” would not dare have true Ekklesia or open polemic debate
in their assemblies for fear that the truth and the source of their heinous
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deceptions made by Joseph Smith and other Mormon leaders would be
revealed.
In public debate, the book of Mormon is proven to be false. Mormon
leaders have tried to destroy the first book of Mormon and made some
five thousand revisions from the original book of Mormon. Some
revisions of the original intent of Joe Smith are completely reversed in
the revised book of Mormon. Time is coming when all Mormons will
be challenges to become a true ekklesia of christ and the Mormons
must face truth in polemic debate and their false doctrine will wither
from the true words of God. In the twentieth century, there is a flood of
new man made “churches” that will name themselves by a multitude of
different names. None of these so called “churches” are so much as a
true and living “Ekklesia” all are outside the Ekklesia of Christ. Only
the true “Ekklesia” of Christ will open their assemblies to polemic
debate to prove they have the true source of doctrine from God. If all
who claim to be the Ekklesia that belong to Y’esus would open their
assemblies to polemic debate, if they agree to abide by the majority
vote they would soon all become one doctrine and determine one law
of the kingdom of God. Here are only a few of the multitude of
none scriptural names men give to their man made churches but all
refuse open polemic debate in the in assemblies: Full Gospel Fellowship
Church, and the Church of the Nazarene, Christian Center Church,
Church On The Way, Church of The Lost, Church of The Believers,
Christian Cathedral Church, Christian Church, The Assembly of God
church, The Episcopal Church, New Life Faith Center Church, Rock of
Salvation Church, Hope Chapel Church, Jews for Christ Church,
Calvary Community church, Four Square Church—the list goes on and
on.
The following deviants also have every right to call themselves “the true
church” but they are open and hide nothing in their church doctrine.
They make no claim to be the church that Y’esus edifies.
1) The church of Satan *San Francisco. Founded by Anton LaVey.
2) Gay and lesbian Church.
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3) The church of the devil
All churches belong to Satan. Each of the above churches of Satan
teaches something different that sets them apart and their teaching will
contradict or oppose all other “churches.” All teach a different doctrine
that will identify their different church beliefs.
Learn though polemic debate, which is the true Ekklesia that teaches the
true doctrine of Christ? Only through polemic debate in the assembly of
the Ekklesia and through an in-depth study of the scriptures will identify
the one true doctrine of the one true Ekklesia that belongs to the kingdom of Y’esus Christ.
I say, be careful and always take the safe course and make the right
choice, if you really want to be saved? It is impossible for us to be
saved outside the kingdom determined only to be the Ekklesia that
belongs to Christ. If your religious association will not open to public
debate to determine the source of their doctrine for their assembly, and if
your “church” has a different doctrine than the doctrine of the Ekklesia of
Christ, then perhaps your champion will come to this web site
<www.religiousdebates.com> and debate your church doctrine or your
religious differences so all on the web can read why you think you have
the right to differ in your religious doctrine? If you teach a different
doctrine, or if you have no doctrine, we give you a challenge, get your
church champion to come and defend your different church doctrine at
this web site. www.religiousdebates.com
Keep this fact if you do not have open debate with the opposition in you
public assemblies, then you are not a true Ekklesia in the kingdom of
Christ. Now again notice very carefully the words of warning given to us
by Y’esus. “But the hour cometh, and now is, when the true
worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and truth: for such
doth the Father seek to be his worshippers.
God is a Spirit: and they that worship him must worship in spirit
and truth” (John 4: 23-24).
Notice the words of Y’esus “ when he commands us that we -must
worship in spirit and in truth.” The only acceptable worship to God must be made in spirit and in truth. Then we should all come together to
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deliberate for truth and all agree in how we are to worship God, to
determine the true source of our doctrine (instructions from God) and
determine if we hold the correct spirit and the truth of God?
In the love of God the truth and the brotherhood
Willard R. Wade
My Web sites
www.biblementor.com
www.twopassovers.com
For all true Ekklesias of Christ, you are invited to come and join
together with us on this world wide Web Ring and we together through
polemic debate will give up our false created church doctrines and
agree on the gospel truth and how to evangelize the entire world for our
God. God bless all His true Ekklesias world wide.
www.ekklesiasofchrist.com
Jer. 7:23 But this thing commanded I them, saying, Obey my voice, and
I will be your God, and ye shall be my people: and walk ye in all the
ways that I have commanded you, that it may be well unto you.
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The Catholic Kirke (Circe) of our
lady in Copenhagen Denmark.
http://thesundaylaw.com/archives/4806 Go
and research this teaching. “The Waldensian
are now Reformed Presbyterian Churches:
they were called in Latin: Mater Reformation is (= Mother of the Reformation) as
they were before an old Middle Ages movement, at that time they were -NOT Called a
“Church” after the Catholic Church or an Ekklesia .
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